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PREFACE

Over the last nine decades the collective 

bargaining has developed as an institution of immense 

importance in industrial relations- It is a 

democratic process of decision-making in industry 

by the management and the labour unions- The 

history of industrial relations in general and that 

of collective bargaining ,in particular reveals that 

successful collective bargaining depends upon 

certain factors both within and outside the 

industry and labour unions - While conducive labour 

policy, a favourable political climate and highly 

encouraging legal framework are the external factors 

promoting collective bargaining? a strong trade union 

movement? a positive attitude and a consistent 

approach of the management towards collective 

bargaining? enlightened and pragmatic trade union 

leadership are same of the internal factors• 

Collective bargaining being a bipartite method 

of decision-making the internal factors are more 

important than the external ones • Even in the 

absence of a conducive labour policy and encouraging



legal framework collective bargaining could develop 

if the managements and the labour unions have a 

conviction in the efficacy of the method? as the 

early history of coliective bargaining in the 

industrialised market economies like the Great 

Britain? United States of Amer-ica ? Canada etc- 

reveals •

In India? collective bargaining has been in 

existence for over 7 5 years now- The first inst.ance 

of negotiations occurred soon after the Second World 

War in the textile industry at Ahmedabad - And as a 

Survey conducted in early 1960s.by the Employers 

Federation of India has revealed collective bargaining 

has been accepted by a large number of employers and 

trade unions even before independence. But this 

institution of industrial relations has developed 

rather unevenly in different industries and industrial 

centres • Yet it has been the important method of 

determining various issues of interest to both the 

parties*

Collective bargaining in the textile and other 

industries in Coimbatore region has been in 

existence for the last three to four decades •



During this period it has not only developed into a 

strong institution but ha^ given rise to new patterns 

of collective bargaining - The bargainers have been 

able to adopt certain healthy practices like not 

descriminating the unions in the industrial relations 

matters, the unions joining hands to negotiate the 

common issues? etc- As a matter of fact? collective 

bargaining in this region occupies a -unique place in 
* ' * ' ...

the Ind Ian Hindus trial relations system ♦. Therefore ? 

with a view to understanding the different practices 

that have been adopted by the managements and the 

labour unions leading to the emergence of new patterns 

of bargaining ? this study was undertaken -

I take this opportunity to express my gratitude 

to Prof -- N *S • FRamaswamy ? the former Director of the 

Indian Institute of Management? Shri- P-G- Daftary? 

the present Director? Prof*. Kr ishnaswamy? the

Dean (Research)? Prof- S- Shivaramu? the former. 

Co-ordinator (Research and Consultancy) and the 

present Dean (Programmes)* Prof - V-K • Tewari? 

the present Co-ordinator (Research and Consultancy) 

for approving this research project and also for 

extending all the necessary help *



I am equally indebted to my respondents- It is 

very difficult to name all of them here* But? I would 

be failing in my duty if I do not acknowledge the help 

extended by the following friends from different 

fields* First and foremost? I must thank

Mr • B ** .^anga;swamy 9 the Secretary of the Southern 

India Mills Association (SIMA) 'and his c oil eagues 

Mr • Visweswaran? the Law Officer? and Mr - Nagarajan? 

the Industrial Relations Officer (Taxation) and 

others for helping me to study the documents- I am 

also thankful to the management executives fron 

different -mills and factories and particularly 

Mr- C-P* Chandra Loss? the Manager (Personnel) of 

the ABT Parcel Services? Mr - K «M •' Nagarathinam ? the 

Manager (Personnel) of the Kotharis (Madras)Ltd . ? 

Mr- Eswaran? the Industrial Relations Manager of the 

Textbol Co.? Mr. S . Devarajan of the Ramakrishna 

Industrials Pvt. Ltd.? Mr. H-A *C - Poppen of the 

Asbestos Cements Ltd.? Mr- V, Murali? the Advisor 

(Personnel) of the National Corporation (T.N.&P*)? 

Mr - S- Jagadish? the Labour Officer of the Laxmi 

Mills. Go*? Mr.' V *V * Karthikeyan? the former 

Administrative Officer of the L*G«B.? Mr .Swaminathan 

of Vasantha Mills? and Mr - Doraiswamy and his



colleague of the Rajalaxmi Mills- From among the trade 

unionists ? I must thank Shri - C- Govind an 9 the General 

Secretary and Shri - P-S • Chinhadorai? the President of 

the United Textile Labour Association r Shri-A-Subramanian 2 

the General Secretary of the Coimbatore District Textile 

Workers’ Union? Mr * S • Kuppuswamy of the 'National Textile 

Workers ' Union and Mr - U-R • Krishnan of the Panchaiai 

Anna Thozhir Sangham • Finally? I must thank the Deputy 

Labour Commissioner and his staff of the Coimbatore 

region for their kind help in collecting data from 

record s •

I also thank Mr - Thirugnanasambandham? Mr - 54- 

Venugopal ? and Mr - P « ShivaraJ ? for their help in 

collecting data''from different sources- I would be 

failing in my duties if I do not express my gratitudes 

to Shri- V- Rud r a swamy ? the Research Associate of the 

South India Textile Research Association (SITRa) and 

Shri A- Shanmugasundarama? Assistant Professor in the 

PSG College of Arts and Science for their 

unforgettable help during my stay at Coimbatore-



Last but not least important? I thank Mrs* Geetha

Raghunathan 9 my Secretary for her unstinted secretarial 

assistance in the course of this study and for neatly 

preparing the f inal copy of the report •
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Chapter 1»

THE PROBLEM IN ITS PERSPECTIVEimuh in »i i iM«n i» il jwwm-w »-■ wi »» .-»(.••-•^w

The term collective bargaining was coined in 

1581 by Beatrice Webb. According to her it represented 

an attempt on the part of a group of workers to secure 

higher and. better wages and other economic benefits 

than it would be possible through bargaining • During 

the last nine decades the scope of collective 

bargaining has become so flexible that it can include 

any issue in its ambit. If any issue is not 

covered it is because the parties across the table 
* 

do not want to consider the same* During this period 

it has also extended itself from the ’manual’•working 

producers’ to white-collar and professional 

employees > from regulating labcAir markets to •> 

regulating managements thereby revealing the evolution 

of thoughts•

The predominant purpose of collective bargaining 

is ’to negotiate an agreed set of rules to govern 

the substantial and procedural terms of employment 

relationships as well as the relationship between
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the bargaining parties themselves’* To state it in 

sociological termsr ‘collective bargaining .refers to 

the compl,ex\ pf. relationships through which the terms 

and conditions of employment are negotiated and agreed 

upon between the employers and organised workmen * These 
... ■ ■■ ' : ' • r ; ,
relationships, embrace the arrangements varying from 

formal national industry-wide negotiations between the 

representatives of the- federations of employers and 

trade unions to the informal, unwritten frequent 

understandings .reached by the representatives of the 

workmen and the employers • .These relations are 

meticulously designed and, authored by both the 

parties! henge, are purely democratic •<

.Webbs used, this term only to describe the 

procedure adopted by the trade’ uh ions to get some 

concessions from the employers'But to-day it- is 

accepted^even by the conservative and recalcitrant 

employers in the apitalist democratic;societies as 

a method, with full of consequences, of defining the 

labour management relations• In such societies all 

over the-world it has been highly institutionalised. 

In countries like the United States of America, 

collective bargaining is the central institution
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of the industrial relations and the most potent force 

in determining and directing the relationships of 

labour and management- It is accepted as a democratic 

decision making process in industry • This institution 

has enabled the employers and worsen he have a het-ter 

management of the mutual affairs • In most of the 

industrialised market economies it has achieved the 

status of a pre-eminent method of industrial rule 

making. Therefore? it is rightly viewed by Neil W- 

Chamberlain and James W. Kuhn as a means of 

contracting for the sale of labour (the market 

theory of collective bargaining)? as a form of 

industrial government (the governmental theory)? 

and as a method of management (the management theory).

Collective bargaining has established and proved 

its institutional strength and vitality. It has 

grown to a fairly high level of maturity and has been 

capable of effectively responding to challenges and 

problems in industrial relations. As a matter of fact? 

all other methods of determining the conditions of 

employment arid industrial relations are given 

secondary and tertiary place and importance -
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Whereas in the Indian industrial relations system 

collective.bargaining is a combination of. voluntary 

negotiations and third party intervention in the form . 

of conciliation, compulsory. adjudication and/or 

arbitration or mediation by influential outsiders* 

And over the years third party intervention in general 

and compulsory adjudication in particular have 

acquired pre-eminence • Compulsory adjudication 

instead of collective bargaining has become the 

central institution of the industrial relations system* 

The system, however, does not.preclude the .parties 

from engaging in direct negotiations*

The history of collective bargaining over the 

last sixty and odd years shows that the employers* 

and workmen's organisations have complete conviction 

in the efficacy of the method in decision making and 

industrial government - Especially after. 1947, the 

employers and trade unions have been adopting this 

method in an increasingly large number of issues to 

be negotiated and settled • According to a Survey 

conducted by the Employers' Federation of India in 

1963, the collective bargaining has'been in practice . 

for quite a long time- Of the total industrial units 

reporting the existence of collective bargaining
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tradition 3.5 per cent units reported that in their 

establishments the collective., bargaining was in practice 

even prior to 1947 (Employer 1̂ Federation of India: 

1966:25-6). Similarly in a study on conciliation 

conducted by this author in Karnataka in 1972-73 

it was found that at least 50 per cent1 of the 

employers and trade unions have adopted the collective 

bargaining as the basic method of settling the issues 

and. differences between both the parties (Patil : 1977) •

But the institution of collective bargaining in 

India has developed unevenly in different industries 

and regions* This development should necessarily 

be attributed to the lack of statutory .provision for 

creating the bargaining agent of the workmen arid - 

according to a legal status to the collective 

agreement per se ? the supremacy of compulsory 

adjudication over other methods of disputes 

settlement? the multiplicity of trade unions and 

inter-union rivalry? weak and politicized trade 

unionism? plethora of labour legislations laying 

down the floor In many labour matters and the 

employers’ legalistic approach to industrial 

relations problems? etc*' There has been no change
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in the labour policy of-tne Government with reference 

to collective bargaining* The emphasis on the third 

party intervention in industrial relations continues 

to endanger the -institutional isation of collective 

bargaining in Indian industrial relations system*

Moreover? the industrial- relations law in India? 

while allowing the registration of any number ;of 

trade unions (of course with a.minimum of/7 persons) 

in an industry or an industrial organisation? do n’t 

provide for compulsory recognition of a union as 

representative of the workmen with which the 

employers or their representatives could negotiate* 

These laws neither- encourage nor compel1 the parties 

to bargain in good faith» also they do not provide 

a legal^status to the collective agreements* ‘Where 

the recognition of a bargaining agent of workmen is 

statutorily provided? the problem has been that-of 

multiple unions and the non-recognised unions 

refusing to accept the settlements signed by the 

employer(s) and the recognised union* The best 

example in this regard may be drawn from the textile 

industry in Bombay* On this issue of recognition?, 

the Bombay mill workers have been on 'a strike since 

October 1981 demanding the withdrawal of recognition
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granted to the Rasbtriya Mill Mazdoor Sangha by the 

Bombay Mill Owners' Association- Sj far no solution 

has been evolved on this issue and the stride 

continues- It is, however? somewhat heartening 

to note that in many industries and different regions 

the problem of recognition of unions has been solved 

either by recognising a single union on the basis of 

membership claimed by the unions or by secret balloty 

or by de facto recognising all the unions irrespective 

of their size- Such of the employers in different 

industries and regions have been able to establish 

good bargaining relationships- Over a period of,time 

certain healthy practices have come into vogue 

notwithstanding the problems persisting- The good 

traditions established by this group of employers 

have influenced and motivated others to follow their 

examole -

My own broad observations over a period of 

3 years during 1978-81 revealed that the mill owners? 

their association and the labour unions in Coimbatore 

have been able to establish certain healthy practices 

and good traditions in industrial relations in 

general and collective bargaining in particular • 

The employers have solved the problem of multiple
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trade unions and recognition of a. bargain ;ng agent - 

the solution being de facto recognition, granted to 

all or major unions operating in the mills or at the 

regional level • In response to this kind of recognition 

the trade unions were abld to come together to negotiate 

with the employers or the mill.owners ’ association at 

regular intervals by constituting a Joint Action Council 

The various agreements and settlements, signed by the 

parties during a period of 25 years since. 1956 revealed 

that they had evolved certain standards? principles 

and formulae to determine various issues and guide 

the labour-management relations*. One such formula 

evolved bilaterally was the bonus formula that was 

much-different from the statutory formula* The 

^industrial relations ndver appeared to be violent 

that is a characteristic feature of industrial 

relations in other centres in India

As a matter of fact? it was decided to take up 

an empirical study on the collective bargaining 

practices in the textile and other industries in 

this centre with the following objectives:

1. To study in detail the collective bargaining 
practices-evolved by the employers and the 
labour unions*
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2. To study the development of collective bargaining 
in textile and non-textile industries on a 
comparativ basis*

3. To identify and analyse the developing patterns 
of collective bargaining*

4. To identify the factors that make the collective 
bargaining practices in this centre 
characteristically different from the practices 
prevailing in other regions* and

5* To study the role of the organisations of 
employers and labour unions in promoting and 
developing collective bargaining.

METHODOLOGY

This is a diagnostic-descriptive study based on 

both the primary and secondary sources of data. The 

secondary sources of data were; the agreements and 

settlements signed by the Southern India Mills 

Association and various trade unions operating at 

the regional (district) level - the latter constituting 

a Joint Action Council of trade unions? the reports 

of the Court of Inquiry (1947)? the Textile Tripartite 

Enquiry Committee (1953)? the minutes of the 

proceedings of the Standing Negotiation Committee ? 

the Committee of Association? the by-laws of trade 

unions and the millowners' association? the 

publications of SIMA namely? A^r^^juad^ 

the press cuttings on the 1979 statewide textile
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textile strike as well as 'the copies of the settlements 
" ■ . : • * ... y; ■...... .. ;

. signed- by the individual mills and factories with the 
, I .•>-«- ■ ’ * ' ■ •

unions operating'in those mill s/factories *

On the other hand? the primary data were 

collected from the personnel executives and -the 

trade, unionists both the district and unit level 

leaders - the general managers of textile mills? 

the labour consultants vho were the personnel 

executives? the officers of Southern India Mills 

Associationand the Research Associate of Southern 

India Textile Research Association . To put it in 

detail-? 13 personnel executives in textile industry 

including, the' Advisor (Personnel ) of the National 

Textile Corporation ? 5 pe r sonnel execut ive s from 

the engineering Industry? 2 from transport and 2 

from’cdment industry? 9 district level trade 

unionists from textile industry? 2 from the 

engineering 'and general industries and 39 unit 

level leaders from different mills and factories - 

14 from two mills? 20 from 3 factories? 3 from 

asbestos cements? and. 2 from transport- In 

addition to these? 2 industrial relations 

consultants - one of whan was working in an
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engineering unit end che other in a textile mill - 

two general managers of textile mills, 3 officers of 

SIMA and one officer of SITRA were interviewed •

The Personnel Executives and trade unionists 

were interviewed with the help of interview schedules 

developed separately for the two groups? while others 

were interviewed using an interview guide intended to 

seek to gather their rich experiences? opinions and 

views. The data sought from the management executives 

and the trade unionists were by and large identical • 

They included? Profiles data on the organisations? 

the beginning of collective bargaining practices at 

the association and mill s/f actories levels, the 

procedures and strategies adopted? the problems faced 

in negotiations, the procedures followed in failure 

of negotiations, the collective agreements and 

settlements? the negotiating committee and the 

bargainers? the institution of Joint Action Councils) 

the influence of collective bargaining practices 

developed in textile industry on other industries 

in the region •
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PERIOD OF STUDY

The study was conducted during May-June 1983 and also 

tor one week in October „ 1983 to fill the data .gaps.

DATA' PROCESSING

The data collected were precessed manually. The 

readers will find that the data, are interpreted with 

a qualitative bias-

Since the major objective of this study is to 

identify? analyse and describe different practices 

and patterns of collective bargaining over a period 

of time?the data are analysed .with a qualitative bias «

This study report is presented in nJne chapters. 

The first chapter is entitled as *The Problem in its 

Perspective’* It seeks to give an adequate background 

to the problem taken up for study? the objectives? 

and the methodology adopted? the limitations of the 

study and the scheme of chapterizaticn• The second 

chapter makes an attempt to depict the profiles of 

’the bargainers - the employers and. their organisation? 

and the workmen and their unions in the textile and 

non-textile industries? besides seeking to presents
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sketchy picture of the industries* Hence? it is 

dialed a^> ‘The Bargainers 1 • Trie Beginning and 

Evolution of Collective Bargaining is the third 

chapter? which seeks to trace the origin and 

development of collective bargaining in the textile 

industry while discussing agreements and settlements 

signed during the last three decades* The fourth 

Chapter also deals with the same subject but in 

non-textile industries? namely? engineering? transport 

and cement industries* Therefore? it is titled as. 

’Collective Bargaining in Non-Textile Industries' • 

The collective bargaining process in existence? the 

procedures followed in conducting negotiations? the 

problems faced? the strategies adopted to tackle 

the unions? the negotiating parties and the Standing 

Negotiation Committee? the procedure.s adopted, in 

failure of negotiations to settle the issues? etc*? 

constitute the fifth chapter* It is titled as 

'Procedures and Problems in Collective Bargaining' • 

The sixth chapter - 'Developing Patterns of 

Collective Bargaining’ endeavours to identify and; 

analyse four patterns of collective bargaining 

that have been in vogue in the textile and other
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industries? viz- coalition bargaining? sectionalised bargain

ing? convertive bargaining & pattern bargaining- 'The Seventh,; 

chapter seeks to discuss the position of collective 

bargaining vis-a-vis the tripartite•methods of 

conciliation? adjudication and voluntary arbitration* 

Hence? it is titled as 'Collective Bargaining and 

Tripartite Methods'* Any study on collective 

bargaining in Coimbatore region is incomplete without 

due reference to the role of the Southern India-toills 

Association * As such the eighth chapter is devoted 

to the discussion on: the role played by SIMA in 

promoting collective bargaining in the textile and 

other industries and also in solving the problems 

connected with collective bargaining • The ninth 

chapter endeavours to arrive at broad conclusions 

on the findings of the study*
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Chapter 2.

the bargainers

Collective bargaining is a bipartite process 

of determining and regulating the relations between 

the management and organised labour. It is 

successful and effective only when both the parties 

are strong organisationally and otherwise - Often 

the age of the industry and its development too 

contribute to the successful bargainings Hence? 

in this chapter we shall try to understand the 

industrial development mainly with reference to 

textile y engineering and other industries covered 

by the study? the employers and their organisations? 

and the workers and their unions-

The Industrial Development

Coimbatore is an industrial city in South 

India- Birst and foremost? it is considered as the 

centre of textile industry. In Coimbatore alone 

there are 79 mills employing about 53?000 workers.
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Hence? it is rightly described as the Manchester 

of South India- But this Manchetcor does not have 

the credit of having the first and oldest textile 

mill in the south- The first mill in Coimbatore? 

viz-? the Stanes Mill? was established in 1888 

i-e- one decade after the establishment Qf the f—— —
Buckingham. Mills at Madras? which has the honour 

of being the first textile mill in the south • The 

Stanes ..Mill in Coimbatore was established by a 

British Company^ motivated by the availability of 

cotton grown in. plenty in and around Coimbatore? 

a suitable climate? and the availability of labour - 

It was the fourth mill to be established in Tamil 

Nadu and the southern region - Two years later in 

1890 the second mill was established Just a few 

yards away across the railway lines • By 1910 two 

more ^ills came into existence - the first one 

again very close to the existing mills and the 

second one a few miles away in the village of 

Peelamedu - Both these mills were established by 

the Indian enterpreneurs» During the late 19*2 Os 

two more mills came to be established bringing 

the total number to six- Both these mills belong
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to same company and they were established during a 

short period between 1927-29. These six mills had 

a capacity of 1.5 lakh spindles and 989 looms 

employing together 5600 workers-

In 1930s, however> there was a rapid growth of 

the textile industry in Coimbatore though the 

outside world was experiencing the economic crisis 

due to the world economic depression - During this 

decade about 25 new mills sprang up bringing the 

number of mills to 37 in 1937 in the district which 

employed 25,971 workers* Almost all of them were 

of moderate size? by and large each one of- them had 

about 10,000 spindles capacity. More importantly, 

most of these mills were working at their peak 

capacity when their counterparts in north India and 

Britain were facing the crisis caused by economic 

depre ssion . . - "

Towards the end of 1930s, however? a few mills 

started experiencing the prangs of economic crisis. 

It is said and argued that this situation was due 

not so much to the economic depression as to the 

greed of the m^anaging^ agents and a few-aristocratic 

mill owners who did not have the foresight- Some of
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these mills certainly continued to experience the 

financial difficulties both during and after the 

Second World War ultimately ending up with the label , 

of >Sick Mills ’ .

But by 195.1 the total number of mills in 

Coimbatore district alone rose to 42 which were 

spinning' and/or weaving • These 42 mills had the 

installed Capacity of 8,49? 664. spindles ? and 2365 

looms providing employment to 32?023 workers • It 

may be noted that the capacity of the mills was 

increased by morq than 6 times? except in case of 

weaving mills? over a period' of 30 years* Further

more? 4 of the 42 mills were established during a 

5 years period between 1946—51* Besides these 

42 mills? quite a good number of new mills were i$ 

the construction stage during the same ••••period ? i ,e 

1946-51. The completion of Pykara Hydro Electricity 

Scheme in the Nilgiri Hills appears to have given 

the necessary impetus to this boom of textile mills . 

Other important factors responsible for this 

phenomenal growth of the industry was the availability 

of cotton grown in the region and a suitable climate •
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The growth of the industry in th region kept 

pace during the subsequent decades too. During 

1950s? due to planned agricultural developments - and 

timely rains? cotton was available in plenty? the 

labour supply was npt only highly encouraging but 

the working class was becoming less and less militant- *—1 K, '     .     
Simultaneously? the prosperity of the mills was also 

increasing? the mills earned huge profits during 

and after the II World War* Resultantly? many mill 

owners started establishing new units in differeau 

villages and suburbs of Coimbatore? which ultimately 

brought the number of mills to 80 in 1963- i-e- 

200% increase over a period of 25 years - Of these 

80 mills? 60 were in and around Coimbatore city 

itself- But in many of these cases- the new units 

were created mainly by modernising the old mills 

and transferring the old machine!y to the new ones- 

Hence? these new mills are often rightly described 

as ‘Number 2' or *B‘ mills- It is heartening to 

note that even these mills are viable units though 

they were started with old machinery -

During the 1950s? however? a few of the older 

mills had reached the stage of closure threatening 

hundreds of employees with non-emplcyment and a
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state 6f joblessness. Thanks; to the ..concerted 

efforts of the trade unions in the region who 

exerted maximum pressure oh the State'Government 

to persuade them to take over, the ‘Sick* .mills* It 

would not ’he out of context to mention here that • a 

P^dayatra of the workers of these sack mills was 

organised from Coimbatore to Madras - a distance of 

500 kilometers to impress upon the Government the 

.urgency of taking over the sickmills* Consequently; 

the state government formed' the. Tamil Nadu Textile 

Corporation and took over 12 sick mills in Coimbatore 

district* But the very next year these mills were 

handed over to the National Textile Corporation and 

the Tamil Nadu Textile Corporation ceased to function- 

Today these mills are managed by the National Textile 

Corporation with its headquarters'at Coimbatore
... . • — . ■ ... ; ’ z' v "w.

located in the premises of one of the 12 mills* Both 

the management and workers are. striving to raise 

these mills to a higher level of efficiency and 

progress* Many of them are no more the losing 

concerns * The NTC is gradually modern is ing^ these 

mills installing new machinery manufactured 

locally *
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Similarly , the private mills are also fast 
modernising • There are hardly a few mills which have 
not gone for rationalisation of the mills* The 
unprecenoented longest strike by the textile workers of 
Bombay has given a further fillip to modernisation of 
mills* The market for the yarn produced by the Coimbatore 
mills has been continuously increasing -

Rationalisation'and modernisation of the textile 
mills in Coimbatore is greatly facilitated by the local 
manufacturing of new textile machinery by half a dozen 

engineering units* These units have been utilising the 
new technological knowhow developed either abroad or 
locally- Sane of these units have their own Research 
and Development Departments while others are helped by- 
the South India Textile Research Association * Two big 
units are manufacturing the new machinery in collaboration 
with a Reiter - a vie st German firm under the brane name 
Laxmi-Reiter- This company has also been exporting the 
textile machinery to other developing countries 
and has been winning the Export Promotion Awards 
since last six years- This company has also a 
unit manufacturing automatic looms <- One of the 
branches of this Company was formally inaugurated
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only on June 13? 1983., As a matter of fact / the 

textile industry in Coimbatore has been able to 

modernise regularly, and in turn foster the growth 

of the engineering units*

The engineering industry in Cpimbatore is not 

confined to the manufacturing of textile machinery 

alone* It has also been producing the motor pump 

sets for irrigation purposes on a large scale • 

Perhaps largest number of pump sets are manufactured 

in Coimbatore by a large number of small and big 

factories - Most of the small factories are not 

covered under the Factories Act? while the big ones 

emply less than 1000 workers? except- one *

Furthermore? there are hundreds of small units 

manufacturing domestic appliances? steel'furnitures? 

iron safes and almirahs • But all'these units are 

also small in •size employing less than 10 workers * 

Though several hundreds of persons are employed in 

various engineering units in this group as well as 

the manufacture of motor pump sets etc*? the 

engineering industry in Coimbatore occupies the place 

next to textile industry in terms of employments
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Besides these two major industries this 

industrial centre has'also a cement factory - The 

Madukkarai Cement Works was established in 1934? 

but within two years it was merged with the' 

Amalgamated Cement Company • It is now known as . 

the aCC Madukkarai Unit? which is the only unit of 

ACC in Tamil Nadu* This factory has also undergone 

the process of rationalisation* The rationalisation 

of the manufacturing process both, in its quarries 

and factory resulted in the voluntary retirement 

of a large number of aged workers on payment of huge 

sums of compensation • Of late? it has stopped 

employing new hands* As such? this factory employs 

only few hundred workers • Besides this cement 

factory ? there is a cement products factory ? which 

was established in 1953 "by a company owned by 

British interests. But recently txie shares of the 

company are purchased by the Indian enterpreneurs 

and a change in management is in the offing.

A fourth major industry in Coimbatore is 

transport - both passenger and goods - transport • 

This is rather a service industry directly depending 

on the growth of other industries and population of 

the city* The goods transport and at least fifty
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.percent of the passenger transport, is in the private 

sector- In passenger transport bodv.the private and 

public sectors compete neck to..neck to render 

effective service to the public* in private sector? 

however ? the entrepreneurs are small, in terms of 

the fleet of .buses owned? only one of the private 

enterpreneurs is big having a number of units ! 

directly and indirectly related to transport? such 

as automobile workshops? tyre retreading? petrol 

pumps? etc * Most of the transport owners operate 

from a .nearby town* The public sector transport 

undertaking was formed in 1971 by nationalising the 

big private passenger transport undertakings* 

Since then it has been growing from strength to 

strength • Its growth was so phenomenal that in 1982 

it was split into two organisations - one for 

Coimbatore and Nilgiri districts and the other 

for Periyar district*

Although this study covers only four major 

industries? viz- textiles? engineeiihg? cement and 

transport? it may be noted in brief that there are 

also other service and manufacturing industries • 

These include ? the cotton ginning anol pressing?
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waste cotton cleaning and processing ,' el jctronics , 

manufacture of automobile radiators? speedo meters, 

tea processing and packing, steels products , button 

manufacturing, banking, trade and commerce, cinema? 

printing and news papers? hotel, etc* It may also 

be noted that in this industrial centre the services 

like hospitals and education are offered on 

commercial basis turning, the hospital^ and educational 

institutions into industries • This is mainly so 

because many of the leading textile mill owners .and 

other industrialists have- taken up these activities 

in addition to running the mills and factories*

EMPLOYERS

An important feature of this industrial centre 

has been that a very large number of . small and big 

enterpreneurs constitute the private sector* Whereas 

the public sector constitutes only a section of the 

employers in textiles, engineering and passenger 

transport* But all these public sector units were 

originally owned and controlled by the private 

employers* It was either because of mismanagement 

of the mills and factories or because of the 

Government’s policy to nationalise the private sector
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units that these publ ic ..sector units cai. e into , 

existence' during the early. 1970s•

The employers in textile? engineering and 

transport industries in Coimbatore are small? medium 

and big in terms of both the capital invested and 

the number of workers employed. The medium; and. big 

size employers? of late? have been ^raising funds
” - * ..J .. . ■ - '■ ■ ■ ! : ■’ •:

through public deposit schemes and floating shares- 

Yet the style of management and administration,have 

not undergone any change- The. top management of the 

industrial units is on heriditary basis- It is 

rather feudalistic in nature? especially in case of 

the textile mills and a few big engineexiug^w^its - 

The owners of the textile mills and engineering 

units belong to two or three communities such as the 

Naidus ? Chettiars ? founders ? etc*? of whom the 

Naidus own and control the largest number of mills 

and factories? i*e- about 70% of the mills in 

Coimbatore district while Chettiars have about 

20% of the mills*

These people have imbibed aristocratic and 

dictatorial  st^lj^ they have . been . ..

patronising persons only from their respective
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communities* It is true that the middle and lower 

level management cadres are 'fast professionalising- 

But it would be surprising to note that these 

professional executives? by and large? belong to 

the community of the mill owners or the occupiers 

of the factories- For instance? if a mill owner 

is a Naidu all the executives below the top level 

executives? the man-agorS*-, the staff? and majority 

of the workers are also Naidus- Similarly? if the 

owner is a Chettiar he employs persons from his own. 

community? often turning away the job seekers from 

the other community - It is said that these two 

communities are rivals and compete with each ...other 

in many matters and fields- In other words? the 

degree of nepotism in textile and engineering 

industries in Coimbatore is of a. very high order 

and highly pronounced •

While the textile and engineering industries 

the' nepotism is community based? in other industries 

it is regional in nature - One would find hardly a 

few units which are free from the influence, of 

nepotism and feuadalism- It is only in such few 

units that the professional managers are in complete 

control of administration and decision making-
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Despite this narrow outlook on the part of the 

private employers? it may be interesting to note that 

a good number of- them are able to put’Coimbatore on 

national and international industrial maps • Many 

leading industrialists of Coimbatore have found,place 

on the state .and national bodies both. governmental

and voluntary? they have held high offices in , such 

bodies- At present the President of Indian Federation 

of Chambers of Commerce and, Industries is a textile 

magnate of Coimbatore •

EMPLOYERS 1 ASSOCIATION

The interests of private employers are often 

better promoted if they come together in the form of 

an association. An association adds a new dimension 

to the.ir strength - Collectively they could fight more 

effectively in.,;safeguarding their interests against 

the governmental measures? their competitors in - 

trade ? and the labour organisations • Hence ? in 

India the industrialists and the employers have 

organised themselves into dssociatiohs at the local 

regional and national levels. In Coimbatore also 

one finds that the employers in textile and engineering 

industries are, organised - Ofv the two groups ? however ?
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it is the mill owners who are better organised and 

their association is actively involved in the 

industrial' relations matter. The association of 

engineering units is taking care of the business 

interests of its members vis-a-vis the government 

and the industrial colleagues -

The textile mill-owners were the first to 

organise into a regional association* The ' in it iative 

to organise the mill owners was taken by Mr* R *K • 

Shanmugam Chettiar? the then Finance Minister?»• 

Government of Madras? who himself was an industrialist 

The association - though organised in 1933 - was 

registered only on 14th December ’195^*

During 1933-59? it was a lose body of mill 

owner s-often the member mills did -not honour the 

agreements signed by the Association? at least till 

an industry-wide agreement was signed in 1956 .  •' .... .. .. . . J, : . ..... V —------- *--------  

following the Tripartite Textile Enquiry • 

Committee * Th© association was rechristioned on 

19th June 1978 as the Southern Indi$ Mills Associa

tion to enlarge.the geographical and"entrepreneurs! 

coverage leading to higher enrollment of members*
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We do not. find a similar organisation of employers 

in other, industries except the Coimbatore District 

Small Scale Engineering Estate ishments Association - 

This Association is only to protect the. trade interests 

of the small scale enterpreneurs •

The membership of the Association is open to all 

the., textile mills in South India who'would abide by 

the Constitution of the Association and .pay the 

prescribed.; fee without default.-* At present the 

Association hasj 225 members spread over in five 

•southern States and-one Union Territory, viz* 

Tamil Nadu Kerala , Andhra Pradesh, Karnatakai 

Maharashtra and 'Pondicherry • -•The•membership from 

these States, and Union Territory is as/ follows 2

st a te s Total Me-mbei

1*. Tamil Nadu - 170
a* in Coimbatore Dist- 7 9
b* in Periyar Dist - - 6

• c* Outside Coimbatore
and Periyar dists- 85

2. Kerala 21
3. Andhra Pradesh 18
4* Karnataka 14
5. Mah ara shtra 1
6. Pondicherty 1

Total 225
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When the association was formed the membership 

was largely confined to Coimbatore- Hence, in 1933, 

the association had *nly eleven (11) members- The 

membership strength has kept pace with the growth of 

the industry in the region • Yet ? it may be noted 

that not all the mills in South India are the members 

of the association, for it is basically an association 

of private mill owners and a voluntary body. 

Therefore, the textile mills now controlled by the 

National Textile Corporation are outside the 

association- Some co-operative mills in•the region, 

however, are also members- In the recent past an 

unsuccessful attempt was made to persuade-the NTC 

to enroll themselves as members of the SIMA - (

Being a voluntary organisation,- the membership 

fluctuates from year to year* But it was gathered 

that the membership is ordinarily above 200.*

A member ceases to be a member of the association 

o^ the following grounds specified under Rule 12 of 

the Memorandum of Association : (1) on default in 

payment of subscription, within. 3 months .after it 

has become payable, (2) on expulsion from membership 

by a majority of three-fourths of the members 

present and entitled to voting at the GeneralBody Meet mg
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of the Association duly convened? and (3) on removal 

of a member by the CommiJ tee, for not honouring the 

bonus settlements negotiated by th? Association 

authoi.isod by the member as stipulated under Rule 

T2{a). . Rule 12(a) reads as follows?

1 * Any.. me mbe r authori s ingA-the >! ass oc i at ion in 
writing to settle the bonus in respect of 
his mill by negotiation or otherwise and 
the Association acting accordingly and the 
concerned member doing .any act contrary to 
the Association in terms of the authorisation 
of the member ? the member shall be deemed' to 
act prejudicially to the interests of the 
association •

2 - The Committee shall haye the power to remove 
any member from the membership of the 
Association acting ? in the..: opinion of the . 
Committee? prejudicially to the interests 
of the/ Association as referred to in Sub^Rule 
11) above by a majority resolution of the 
members ;of the Committee, present and voting 

"on -the resolution and the committee shall 
cause to. give to the concerned member>. 
opportunity to be heard on the proposal to 
remove him from membership* The decision 
of; the'Committee in this regard dial! be 
final and binding and the Committee • shall.. 
not be bound to give reasons to any person 
or authority to .such decision »

Provided however? the Committee may? on .a 
written undertaking being given by the 
concerned member? subject to the full - 
satisfaction of the - Committee and in the 
manner required by the Committee? not to 
act pre judict lly to the interests of the: 
Association? reinstate him as a member*

,. It may .be noted that this amendment to the Rules 

of membership was made in 1980 after a. number, of
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mills paid bonus to their mployees over ind above the 

agreed sums under a bipartite settlement signed by 

the ^.tsoa^-Lutlon and labeul Unioxas in October 197 9/

Furthermore, Rule 14 provides that every firm, 

every co-operative society and every company which is 

admitted as a member of the Association shall have a 

right to nominate a principal member and two 

Alternative mem?oern ’ as representatives to act and 

vote on its bahalf at all general meetings of the 

Association - It is stipulated rhat any person 

nominated as a principal member or alternate member 

should not be below the rank of a Factory Manager- 

The alternate members have the voting rights only 

in the absence of the price ip al; member and in the 

order of priority indicated by the membe^ at the 

time of nominating the alternate members-

OBJECTIVES OF THE ASS^CCTATION.

The Southern India Mills Association has 

adopted a large number of objectives so as to serve 

its members and the society at large • These 

objectives may be grouped into (i) promotion of 

trade/business and economic interests, (ii) research 

and development - scientific, technological, and
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education, (iii) industrial relations, (iv) financial 

(taxation), (v) educational, (vi) lobbying or legal 

and otherwise matters, (vii) social and charitable, 

(viii) rural development, (ix) public relations ,. and 

(x) dthers* Though the Memorandum of Association 

has listed a large number of educational, social , : 

charitable and rural development: objectives, they 

are still in the book of Memorandum of Association* 

It. is only now that the Association is planning to 

give effect to these objectives as a part of its 

Golden Jubilee celebrations con^mencing from. Sep *83*

Only two of the objectives relate to industrial 

relations, one of them only partially* These are;

3. To create and encourage co-operative, feeling 
and unanimity amongst the textile mills on 
all subjects connected with their cannon good 
and tp _secure good relations between the. . 
textile mills and their employees with a 
view tcTmaintain industrial harmony and* 
production of textile as a basic necessity 
of the society (emphasis added to indicate 
the relevant part)*

4. To resolve disputes arising among members 
INTER SE or members and their employees 
and arrange for the parties involved in the 
dispute* willing and' agreeing to submit to 
arbitration, such arbitration in accordance 
with the Arbitration Act* • / r
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It may be noted that various activities are 

undertaken in pursuance of these and other objectives* 

But before going into the details of the activities 

let us know the organisational and administrative 

structure of the Association *

ORGANISATIONAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE OF SIMA

As per Rule 22 of the Memorandum of Association? 

the affairs of the Association are managed by a 

?4anaging Committee called ‘The Committee ' • This 

Committee consists of a Chairman, two Vice-Chairmen? 

16 other members, 3 ex-chairmen of the Association 

immediately preceding the Chairman in office as 

ex-officio members* Thus the size of the Committee 

is 23 as at present* The Committee is assisted by 

a full time paid Secretary and a Joint Secretary, 

who in turn are assisted by seven officers and other 

staff* The office-bearers of the Association are 

elected by the General Body in its annual meeting 

held before 31st March of every year* The retiring 

members are eligible to seek re-election* TJae 

Chairman may hold the office for two ..consecutive 

terms of one year each * The Committee meets at 

least once a quarter while the emergency meetings
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could be held with, a three days’ notice to the members

The Committee is empowered under Rule 32(l)Ca)(i) 

to appoint the Sub-Committees of its own members and 

other members for special purposes and to delegate.to 
, . ' ■ ■■■ ' - ■ -■ ” * *

such- Sub-committees such functions and powers as may 

be necessary • Important the sub-cowl t tee® are;

(1) the technical sub-committee * and (2) the Labour 

subcommittee- While the technical sub-pomm-ittee 

takes care of the matters :related to production* work 

load and rationalisation schemes of, the member mill&* 

the labour "sub-committee deals with all labour problems 

of the member mills- The labpur sub-cowait'tee is a 

body purely’of the managers from the member mills- 

It is a platform to express freely the views and discuss 

the problems brought before the Association * This sub

committee meets "regularly * i-e • at least once in two 

month s•

The Association is represented on several of the 

governmental and quasi-governmehtal bodies such as? 

the Indian Cdttpn M41,ls Federation *- the standing 

Committee on Cotton of the ICMP Development and Research 

Association, Yarn Committee. of. the -Cotton Textiles 

Export. Promotion Council * Tamil Nadu Electricity 

.Consultative Committee, Tamil Nadu Electricity Board's
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Consultancy .0311 >«(as a permanent member), the Tamil 

Nadu Textiles Committee on Labour _,aws, Regional,. 

Advisory Committee of the Central Board for Workers' 

Education, the Committee on Industrial Relations 

Award Scheme, the Indian Standards Institution,, the 

State Labour Advisory Board, the State Evaluation 

and Implementation Committee, the State Committee on 

Labour Welfare Board, State Committee on Subsidised 

Industrial Housing, etc- The Association has also 

formed a cotton development research association as 

a subsidiary organisation-

activities -pF yHE ASSOCIATION .

The Association "has a large number of activities 

adopted in pursuance of its objectives • These activities 

may be classified into 2 (1) Labour, (2) Taxation, 

(3) Commercial Services, (4) Industrial licencing and 

control of supply of cotton, (5) Finance, (6) statistics? 

(7) Indian Standards, (8) Representation in other 

organisations, (9) Public relations and (10) Library. 

But a close study of the organisational structures, 

functions and the time spent by the executives reveals 

that the industrial relations and taxation are the 

predominant activities of the Association. Of the
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seven officers, one is the Law Officers three are 

industrial relations officers and' che, for’helping
* ! •• . '* • . ^-;-r $4 • '• . * - n .... ,

the member mills in matters of taxation/'

' The activities of the Association-in the area 

of 7 labour are as follows ? - -1? ,, ■< •

!• To hold talks with recognised-unions on r

;, J’‘'labbur:'’raattors: at 

’industrywise basis on:behalf of theanills 

which are members of. the Association1.

2. To decide on issues' relating to the wages and 

work assignments for operatives and other 

staff with the approval -ofh' the managing 

committee of the Ass^i^tion .... '

3* To assist the mills to resolve disputes 

relating to labour and other c ategories. of

. . employees in the mills • • ‘ , 1

4. ■ ■ To advise the' members on the wages and

agreements and settlements and to inform 

the mills of decisions, of courts'/

/ To represent before the Tribunals, Labour 

Courts and conciliation authorities as and 

when< required by the. member i^ills ’and to
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brief/the advocates, when, cases are taken to 

.civil courts*

6- Bonus negotiations-

7- To study the changing statutes and admanistrat ive 

policies of the central and state governments 

and to advise the mills on the same and to 

represent to the various commissions on labour 

issues whenever convened •

8- To represent in the various Employers' Orga

nisations and to suitably represent the matters 

connected with the labour and industry and to 

represent at the various conferences summoned 

by the federation of employers and the 

government •

9. To represent the industry in various committees 

concerning textiles. To represent whenever 

necessary on the problems facing the industry 

to the central and state governments •

10. To collect labour data on the wages and 

allowances and information on strikes, and 

lock-outs•

11. To maintain cordial relations between employers 

and employee s •
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The predominance of the” activities related to labour; 

taxation, financial, industrial licencing and control 

of supply of cotton, representation to the Central, and. 

State Government®' is natural and legitimate when we 

view them in the light of the fact that the members of 

the Association are private entrepreneurs who are 

primarily interested in enlarging the size of their 

share of the cake -

THE LABOUR AND THEIfi ORGANISATIONS

Presently, the "textile mills in Coimbatore employ 

second, third or fourth generation of'workers, drawn 

from the,local community. But their ancestors were 

the migrants'from the villages in and outside Tamil 

Nadu- Perhaps till independence the neighbouring .... 

states of Kerala and Karnataka continued to-supply 

labour to the textile mills and factories in. Coimbatore 

Whether the first generation of textile workers came 

to Coimbatore seeking jobs' during the 19th or 20th 

century, they are all encultured and' intigrated very 

well into- the local-society • Since the’textile mills 

provide ample empl oyment opportun it ie s to Women , they 

constitute, a sizeable section of the 'labour force in 

the textile mills in Coimbatore- , Though the labour
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force consists of younger generation of workers ? the 

level of education is still low in majority of the 

textile workers and especially among the women workers • 

The textile workers in particular and the industrial 

labour in general have been regarded.as highly 

efficient as compared to their counterparts in other 

textile centres. These workers have been ungrudgingly 

accepting higher workloads? revised every three or 

five years with appropriate wage increase. Similarly? 

the efficiency and productivity of the workers in 

engineering and other industrial organisations has 

doubled over the last thirty years. This quality of 

the workers has facilitated the rationalisation of 

mills and factories at a faster rate • The experience 

shows that the industrial labour in Coimbatore are 

highly conscious of their rights and 1 business- 

minded • 5 they calculate the probable gains they 

would get before accepting anything•

The industrial labour in Coimbatore is a highly 

organised section of the working class. In some mills 

and factories we find that the entire labour force is 

organised while.in others more than sixty percent are 

the members of one or the other union- In other words 

the problem of multiplicity of unions is very much
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prevalent in Coimbatore • While nine "recognised” 

trade unions, registered as district level organisa

tions (besides half a dozen minority unions) are 

functioning in the textile industry t in other 

industrial organisations five to fifteen unions' 

registered either as plant unions or district level 

unions are operating.

The workers ..in the textile industry were first 

organised in 1920. The Coimbatore Workers ' Unj.gn ,

Ramaswamy Iyengar? was treated by the mill owners

ih a hostile manner that could,be very well' compared

with the t reatment meted cut to the Madras Labour

Union and Mr.. B *P • Wadia by the management of Binny

Mills? Madras. . The Coimbatore Workers inion was -
reqistered^Qlx^ a membership of 244.

But this registration was a short lived one? for 

the government cancelled the registration within 

one year causing dissatisfaction among the mill . ) 

workers'. Thus, this union had to face employers' 

strong opposition and resistance a^d the government’s 

discouraging attitudesand approaches from the very 

beginning. Even in the absence of a registered union
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sporadic strikes were organised during 1932-36, 

though unsuccessful -

Mr* Basudov., a Justice party worker from Madras, 

was successful in resurrecting the Coimbatore Workers 

Union in 1936. But he was not able to carry with him 

the local leaders- Mr- Basudev was more concerned 

about his political career with an eye on the 

Assembly elections. Often he was using strong arm. 

tactics in handling the union affairs - The simmering 

discontent among the local leaders exploded when he 

signed a settlement with the mill owners bypassing the 

local leaders. When the attempt of the local leaders 

to eensure him failed they walked out and formed the 

Socialist Workers’ Union- The new union backed up the 

candidature of N-G • Ramaswamy who contested the election 

to the Madras Legislative Assembly as a candidate of 

the Congress party • Mr - Ramaswamy was a spinning 

master and belonged to the community of the mill 

owners- Hence, they also supported his candidature . 

After getting elected Mr - Ramswamy decided to 

associate himself with the Socialist Workers Union- 

Very soon he became the Vice-President of the union 

Irking the mill owners- It also marked the beginning
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of a Cours® of collision with, the mill owners till 

hi^‘ death in 1943.

Mr • Ramaswamy was .the right, type of labour 

leader to build up a popular and mass labour 

movement in the textile indu in the circumstances 

prevailed then . 'He had the necessary temperment to 1 

be accessable to the workers unlike his predecessors* 

The mill owners were trying to oppose and stress 

all efforts of the workers and their unions to improve 

the working conditions, wages and job security etc * 

The mill owners strongly bel ieVed that they were doing, 

a charitable act in running the mills and providing 

employment .to the workers- They were consistently 

refusing to recognise the labour union while putting 

many impractical conditions* This attitude and 

approach of the millowners caused a number of prolonged 

strikes from 1937 onwards • The mill owners tried to' 

break the strikes by employing outside elements* They 

were not prepared to negotiate with the union for a 

peaceful settlement? instead they preferred physical 

assaults on Mr. Ramaswamy and other activists* The 

government had to intervene to settle the difference 

between’the two parties, but often jfche se*-ef forts _w^ 

unsuccessful • Even when thd government- appointed a
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Court of Inquiry to study the conditions existing in 

the industry and recommended the irr.plementation of 

the findings of the Court of' Inquiry* the employers 

did not give much importance to these feelings- Often 

the conflict between employers and..the labour was not 

for getting some wages or other benefits or re-employment 

of dismissed workers but to establish the right of the 

unionsto exist -

The Socialist Workers Union was not without 

factions • One. section of the leaders were guided by 

the Communist, ideologies while the main group was 

guided by nationalist-congress ideals- The strike in 

1937 by the workers demanding the' restoration of ’ • "A' 1  ' “ =: '  4 • 
customery bonus given at the time of Deepaval igave

an opportunity to the Communist faction to grab the 

union by electing a new. set of office .bearers. q£ the 

union in an emergency general body meeting and 
’" "f" ' ■ .

renaming the union as th^ Coimbatore District Mill 

Worker's Union- This move of the communists resulted 

in the formation of another union after a mouth, 

namely, the Coimbatore District Textile Worker's 

Union , by the other faction lead by Mr • Ramaswamy 

marking the beginning of multiple trade unionism, 

inter-union rivalry, and conflict and violence in
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industrial relations -

Till independence? the Mill Workers Union and the 

Textile Workers Union were the only two unions. They, 

were non-competing since they had their own strongholds 

in the groups of mills located in different areas. Yet 

during late 1940s the rivalry between the two unions 

gave rise to frequent conflicts-resulting in violence? 

physical assault on activists? and murders-

The period from 1952 onwards, is marked by the, 

origin and growth of many unions either due to the 

formation of.national federations of trade unions and 

their affiliates.at the local level mainly as splinter 

groups? or the regional political parties coming into 

existence with their own labour wings and forming the 

unions at the local level - Thus beginning in 1952.? 

more than a dozen trade unions came into existence as 

district level unions by the end of 1979.

In 1952? the Congress simpath-isers in the 

Textile Workers Union came out to form the National 

Textile Worker’s Union‘when they failed to get the 

union affiliated to Indian National Trade Union 

Congress which was formed in । 1948 ?because of the 
■ ... ... . : ‘ ■ ■ ■ .-I . ‘ '■ ■<.... •

strong opposition from the ot[her group •, It was
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also during this period that the regional political 

parties started being organised. 'The Dravida 

iiunnetra Kazhagam was formed in 1950s with, its labour 

wing viz- the Labour Progressive Front. The Labour 

Progressive Front organised the Coimbatore District 

Dravida Panchaiai.Thozhilalar Munnetra Sangham 

during 195Q-58? it became one of the major unions 

in the region, gaining strength within a short 

period. During this decade itself the Coimbatore 

District Textile Worker’s Union suffered another 

verticle split in its ranks. The president and the 

general secretary of the union had differences 

with other leaders of the union which prompted them 

to organise the United Textile Labour Association 

in 1957 . This union, however , has not been able to 

enroll a large membership and become one of the major 

unions? at present it has a membership of only 3500 

from a number of mills • But it has all along retained 

its image of a trend-setter and .a genuine ’well-wisher’ 

of the workers- Both the Textile. Worker’s Union 

and the United Textile Labour Association are - 

affiliated to the same federation,of trade unions, 

namely, Hind Mazdoor Sabha . Several times HMS had 

split into two organisations and reunited at the
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National level HMS.& HMP or'HMS(K) •& HMS(V), etc- 

But these, two unions Coimbatore have' always 

remained separate,,notinfluenced by the Mergers of 

nation al f actions -

During 1968 the Coimbatore District Mill Worker’s 

union had to suffer a verticle split following the 

split , in the Communist Party of India and the 

formation of Centre for Indian Trade Unions by CPI(m) . 

The CITU organised the Coimbatore District Mill 

Labour Union in 1968 • Both the unions - the Mill 

Workers Union and the Mill Labour Union * have been 

able to enroll large membership • similarly, with 

the split in the Congress party at the national level 

in 1969 and the subsequent infights among the office 

bearers of the National Trade Union Congress resulted 

in the formation of two factions in the National 

Tectile Worker's Union- One faction was in favour 

of continuing with the I »N-T *u *C • while £he 

sympathisers of the syndicate (congress) were in 

favour of seeking the affiliation of the National 

Labour Organisation that came into existence in 

1969 at Ahmedabad because of the split in the 

Congress party- The factional fight continued 

for some years without any organisational crisis-
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But during 1973-74 the sympathisers of syndicate 

were able to have a complete control - over the National 

Textile Workers' Union. Therefore, the other group 

organised the National Textile Employers’ Union.

But both the unions still claim to have been established 

In 1952, Both the unions share the same building for 

their- offices* The differences between the two 

unions became sharper with the establishment of the 

Janatha Party and formation of the Janata Party 

Government at the centre in 1979- At the local level? 

it appears that? the National Textile Workers' Union 

is relatively stronger than its rival-

The Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam also had organisa

tional crisis in 1974 resulting in the formation of 

Anna Dravida Munnetra Kazhalagam by the then Treasurer 

of D *M «K • and a mass based popular leader Mr - M-G • 

Ramachandran- The new party also formed its labour 

wing, namely, the Anna Tbozhirsangha Peravai at the 

state level and various unions at the industry and 

local levels - Thus , in 1974 the Panchalai Anna 

Tozhir Sangham was formed at Coimbatore for the 

textile workers* With the backing from the ruling 

party, this union has been growing from strength 

to strength •
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Towards the end of 1979 the National Textile 

Workers Union suffered a crisis leading to the 

formation of Bharatha National Textile Workers 1 

Union by its general secretary • But this union has ; 

been the smallest union at the district level with a 

membership of 2,500? so also it is one of the minor 

unions in different mills*

Besides these major trade unions in the textile 

industry,during 1960s two more trade unions? namely? 

Coimbatore District N *G -R • Textile Workers Union aaid 

the Swatantra Trade Union had come into existence 

Similarly? during 1971-72 seven unions were organised. 

These were: Socialist Textile Worker’s Union', Textile 

Employees' Association? Coimbatore District Textile 

Staff and Jobbers’ Union? Coimbatore District.staff 

Union, Coimbatore District Jobbers' Union, Panchalai 

Nirvaga Uliyargal Munnetra Sangham, and Tamil -Nadu . 

Textile Mills Electricians' Trade Unions- Though this 

list suggests that there are four or five unions for 

the staff and supervisors? they are not involved in 

negotiations after 1972, primarily because they are 

minority unions - These unions seem to be defunct . 

in recent years • The important reason perhaps is the 

unwillingness of the staff employed in the mills to
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be members-.G>f. the ,trac|Q uniggs-* The/ are afraid of the 

consequences of incurring the displeasure of the 

mill owners who are averse to trade unionism among 

the staff- Whenever an agreement is to be negotiated 

with the staff? five elected representatives of the 

staff are involved in the negotiations,, invariably 

both the parties signing settlements* But it should 

be noted that in the NTC mills not only the staff 

and the supervisors are organised but also the 

managerial employees* Thus? in the entire industry 

only one officers' (managers) association has been, 

functioning since last three years *

Trade unionism in textile industry reveals one 

important change • This is rather an attitudinal 

change on the part of the employers- The mill owners 

are reconciled with .the right of the unions to 

organise themselves- They have granted de. facto 

recognition to all the major unions operating in 

the industry or the mills in the area? and negotiate 

with them the issues arising out of employment 

relations. This change has come about mainly 

because of the realisation of the fact that both
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can co-exist ohly in an atmosphere of mutual confidence 

and. co-operation - ; Gradually the,, hostility .has. given 

way to mutual. co-operation and accomodation -

Trade unionism in the engineering industry is 

broadly identical with the trade unionism in Textile 

industry • • 'The Trade Unions are functioning both at 

the industry-cum-reg ion al and the unit levels- The 

major trade unions are also affiliated to the same, 

federations of trade unions - both national and 

regional • Lastly , almost same number of trade unions 

are found in the engineering and textile industries, 

i *e • 5 to 15- However, in this industry one would 

find that unions are organised by the employees of 

an organisation exclusively for themselves- But 

unlike the trade unions in textile industry these 

unions do not have very large membership- Even in 

the biggest of the engineering units the. membership 

of any ^of the unions does not exceed 300, mainly 

because the engineering units, as a general rule, ■ 

are small in size •

It seems that the AITUC took the lead in organising 

the wprkers in this industry in 1945- This was followed 

by another union by the socialists who organised the
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Coimbatore District Engineering Workers Unions in 1947- 

Subsequently, the INTUC, the Labour Progressive Front? 

the CITU, the TNTUC, etc* organised their unions*

Whereas in transport and cement industries the 

workers are organised at the unit level . In these 

industries al so..multiple unionism is a .general rule * 

Thus? in ACC cement factory? eight trade unions are 

operating while in the Asbestors Cement factory six 

unions are functioning. The aCC cement factory has 

recognised only the majority unions of the workers 

and the staff - one fcr each category - affiliated to 

aITUC and INTUC respectively* Recognising one union 

for one category of employees is unique to this 

organisation • It has been able to do so mainly 

because the negotiations on almost every issue is 

undertaken at the Company’s level- 

♦
In the public sector transport...undertaking there 

was only one union between 1971-80,* But in 1980 the 

worker-members owing affiliation to the communist 

parties shouted slogan in favour of their respective 

parties which immediately resulted in the popularisation 

of the members and formation of eight (8) unions — 

six for workers and 2 for staff* Though this is
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supposed to be the immediate disposing factor, the 

management’s decision not to have extra-constitutional 

relations with the union consequent to an ugly incident in 

one of the depots (self-immolation bid by a worker) 

was responsible for politicization of the workers and 

formation of these 8 unions helping the political 

parties and their labour wings to make ar dent- on this 

organisation. The management has ♦ however not 

recognised any single union 5'all are invited for 

neg ot iat ion s •:

OBJECTIVES OF UNIONS

... The /trade unions in Coimbatore in recent: years 

have re-formulated their objectives on more constructive 

lines* These objectives besides seeking to promote the 

economic and non-economic interests of the members and 

their dependents and good industrial relations,endeavour 

to promote good social relations among the workers, 

better inter-union relations and national interests by 

achieving socialism* To realise these objectives the 

trade unions have adopted various industrial and social 

programmes and activities* Besides, the routine and 

regular activities of helping the members to resolve 

their problems at the workplace? they have undertaken 

a fey welfare activities such as running schools for
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the children of the members? getting he using 

accommodation and promoting co-operative movement 

among the members•

ORGANISATIONaL S TRUCTURE

The trade unions in textile and engineering 

industries? being district level organisations? 

have a different type of organisational structure - 

a three tier structure* At the mill/factory level 

there is a branch committee consisting of the 

members working in the concerned mill/factory • These 

branch committees have their, office-bearers elected 

by the members of the union* Annually or biannually 

the members of the branches also elect one or two 

representatives to represent them and their branch 

at the district level * All such representatives 

constitute the general body of the union? which is 

commonly known as the District Council - The size 

of the District Council of any union does not 

exceed 115 including the honourary members- The 

District Council elects the office bearers and 

other members of the central executive canmittee*
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OLIGARCHIC UNIONS

Though this three-tier structure suggests a highly 

democratic style of functioning within the. union 9 as a 

general rule? we find that in each union the internal 

functioning is oligarchic- It is the president and/or 

general secretary who decide the matters or guide the 

decision-making in the manner they want- Often they 

take decisions on their own and get them ratified by the 

Executive Committee and the District Council whenever 

they are convened • It is little disturbing to note 

that some of these central leaders do not have 

confidence in the capacities of the lower level leaders 

and the members of the union • Yet it is a fact, that 

many of the unit level leaders are emerging as the 

middle order district level leaders often representing 

the workers of other mills/factories on behalf of the 

central union • This has been possible because the 

branch committees have been given a certain amouht of 

autonomy in negotiating with the mill/factory 

managements on local issues including the work load 

and wages affecting the interests of. their members 

working therein -
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INTER-UNION RELATIONS

The fact that the trade unions in the textile 

industry-in particular and, all the industries in 

general have been coming together in the form of a 

Joint Action Council to negotiate with the employers 

and the SIMA clearly indicates that the trade unions 

in Coimbatore have better Inter-union relations. They 

co-operate with one .another in settling the issues 

with either the individual employers in all the 

industries or the SIMA* over the last 20 to 25 years 

this has become a general rule replacing the intense 

inter-union conflict that was very common during 

19 37-55- The rivalry,, hostility and conflict that 

were characteristic of the early period of trade 

unionism in this centre are not exhibited and 

experienced today - It is only- occassionally that the 

conflict among the unions erupts? but in a mild form, 

in localised issues that mainly affect the interests 

of the individual members, such as seniority, promotion, 

confirmation in service , absorption of bad!i workers, 

festival bonus, etc- Such situations have certainly 

resulted in the polarisation of unions to get ’justice’ 

from the employers - At times there have been 

prolonged strikes also- But such conflicts have not
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affected the formation of a coalition ofi un-ions-on 

general issues-

It may also be noted that the unions are 

informally clubbed into communist and non-communist 

unions - the two blocks not co-operating with each 

other at times- Recently? the communist unions did 

not join the standing Negotiation Committee- formed at 

the SIMA level consisting of the representatives of 

both the parties? though they participated in the 

initial deliberations-
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Chapter 3*

BEGINNING & EVOLUTION OF 

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

Once the organisation(s) of workers cane into 

existence and start gaining strength the employers, 

sooner or later, are compelled to negotiate with the 

unions on various matters of mutual interest* The 

experience in Indian industries, however? indicates 

that the trade unions had to struggle hard to 

establish a bargaining relationship with the concerned 

employers - They had to face strong resistance - 

sometimes collective resistance - from the employers 

and opposition frcm the government interested in 

protecting the interests of the employers under the 

laissez faire policy- It was only when the.unions 

and workers persisted in their efforts to get 

recognition from the employers that the latter 

started to take cognizance of the unions and talk 

with the representatives of the workers across 

the table* The experience at Coimoatore is not 

different frcm this general condition that prevailed' 

elsewhere in the country-
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Though the first textile mill was established in 
: J V>-.. .

Coimbatore in 1888 and the workers organisation came 

into•existenee in 1920 (and that ’Of the employers in 

1933) the joint negotiations by the employers and the 

union seem to have started .Only in 1936*37 • The 

Coimbatore Workers ’ Union establ ished in 1920 was 

defunct between 1927-36 due to the employer's 

resistance and government opposition. It was in 1936 

that Mr . - Basudev? a Justice, Party leader from Madras? 

resuscitated the Union and negotiated a settlement 

with the management. The contents and the coverage of 

the settlement are? however? not available (Ramaswamys 

18) -

It was this settlement that brought to the surface 

the simmering discontent among the logal leaders 

against the strong arm methods of Mr • Basudev which 

ultimately resulted in the formation of the Socialist 

Workers’ Union in 1937* Though the. office bearers 

of the Socialist Workers Union and the employers 

had identical national/political interests? the 

bargaining relationships did not take roots? for- 

Shri N *G * Ramaswamy? whose candidature to the Madras 

Legislative Assembly was backed up by the mill owners
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-sine he bdonged. to thee / community)? started taking 

keen interest Ln the welfare of the working class* 

His election as the Vice*President of the Socialist 

Workers Union ma._u.ed. the beginning of an era of 

confrontation and intense conflict between the mill- 

owners and the union besides resulting in the formation 

of rivab„. unions? viz. Coimbatore District Mill Workers’ 

Union and Coimbatore District Textile Workers Union in 

1937 owing affiliation to the Communist and Congress 

parties respectively * The mill owners employed all 

-possible methods and tactics to break the trade union 

movement? including physical assaults on Mr-Ramaswamy - 

But when th^ Textile Workers Union succeeded in 

impress? hg uodntthe Government of Madras to appoint 

a Court of Enquiry’ under the provisions of the 

Trade. Disputes ..Adt? l$-29 to remedy the deplorable 

oc.ilLions ofttextile workers in 1937 and getting a 

Report .favourable to the workers? the millowners 

simply refused" to accept the recommendations of 

the Court and-Enforce them* They continued to 

decide Unilat^ally the matters affecting the 

workers^

Tl^ end of^World War II? however ? brought about 

some change .in industrial relations in the textile
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mills in Coimbatore as it did elsewhere* It is 

gathered from the'dissenting note of the labour 

representatives on;the Tripartite Textile Enquiry 

Committee appointed by the Government' of Madras in 

19 51 that the trade unions and the South India Mill 

Owners1 Association had begun the practice of- 

negotiating'bipartite agreements during mid 1940s• 
.. . ‘ ■ X. - :

In 1946 an agreement was sighed/by'the South India 

Mill' Owners’ Association and the two tradesmens 

stipulating that individual mills should not deal 

with the unions bn labour matters and that > the same 

should be left to the association for negotiations 1 

(Government of Madras? 1953?115)- It may further be 

noted that between 1946 and 1951 a few other , 

agreements were negotiated * But these agreements 

were not respected by the member mills, of South 

India Mill Owners ’ Association- as was -alleged by 

the Labour Representatives in. their note of dissent* 

It was pointed- out by them that the South India 

Mill Owners *‘ Association, was a lose unregistered 

body and that the collective agreements reached 

with the SIMA were not respected by the mills* . The 

member mills were questioning the authority of the 

Association to act on their behalf on labour 

matters -
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Despite this allegation of the labour represen

tatives? it cannot be gainsaid that during 1940s. 

and 1950s the employers’ association negotiated with 

the trade unions the general issues based on the 

recommendations of Venkataramaiah Award of 1946 and 

the Tripartite Textile Enquiry Committee Report of 

1953* The former was the outcome of the proceedings < «--* 
of a Court of Enquiry constituted by the Government 

of Madras on 5-7-1946 in response to the. representations 

received from the Madras Provincial Trade Union 

Congress and other unions- This one-man Court of 

Enquiry was asked to enquire and report? inter alia? 

on the following matters ?

1- Whether the conditions of service of the textile 
labourers in the Province are satisfactory - 
If not? what changes are needed with regard to 
(i) wages? (ii) leave? (iii) security of 
service? and (iv) effective production -

2- Whether provident fund and/or gratuity (or 
pension) should be made obligatory on all 
mills? and

3- Whether the existing stat tory provisions, 
relating to strikes and lock-outs are adequate? 
what provisions should be made for preventing 
unreasonable strikes and lock-outs and for a 
peaceful and speedy settlement of disputes 
between the mill owners and the workers-*
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The Tripartite Textile Enquiry Committee was 

constituted in 1951" on the basis of the recommendations 

of the- Special industrial Tribunal headed by Justice 

Shri- P- 'Rajagopalan ? that the disputes relating to 

workloads? wage structure? heave facilities? etc- 

should be decided on an industry-cum-reg ion al basis 

for all the textile mills in the state* This 

Tripartite Committee was? therefore asked to ”examine 

and enquire into the existing terms and conditions 

of employment for the workers in the ’textile mills in 

the state in respect of wage structure^dearness 

allowance? workload’s ? leave facilities? bonus? 

provident fund? gratuity? standardization .of occupations 

security of service? classification of workmen? hours 

of employment? shift working? termination of employment? 

means of redress against unfair labour. practices and 

treatment of wrongful exactions by the employer? 

compensation for involuntary unemployment? housing? 

labour welfare? labour-management relations with 

particular reference to internal' joint machineries 

for prevention of disputes apd promotion of 

settlement of minor disputes •

It may also be mentioned that the Government 

of Madras had appointed another Committee namely?
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the Standardization Committee under the Chairmanship 

of Thiru Uthandaraman to look into the question of 

job classification .

Thus starting in 1937 various labour matters 

that could have been bilaterally negotiated and 

settled were left to the state to be decided on the 

basis of the recommendations of the Courts of Enquiry ? 

industrial tribunals and tripartite committees* The 

basic reason being the reluctance of the mill owners 

to meet and talk with the labour representatives- 

According to Justice Venkataramaiah, who headed the 

Court of Enquiry > there was a total absence of 

opportunities? for the employers and employees to 

meet? discuss and negotiate agreements- ’’Somehow 

or other they do not meet and they do not appear 

to wish to meet even” ? thus wrote Justice Venkataramaiahj- 

The millowners in general were not prepared and 

willing to be present even as ’observers’ when the 

labour representatives were required to give evidence 

before him- The mill owners were highly conscious 

of their ’superior' status vis'^-vis that of the 

workers and their leaders-
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But when the Tripartite Textile Enquiry Committee 

submitted its report in 1953 with dissenting-note of 

the labour representatives? the Government advised 

the mill owners in the state to settle bilaterally 

the matters relating to classification of workers, 

workload, wages, etc-, the situation changed quite 

remarkably* The Millowners Association invited the 

three trade unions then operating in the industry in 

the region, viz. the Coimbatore District Textile 

Workers. Union, the Coimbatore District Mill Workers 

Union and the National Textile Workers Union, for 

bipartite talks on wages, workload and other related 

issues. The negotiations were successfully conducted 

under the initiative and. leadership of the then 

Hon’ble Secretary of the Millowners’ Association, 

Shri • K * Venkateshulu - Undoubtedly,. the labour unions 

al so participated with equal interest.'. Resultantly , 

an. industry-wide agreement'was reached on 25*9.1966. 

This agreement -, by and large, adopted the recommenda

tions of the Tripartite Textile Enquiry Committee, 

and the Standardization Committee. It covered' the 

issues such as occupational nomenclature, duties, 

workloads, gradations, basic wages, wage differentials
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and production bonus of workers in 41 mills in 

Coimbatore District* The agreement classified the 

textile workers into 146 categories while grouping 

them departmentwise and skillwise • It also defined 

the duties of each occupation, the q ualif icat ion s 

required, and the relation between jobs, the basic 

wages for each occupation listed but In relation 

to workload and efficiency, production bonus for 

spinners based on the number of spindles handled , 

reserve piecers and doublers.

This agreement attained great significance in 

the years that followed* It has been the basis for 

a number of agreements negotiated subsequently with 

regard, to workloads.? wages, etc* whether in 

individual mills or in general - The basic wages 

fixed through this agreement are still in vogue, 

of course, with subsequent additional ccmponents • 

More importantly, this agreement marked the 

beginning of a new era in collective bargaining 

and industrial relations not only in Coimbatore 

region but in the country as a whole . The fact 

that three trade unions and the Mill Owners’ 

Association jointly negotiated this agreement was
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in itself a great achievement when viewed in the light 

of the absence of necessary statutory provisions on 

collective bargaining and recognition of a bargaining 

agent • ^Knowingly or unknowingly the Mill owners ‘ 

Association and the labour unions had set a new pattern 

in collective bargaining ? namely 9* the. coalition • 

bargaining- Coalition bargaining means bargaining by 

a group of trade:unions forming a coalition to negotiate 

with a. multi-union employer or a group of employers 

ar with their association - More will be dealt with 

this subject later -

Ever since this agreement was signed collective 

bargaining..in. the textile industry in Coimbatore 

region has been growing from strength to strength* 

It is highly institutionalised despite the problem 

of multiple unionism and the absence of encouraging 

statutory provisions to recognise a representative 

union* In fact? the absence of statutory provisions 

to recognise the bargaining agent and to register 

the agreements have not been problems and/or 

obstacles in bargaining either at'the association 

level or at the - individual mill s level* Coalition 

bargaining? wherein the trade unions form a Joint
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Act.on Council has h Iped to solve he problem 

of recognising a representative union. Collective 

bargaining has developed to such an extent that even 

minor matters are negotiated with the employers and 

attempts are made to resolve them bilaterally before 

seeking intervention of conciliation officers* More tiw.i. Il Willi I* 
importantly? in mills.^like Coimbatore Spinning and 

Weaving Mills? the agreements reached are not 
•• ■’ ■ ■■■■ ■■■■■ •. ' ............. ........ _ • .. ■<•■:'.• ..w, 

registered with the government machinery. Instead 
...........  ' - '•'? ■" . . *  ■■ ■■ ....................... .sr*?-*”'"'-  

memeographed copies of the agreement are circulated 

among the trade unions and the workers? and enforced 
.. ......... • K’- - 

in all sincerity by both the parties* Whereas in 

other mills and at the association, level the 

agreements are registered either as settlements 

arrived at in the course of conciliation proceedings 

or as the settlements arrived at in course other than 

conciliation? i »e * as either Sec *12(3) settlements 

or Sec *18(1) agreements *

The development of collective bargaining since 

1956 in the textile industry may be analysed in terms 

of collective bargaining at the association level? 

and collective bargaining at the unit/mills level* 

Furthermore? collective bargaining at the mills
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level may be viewed in terms of comprehensive 

bargaining covering the entire mill , and sanction al ised 

bargaining covering a section./occupational category 

within a mill • Collective bargaining at the 

association level has been instituted even prior to 

Independence while at the mills level only from 1960s> 

■ i -e • subsequent to the industry-wide agreement of 

1956 .

Collective bargaining at the association level 

has been regular and' periodical • Since 1946. a large 

number of agreements have been signed by the trade 

unions and the mill owners’'association on behalf of 

the member mills at an interval of 3 to 5 years 

besides accepting the tripartite settlements and 

arbitration awards ♦ Every time a new agreement is 

negotiated by the Association a larger number of labour 

unions are involved as the negotiators and larger 

number of mills are covered- Unlike in the past the 

member mills of the southern India Mills Association 

have been showing greater faith and confidence in the 

Association and accepting the terms and conditions of 

agreements without any resistance •
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Collective bargaining at the Association level 

has been able to introduce not only a kind of u 

uniformity in labour and personnel relations in the 

member mills but establish good traditions and 

practices that have been quite novel and have set 

new trends and patterns of collective bargaining 

reflecting the level of maturity attained in 

1abour-management relations .

In terms of subject matters covered? collective 

bargaining at the Association level is of two types 2 

(1) bargaining for wages? allowances? work assignment? 

job classification? duties and qualifications of 

workers and all other non-monetary or personnel 

matters? and (2) Bonus negotiations. Negotiations 

for wages? work assignments? etc- have been held 

following the recommendations of tne tripartite 

bodies such as the Tripartite Textile Enquiry 

Committee? the Court of Enquiry? and Tripartite Wage 

Boards. Thus the negotiations were held in 1956? 

1957? 1960, 1962, 1969, 1970, 1972, 1974 and 1979. 

The parties negotiated two agreements each in 1969 

and 1979. As has been mentioned already the 1956 

agreement-was very comprehensive and a turning point
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in the history of collective bargaining .in particular 

and industrial relations in general * During the 

subsequent year, i*e. 1957, an identical agreement
*• * ' - • ...... ■ ’■■■ '■ ‘ 

was negotiated by the Coimbatore. District Textile ... 

Jobbers’ Union with the South. India Mill , owners ' - 

Association covering the first ...line supervisors - 

namely, the Jobbers, Maistries., oilers, etc - laying 

down the duties, qualifications, job assignments* 

wages, production bonus, etc . besides classifying 

these supervisory staff* This settlement was signed 

with retrospective effect in terms of wages and 

prospectively'with regard to work assignments and 

workloads* This agreement was also based on the 

recommendations of the Tripartite Textile Enquiry 

Committee Report of 1953.

When the First Wage. Board for Textile Industry 

submitted its report in I960, the implementation, of 

its recommendations gave rise, to a dispute . The . 

mil 1-owners were not willing to accept the 

recommendations in their totality, foraccording to 

them the. mill s were not un the same conditions -■ 

the mills were grouped into... old, mills .and>.new./millsi 

the mill-owners were not willing to accept the
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recommendations for the new mills Whereas the trade 

unions were pressing for the acceptance and implementation 

of the recommendations of the Wage Board* These 

divergent stands of the Mill Owners’ Association-and 

the trade unions?resulted in an agitation by the 

workers • Since the agitation was prolonged the 

state government intervened in the matter • 

The trade unions however? came together to negotiate 

a settlement • The negotiations resulted in a 

compromise settlement providing for wage increase? 

fixed and variable dearness allowance differently 

for workers and staff employed in old and new mills* 

It also provided for the appointment of bipartite 

committee to settle the matters related to • ‘ T . 

rationalisation fadling which to refer xhei matter 

for arbitration by an Umpire • According to this 

settlement the wages of workers have been shown in 

four components? (1) basic wage? (2) Wage Board 

increase at two points of time, i*e* from

1-1-1960 and ^*s/- pl ys 2/- from 1-1-19 62;

(3) fixed dearness allowance? and (4) variable 

dearness allowance * This break-up of wages still 

continues? of course? with subsequent ado itions*
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The rationalisation issue left, to be decided by a 

Tribunal was , • however, settled amicably' In 1962 

through the mediation by the then Finance Minister, 
•'.. - .......... . .? ' _■ , . ' • • ’ ; . .... \ . 

Government of Tamil Nadu? and the Commissioner of 

Labour, laying down the work assignments, work load 

and'wages rates for spinners, piecers > doffing boys, 

etc '•

Similarly, when the Second Wage Board for 

Textile Industry submitted its report towards the 

end of 1968 and the Government of rIndia accepted the 

majority recommendations on 7th May 1969, the 

National Textile Workers' Union demanded the 

implementation of therecommendationssof the Wage 

Board* Though the matter was taken up in 

c one i,l iat ion by the Spec ial. Deputy C omm is si oner of 

Labour, the. parties negotiated the issues bilaterally 

,and. arrived at an agreement* The negotiations were 

conducted by the Negotiating Committee of the South 

India Mill owners’ Association and six (6) trade 

unions via • National Textile Workers * Union, 

Coimbatore. District Textile Workers 1 Un ion,., 

Coimbatore District Dravida Panchai a i Toh zhil ar 

Munnetra Sangham, Coimbatore District United
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Textile Labour Association y Coimbatore District NGR 

Textile Workers union? and ^watantra Trade Union*- The 

agreement was signed on 5.9.1969 in the presence of 

the Special Deputy Commissioner of Labour as a 

settlement arrived at in the course of conciliation 

proceedings* This ’settlement1 provided for dearness 

allowance and its merger with the basic wages? 

linking revised wages to productivity? annual 

increments? gratuity and rationalisation- As for 

the issue of rationalisation was concerned? it was 

agreed to request the Government of Tamil Nadu to 

constitute a permanent expert Committee consisting 

of the Deputy Commissioner of Labour as its Chairman 

and two representatives of the South India Textile 

Research Association - a textile technologist and 

an industrial engineer - It was further agreed that 

the disputes regarding rationalisation should be 

referred to it by the management or the union(s) 

concerned and its' decision to be final and 

binding on 'the parties concerned and workers of 

the mills- This agreement covered 52 mills* 

In respect of four (4) mills it was agreed to hold 

separate negotiations- This agreement, was signed 

for a period of five (5) years with effect from
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1-1.69. It was also agreed ' that during this .period 

of five (5) years r no demand for revision of the 

matters .cove r$d the recommehdat ions of the Wage

Boa rd be raised by the . un ion s *

The Mill owners'’ Association .and the unions 

agreed through a settlement dated 2.6.12-1962 to 

leave the question of wages for different categories 

of workers employed in 11 new mills to be arbitrated 

by the then Chief Minister , Mr- M- Bhaktavatsalam • 

Accordingly, the Bhaktavatsalam award was.given on 

20-12-1963. After 7 years of this award , in early 

1970 the trade unions demanded the-revision of 

wages in■the new mills. But the negotiations failed. 

Hence, strike notices were served by the National 

Textile Workers* Union and the Coimbatore District 

Textile Workers Union on 30.3.1970. Despite the 
- ... • r " .A./. ..... . < •' ’ • • , J;-’ v . -»> : < ... ’• 

strike notices, the representatives of both the 

parties held negotiations at the Association level 

with a view fo evolving general norms of work 

assignments and wages for implementation in 

those mills, to secure uniformity in the matters, 

and to avoid inter-mill disparities- The parties 

arrived at an agreement on 23.7.1970 after 

prolonged negotiations- This agreement sought
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to link workload and piece-rate wages .in different 

departments* It made a provision for unit-level 

set-loments following the norms evolved while 

stipulating that the settlements arrived at the 

unit level would- be for a period of 5 years*

Despite the agreement that between 1*1.1969 

and 31*12.1973 there shall be no demand for revision 

of wages and allowances? the unions demanded revision 

of wages and dearness allowance? recruitment of 

relatives of the employees? occupational wages? 

filling of vacancies? subsistence allowance to 

workers under suspension? protection to women 

employees? bonus for supervisory staff? anomalies 

in the implementation of the Second Wage Board 

recommendations? increase of workload? age of. 

superannuation ? etc . The Charter of Demands 

covering these subjects was submitted to the 

employers and their association on 7.12.71 

following which the negotiations were held at 

the association level * But there was no meeting 

of minds on any issue resulting in strike from 

12.2.72 for four weeks. During the. strike period? 

the conciliation proceedings were instituted, and
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finally the parties reached an agreement on 9.3*72. 

Important among; the terms of agreement were that the 

issue relating to revision of basic pay and allowances 

was left to be decided in six months , time by: a 

Conciliation Board, presided over, by an independent 

chairman and 7 representatives of workmen and 7 

representatives of employers as members of the 

Boards that the Commissioner of Labour would go 

into the issues relating to annual increments and 

fixation of wages on promotion as well as age of 

superannuation? and that the rationalisation Committee 

appointed under the Wage Board agreement in 1969 

would go into the rationalisation issues and give 

its decision* Another term of agreement with far 

reaching consequence was that the parties agreed 

to give preference to the heirs of the existing 

employees provided they were suitable as per the 

existing practice* This clause in the agreement 

has given rise to problems in a few mills? in 

one case the matter was taken to High Court and 

the management was able to get a favourable 

decision? and in another case the management 

refused to go by' the spirit of the clause despite 

a settlement •



xhe question of revision once again figured

in 1914 resulting in a dispute and *a strike for four 

weeks in February 1974. The labour unions had raised 

a 10 point charter of demands affecting about 1 lakh 

workers in the region. The matters were negotiated 

bilaterally and an agreement was readhed on 28*2.74. 

The South India Mill Owners' Association? on behalf 

of its members ? agreed to effect an upward revision 

in wages and dearness allowance in two instalments - 

23.7.50 from 1.1.74 and another ^.7*50 from 1*1*76. 

The variable deprness all owance was increased to 

29 paise per point above 340 points of Madras City 

cost of living index (old series) from 1.1-74 and 

to 30 paise per point from 1-1.76, The agreement 

also provider for an ex-gratia payment of ^.200/~ 

to each worker and to treat the period of strike 

from 1.2.74 to 1.3.74 as leave with wages to the 

extent the employees had that kind of leave to their 

credit. The agreement was signed for a period of 

four (4) years. More importantly? it was agreed 

that the mills in co-operative sector as well as 

the NTC mills should also implement the agreement? 

though the latter group of mills were not members 

of the South India Mill Owners’ Association ;
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This agreement was an 10(1.) settlement? but the 

parties decided to file it as a Joint Memorandum 

before the Special Industrial Tribunal to get a 

concent award, sipce the matter was pending with 

the Tribunal for adjudication •

A similar situation arose in 1979The , demands 
_ . ■ - . .. ■ .■ 4V. , : V: .....

of the trade unions for an upward revision of wages 

and allowances? annual increment? casual leave? 

duration of shift? e.tc • When the negotiations failed? 

the labour unions served a strike notice on 23.4.79. 

The negotiations held after serving this notice also 

failed * So? the workers went on strike frem 

25-5.79 for 54 days. The Government of Tamil Nadu 

referred the dispute to Special , Industrial Tribunal 

when all conciliatory and mediation efforts failed - 

even the Chief Minister of the state tried his 

best to mediate. The trade unions boycotted the 

proceedings before the Tribunal and continued their 

agitatidn pressing the SIMA to come for negotiations 

B*resh negotiations were successful in arriving at , 

an>agreement. The terms of this agreement 

provided ? firstly? for an additional monthly basic 

wage of ^.45/- per worker? which, however? was 

not to be taken into account, for calculating any
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special allowance or payments calculated as a 

percentage of or as related to basic wages except 

for incentive payment? bonus and gratuity.' The 

dearness allowance was increased to 31 paise per 

point above 100 points of Madras cost of living 
i

from 1.1-79 and to 32 paise per point from 

1.1.81. The annual increments for workers, not 

on -time scales @ 2% of the wages including ^-45/- 
> I z

to be paid as per the new agreement from 1-1-79? 

and for jobbers? maistries and allied workmen

of the wages- Fourthly? it was agreed to 

provide for 2 days casual leave tor all those 

workmen having completed 240 days of continuous 

service in a calendar year. Fifthly? it was 

ag; eed to pay full basic wages and dearness 

allowance for working in shifts of. less than 

8 hours duration. Sixthly? the managements 

agreed to treat the strike period as leave with 

wages provided the workers had leave to their 

credit? no wages for the strike period? and no 

disciplinary action to be taken against any 

workman for having participated in the strike. 

This agreement was presented to the
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Special Industrial Tribunal for an award though 

the proceedings before the Tribunal were boycotted 

by the labour unions *’

BONUS NEGOTIATIONS

Collective bargaining at the association level 

is much more effective and mature as for the Bonus 

negotiations are concerned • Bonus negotiations 
tytf iliWWHwn^ .....

have been going on since late 1940s* The quantum 

'of bonus till 195 5-56 was decided on arbitrary . 

basis through bipartite negotiations* The labour 

unions, it is said, used to demand bonus equivalent 

to the wages for 6 or more months* But when the 

Labour Appellate Tribunal Formula, >was endorsed 

by the Supreme Court,was available , the parties 

adopted it • A senior labour leader in the textile 

industry.claimed that even the LAT Formula of 

bonus was adopted with modification , so 'as to 

enable the workers to get higher bonus*

The Mill Owners’ Association and the labour 

unions xyere :able to evolve their wn formula in 

196t to. settle the ,payment of bonus for 1965* / 

The quantum of.-'bonus''payable--.f the : year . 1965
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was negotiated with the labour unions by the SIHa. 

With a view to reaching a final settlement in the 

interest,of maintaining production and peace in the 

industry in the region? the parties evolved an adhoc 

basis for arriving at available surplus ’on the 

strict understanding that such payments should not 

constitute a precedent and- should not be interpreted 

as watering down the respective stands of parties 

on the issue of bonus at All‘-India level ’ • It was 

also agreed that this adhoc basis was not to be spelt 

out in the settlement? that only the liability-of each 

mill to be expressed as percentage of earnings- The 

quantum of bonus was determined to be 4 per cent of 

the total earnings or 10 per cent of the basic 

earnings whichever was higher. According to a 

clarification issued by the Association (on October 

18? 1966) the term total earnings was to be 

interpreted in the same fashion the term ’salary’ 

or ’wage’ is defined under Sec* 2(21) of the 

Payment of Bonus Act? 1965. While calculating 

the amount of bonus on the basis of total earnings 

four types of earnings were to be excluded?

(i) over time wages? (ii) lay-off compensation? 

(iii) production bonus and (iv) conveyance allowance-
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Similarly ? in calculating the amount of bonus on 

the basis of oasic earnings three types of earnings 

were to be excluded - lay-off compensation? over
■\ • ■ ■ ■' . ■ , ■ . 

time wages? and dearness allowance paid to the

clerks (of ^.7*50. ^.15/— and ^.22.50). Furthermore? 

when bonus for the year 1967 was determined following 

the same adhoc basis? the payment of night allowance 

was also excluded . It was also clarified that,the 

payments to be excluded in either kind of payment 

were not an exclusive 1ist•

Though the patties agreed that the basis for 

f inding out- the -available surplus was an a&ss. 

arrangement? it Was transformed into a formula and 

followed in oy.; sequent years to determine the 

available surplus? allocable surplus and the quantum 

of bonus. Furthermore? though t?\e adhfe basis 

was-not to be spelt out in settlements it had to 

be put •. on paper informally for the guidance of 

the Chairman of the Association at a later date 

as well as for the guidance of the Negotiating 

Committee. A Background Note- was prepared for 

the perusal of the Chairman sometime In 1973. 

the formula given in this note is quoted below.
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'''Prior to the legislation of Bonn ■ Act in 1965? 

the bonus payments for textile mills in Coimbatore 

were made on the basis of bipartite negotiations 

with the unions « The Bonus Act was legislated in 

1965 based on the report of the Bonus Commission 

(T964) constituted by the Government of India with 

Shri M »R • Meher as chairman- The bonus for the 

years 1963, 1964 and '1965 was settled by mutual 

negotiations and a settlement was reached under- 

Sec - 34(3) of the Payment of Bonus Act? 1965 •' 

21^£&^AL^adQpt£&j^

“However ? for the year 1969 ( 1969-70) and for 

1970 (1970-71) the bonus was calculated on the 

basis of the SIMA formula and 1% additional payment 

(subject to statutory maximum of 20%) . was also 

made •"

The Sim formula had the following deviations 

from the Bonus Act

1. Return on Capital reduced from 8-5% to 7•5%* 

2. Return on reserves reduced from o% to 4%«
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3. No claim of development rebate* 

4* Income tax only Notional • 

5* ,The principle, of set-on and set-off though 

preserved irnder past settlements ? have not been 

claimed.

6. Balance sheet as certified by auditors is final •

This formula helped to boost the allocable 

surplus enabling the workers to have larger sums of 

money as bonus •

A deviation from this formula was made when 

the bonus for 1968 was to be calculated • During 

these negotiations the labour unions insisted that 

the formula in existence should be revised putting 

forth two reasons — (l)^the trading results of 

most mills in the year 1968 were not .satisfactory? 

and (2) the Payment of Bonus Act was amended in 

1968 to give the benefit, of tax rebate on the bonus 

amount paid during the preceding year* Due to the 

firm stand taken by the unions on revision of the 

existing formula relating to return on equity 

capital and reserves for 1968? the employers 

conceded the demand and adopted a new basis for that
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year with an understanding that it woulu not 

constitute a precedent for future years? The unions 

also demanded the payment of an advance by all those 

mills where the workers would get less than month's 

wages as bonus? but more importantly? dropping of the 

principle of ’set-on’ and 'set-off'. The Communist 

unions adopted different stands - while one union 

refused to participate in the negotiations unless 

an additional 10% was paid as bonus? the other union 

refused to sign the settlement if the quantum was 

to be only - the statutory minimum.- This 

situation forced the employers' representatives 
to adopt a liberal stand ? which i.s clear from the 
note circulated on 15-10-1969- uTt appeared as if 

no settlement would be reached and after carefully 

considering the overall Picture created by the 

likely resistance of the Communist unions and the 

necessity to reach a settlement and secure peace ? 

it was finally agreed that mills which had made 

profits (after provision of depreciation) but pay 

only 4% bonus? would pay an advance of ^-80/- to 

each worker in addition to the bonus amount- in 

respect of mills which had no profits (after 

provision of depreciation) it was agreed that the 

Association would send a circular to such mills
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recommending payment of *40/to. each worker as 

advance“ * The advance amount was...-; oj be recovered 

in four installments. But it may Joe noted that 

whenever such advances are paid t;p . the : workers either 

to supplement the bonus amount.tor in lieu of bonus, 

the actual recovery has not been done^

For the year 1971 ( 1971-72) bonus was calculated 

on the basis p^tthe SIMA Formula and in addition, 

each workman was.,paid an additional ex-gratia sum of 

10 paise per day of attendance during the bonus year* 

Similarly , for 1972 and "1973 deviations were made • 

In 197 2, bonus was calculated on the basis of the 

SIMA formula .-but'adding baqk the provision made 

for funding: .gratuity for the service preceding the 

bonus year to the profit for purposes of calculation 

of bonus* Further, ’it'was agreed to make an 

add it ion al • paymen t ‘ in t he f bl 1 ow ing manne r s

MIU s

8.33 % 3%

8.34 to 14*99% 4%

15 to 2C% 5%.

In 1973, through the meciatibn of the then 
■ ... ’i , ■' ■ * * V'

Chief Minister Mr. M-Karunanidhi and tlinister for
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Labour? it was agreed to pay bonus as was paid for 

1972 and a further additional adhoc payment of 1C% 

of the wages earned by each workman to enable them 

to meet the festival obligations* These adhoc 

payments over and above the actual bonus liability 

gave rise to disputes when the DMK Government-was 

out of power. Some managements recovered the adhoc 

sums paid to the workers? which was resisted by the 

labour unions * The labour unions.sought legal 

remedies to stop the employers from recovering the 

adhoc sums paid • Finally? the mutter was settled - 

in Jan 1980 through bipartite negotiations • According 

to this bipartite settlement the managements? through 

the Association? agreed to treat the sums paid as 

bonus for the respective years in full and final 

settlement of the bonus claims of the workers for 

those years? they also refunded the amount recovered 

from retired workers•

During 1975-77 collective bargaining for 

determining bonus issue took a back seat since the 

Government of India had declared the national 

internal emergency and promulgated an Ordinance on 

Payment of Bonus* 'This Ordinance brought down the
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statutory minimum to 4% and did not permit to have, 

negotiations under Sec .34(3) of the Payment of 

Bonus Act? 1965* Taking advantage of this Ordinance? 

the individual mills themselves negotiated the bonus 

issue with the unions and settled the matter purely 

within the framework laid down by the Ordinance of 

1975* For the accounting year 1975 bonus was:not 

negotiated even under the Payment of Bonus ...Ordinance 

1976* The mill managements argued, that they had 

incurred heavy loss because. of which there was no 

surplus profit to pay bonus*. At this juncture the 

Government of Tamil Nadu (which was then under the ■ • ?• I r, ■ ■
President’s rule) appointed a Tripartite.-., Bonus 

Mediation Committee under the auspices of the State 

Apex Body on Industrial Relations-* This Committee 

consisted of 5 members - Mr*,G. Ramanujam as the 

convener and 4. members representing the mill owners 

,and workmen equally * After taking into account 

the ’critical’ f inane ial' c one! it ions of all but 8 

mills? the Committee recommended the payment of a 

recoverable- J festival advanceequal to. 1/2 month’s 

wages so as to ’help ’ the. workers to meet the 

festival .obligations* It is said that the trade
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unions adviser their members to accept the * festival 

advance ' since they were not in a position to 

agitate •

The situation did not change even for the bonus 

year 1976. The member mills themselves negotiated 

the issue on the basis of the bonus liability worked 

out by the officers for each of the* member mills 

in Coimbatore? i-e • 5o mills. The only gratifying 

fact was that the workers got bonus instead., of 

’festival advance’? and - that the quantum of bonus 

was more than the statutory minimum of 4%. The 

amount of bonus paid, for the year 1976 varied between. 

8* 33% to 20%. The workers of one mill got one per 

cent in kind over and above 20% > while the workers in 

another mill got only 3.2 50/-

Lifting of national emergency and the formation 

of a new government at the centre 'in 1977 once again 

changed the situation - Bonus negotiations were once 

again transferred to the association • The SIHA 

initiated the negotiations following strike notices 

from different trade unions- The parties agreed 

to work out the bonus liability as per the 

procedure laid down ?oy the Bonus Act « But ‘With a
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view to ensuring uninterrupted service rhe millowners 
■ ... ■■ (■. ’ ■ 1 ■ ■ :.1 ■

agreed to make additional payments over and above the 

actual liability of the mills* The actual bonus 

liability and corresponding additional payments were 

as follows:

Sonus Liability

1* Mills having bonus 
liability upto 3%

2. Mills having bonus 
1 iabil ity above 3% 

..... but upto 8*33%

3. Mills having bonus 
1iability between 
8*34% to 9.99%

4 • Mil 1 s .hav ing Sonu s 
1 iabil ity between 
.10% tol4.99%

5. Mills having Bonus 
liability between 
15% to 20%

Add it i on al Payment• ... 1 • "* .
8*33% + 3% add it ion al

8-33% + 4% add it ion al

Actual Liability +5% 
additional

Actu al 1 ia bil ity1 + 6% 
additional

Actual liability +8% 
additional

.This was again • a-departure from the statutory 

formula but .within the legal framework. It w$;s a 

bipartite agreement -but the parties resolved to 

sign it as a settlement under See- 12(3) of the 

Industrial Disputes "Act-? 1947. While the bipartite 

agreement was signed on 13*9.1978? the 12(3) 

settlement, was signed on 7-10.78- This agreement?
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however ? was in effect for only one year • In response 

to this settlement? the trade unions assured the 

Mill Owners ‘ Association that there would not be any 

demand or strike or any other direct action in 

respect of bonus in any of the 60 mills covered by 

the agreement* in’ 197 9 a further departure was made- 

Hitherto the bonus issue was being decided' on a year- 

to-year basis following the formula evolved in 1966. 

But in 1979? keeping in view the 54 days’ strike 

for revision of ■ wages and dearness allowance? the 

parties negotiated an agreement evolving a new 

formula to be applicable for a period of three years. 

It was also agreed that every year the bonus

1 iability ,should be worked out on the Izasis of the 

balance sheet and worn sheets of the mills. The 

formula evolved this time had two inportant features ? 

(1) to adopt the statutory procedure to determine 

the available surplus? ana (2) to pay o0% of the 

allocable surplus as an 'additional payment ' • In 

other words? 96% of the allocable' surplus was 

agreed to be paid as bonus as against the statutory 

60%. Every mill? therefore? was required to make 

an 'additional payment' of 60% over and. above the
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actual'liability • Bonu? for the'years ±978p 1979 

and 1980 were calculated following this formula • 

Thus the bonus■payments for the period 1978-81 

ranged ranged between 12% to 32% of the earnings 

of the workmen* The actual amount of bpnus paid 

for the three years differed to the extend,the 

gross prof its of the mills varied from.year to , 

year 1

This was purely a bilateral agreement and was 

registered'as a settlement arrived at in the course 

other.than conciliation for the purpose .of Sec.lstl) 

of the . Industrial Disputes Act ? 1947 . In fact ? the 

parties wanted to sign it as a!2(3) settlement* 

But the conciliation officer did not agree' to the 

request of the parties on the ground th^t the 

conciliation proceedings were not in st iuuted by him 

either on the request of either party or as a 

consequence of astrixe n ot ice /strike - But it is 

gathered that the formula evolved was outside 

the statutory framework whence? the conciliation 

officer (and the Government) did not want to be a 

party., to the f prmul a •
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rhe new formula and the agreement .tor a period 

of three years clearly reflected the goodwill on 

both the sides- This good will helped the parties 

to resolve the disputes on bonus for 1972 and 1973 

which were pending in adjudication for determining 

the question of additional payments made on the 

advise of the Commissioner of Labour in 1973 and 

the Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu in 197 4- When the 

negotiations for bonus for 197 8 were taken up in 

1979? the trade unions demanded that these two 

disputes should be resolved at the negotiation table ■ 

by treating the additional payments. made as bonus 

in full and final settlement of the bonus claims 
) 

for the two years- The matter was? however,not 

cl.inched immediately- The SIMA negotiating committee 

promised to consider the issue , after consulting 

the General Body of members- Accordingly? the 

concurrence of the General Body was obtained in 

an extra-ordinary meeting convened for discussing 

various issues relating to payment of Bonus - The 

parties could sign a bilateral agreement on 

January 24? 1980- The Short Recital of the Case 

stated, that ’As the disputes are pending for long?
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the parties desired an amicable settlement in view 

of the settlement dated 12.10. .79 rel ating to bonus 

for the year 1978 (1978-79)? have reached the 

following agreement- It ...is agreed that the amount 

already paid as per settlements dated 10.10.73 and 

11.11.74 should be deemed to be final and there shall 

•not be any recovery by the managements dor there' shall 

be any further claim by the workmen over and above the 

amount already paid . However ? this was subject to 

the settlements already entered on this issue between 

individual mills and workmen at the unit level . ♦ '

It was further agreed that no issue covered under 

the Industrial Disputes 16 and 17 of 1976 pending 

before the Industrial Tribunal need any adjudication 

in view of this settlement- Hence? the parties 

agreed to file the settlement before the Tribunal 

praying for an award that the issues pending 

disposal before it have been settled. Thirdly? 

in view of the good will and gesture shown by 

the managements? the unions assured uninterrupted 

and smooth working of the mills? they also agreed 

to extend co-operation in rationalising the 

workloads wherever possible•



The Mills which signed bilateral agreements 

writing off the additional payments made in 197 3 

and 1974 were the PFD Textiles? OL Mills? Gotari 

Mills No.l anc 2, and PR Mills- the PFD Textiles w^s 

celebrating Ats 25 years-of existence in 1979. 

Hence? the management of the mills entered into a 

12(3) settlement on 12.12.78 with 6 trade unions 

agreeing to treat the adhoc payments made in 1974 

(as per the 11.11.74 agreement) as an Incentive 

payment for the year 1978. The DLMills had entered 

into an 18(1) settlement on 2.3-79? setting the 

bonus issue for 1972 and 1973 once for all by way of 

not recovering the advances and adhoc additional 

payments made during those two years* The PR Mills 

agreed to treat the 10% advance paid for the year 

1973-74? as per the Chief Minister’s directive? 

as bonhs paid for the year 1973-74? through a 12(3) 

settlement entered with 5 trade unions on 31.10*77. 

This was ? however ? agreed as a part of the bonus 

settlement for 1976-77.

Whereas the Gotaris signed an agreement on 

4*11.78 under Sec- 18(1) of the Industrial 

Disputes Act? 1947? in response to the request 

from 8 unions operating in the mills? to treat 

the 6% adhoc payment made in addition to 8-33%
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^hey argued that; firstly ? the Payment of ..Bonus Act. 

does not, permit payment of bonus over and .’above, the 

statutory liability? secondly? no income'’tax .rebate 

is given by the Government , under the Income Tax Act 

for the excess;'amount paid as bonus or ‘additional 

payment'? and thirdly-? the mills were being run 

under market-constraints and power shortage resulting 

in loss. The trade unions? on the other hand? 

adopted the stand that payment of bonus with the 

additional payments to the extent Jof 60 percent, 

of the actual liability had .become a customary 

practice which must be continued * \The Government of 

Tamil .Nadu intervened when the bipartite negotiations 

reached an impasse and advised the SIMA to pay bonus 
y . ?. . . A.. '■

as per the 1979 agreement as an interim payment and 

await the award of the Special Industrial Tribunal - 

The mills had to accept this advice and paid bonus- 

In the meantime seme trade unions went in writ 

petition to the ’High Court praying for a stay of 

the proceedings before the tribunal * The matter 

therefore? is pending a decision.

These bonus agreements especially since 1966 

clearly indicate the mature approach of the parties
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bonus for the year 1973-74- The management agreed 

not only to write off the additional payments made 

for both the years but also to pay an additional 

3*66% as bonus in full and f inal settlement of the 

bonus claim for the year 197 3-7 4 in view of huge 

profits earned by the Mills during the year 1973-84- 
* /

The workers thus received 28% bonus for that year.- 

The benefit of this agreement was also given to 

the retired workers by refunding the recovered 

amounts and making the additional payments of 3.66%. 

The parties also agreed to file the agreement 

before the Industrial Tribunal , Madras since the 

Mill© were a party to the Industrial Disputes 16 

and 17 of 1976 and prayed for an award in terms.of 

the settlement-

During 1980 the Payment of Bonus Act was 

amended imposing restrictions on Payment of Bonus 

over and above the bonus liability determined as 

per the statutory procedure and also to negotiate 

bonus under Sec-34(3) of the Act- Though the 

millowners were not eligible to claim income tax 

exemption for the excess amount paid as bonus? 

the payments were made as per the 197 9 agreement
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to the issues based on bilateral negotiations. 

It may ? howe\ sr ? be noted that the employers have 

been concerned more about the maintenance of 

production and peace in the mills while the 

labour unions have been concerned with getting a. 

larger sum of money as bonus year after year * 

The trade unions have been successful in 

achieving their objective except when they 

were extremely helpless? i-e - during 1975-77- 

Only once the trade unions went on strike to 

get their demands conceded -

The bonus issue for 1969? 1970 and 1971' 

resulted in d isputes .because of the Central 

Government's adhoc policy on the subject - The 

then Union Labour Minister Mr- RK • Khadilkar 

sought to raise the statutory minimum bonus from 

4 to 8-33% giving hopes to the workers in the 

country as a whole that the floor and the ceiling 

on bonus would be raised substantially- The 

trade unions in Coimbatore? therefore? demanded 

a minimum bonus of 8-33% and a higher bonus in 

case of all those mills having a higher 

liability- But the millowners were not willing
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to concede the demand. x^he issue? therefore? resulted 

in a strike which was settled thro igh the intervention 

of the District Collector and the Commissioner of 

Labour on 20.10.1971- The matter was finally settled 

on 19-10.1972 through the mediation of the Commissioner 

of Labour and the Secretary to the Department of 

Labour? Employment and Training at Madras. This 

settlement provided for the minimum 8-33 per cent 

bonus in case of those mills having -no or minimum 

liability and higher bonus in case of those mills 

with a liability exceeding 8-33 per cent. In 

addition to this? it was agreed to make an 

additional ex-gratia payment of 10 paise per day of 

attendance during the bonus year to each, worker 

qualified to receive bonus* It was also agreed 

that the terms of agreement should be subject to a 

decision by the Government of India based on the 

recommendations of the Bonus Review Committee - 

Regarding the bonus for 1970 it was agreed by the 

parties not to recover the advance paid to bridge 

the gap between actual liability and 8-33 per cent 

as per the recommendations of the Government of

India -
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The fact that over number of yea: s the SIMA 

formula was in, existence and bonus was paid over and 

above the statutory liability has helped the trade
*' ’’ ”' •zl - ■ . "Y.

unions to strengthen their bargaining power- The 

Government of Tamil Nadu having realised the 

customary nature of bonus payment had advised the 

mill owners to continue to pay bonus on the basis of 

previous agreements wheneverthe matter was under 

dispute • . The bonus formulae evolved bilaterally 

in 1966, 1972 or in 1979 clearly indicate the 

nature of collective bargaining relationships the 

parties have and their desire to settle the matter 

bilaterally instead of leaving it to the third 

party « That the trade unions have had a stronger 

bargaining capacity with regard to bonus is also 

clear from the fact that in a few mills they were 

able to get bonus at a much higher percentage than 

was provided under the 1979 agreement- It was 

gathered that 8 mills had paid more than 32% of 

the wages earned by the workers as bonus and 

additional payment - A few mills signed bonus 

agreements an their own for the, period 1978-81- 

In 1982, two mills signed., agreements with the
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labou*. unions providing for bonus in full and final 

settlement of the claim for bonus from 1981 as per 

the 1979 formula in preference to dragging on the 

issue through a legal battle and losing production 

consequently. The management of these two mills 

was convinced that sooner or later the labour would 

stand to gain as in the past •

UNIT LEVEL BARGAINING

The industry-wide agreements signed in 1956 

and 1960 rather provided the basis and motivation 

to!unit level bargaining cn the same subjects 

during 1960s• Many prosperous managements had 

started modernising their mills • The modernisation 

of mills necessarily introduced higher, workloads . 

The co-operation of the workers, had to be enlisted 

if the modernisation schemes were to be a success* 

Hence? the modernising mills started the practice 

of bipartite negotiations with the unions for 

higher workload while ’granting an upward revision 

in wages* The trend was set perhaps by the Pioneer 

Mills in 1961. Since then many mills have 

negotiated the bipartite agreements with the labour
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unions as and when they have modernised • Different 

mills have? however/ started modernising in different 

years depending upon their financial position* During 

the 1960s about 60 per cent of the mills had introduced 

rationalisation schemes? while another 30 per cent 

followed suit during the 1970s* The process of 

modernisation has been partial-and periodical?

i -e • every 5 to 10 years old machines are replaced 

in different sections of the mill and agreements 

are negotiated for those sections »

Though the negotiations are held at both the 

levels - mill and association - for a wage revision 

and higher workload since 1956 there has been a basic 

difference between the two •* The millowners‘ 

association negotiates tfith the trade unions on 

these subjects whether the member mills have 

modernised or not» primarily to provide a general 

revision of wages and allowances in the light of 

increasing cost of living* Whereas the individual 

mills negotiate higher workload linked to wages 

only when they take up rationalisation of the mill 

wholly or partly * They do not authorise the 

association to negotiate on behalf of them
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for termining the workl sad since new technology 

and working conditions are difficult to be comprehended 

by outsiders including the office bearers of the 

association- It is, however, a fact that the mills 

often seek the help from South India Textile Research 

Association to resolve the technical difficulties in 

negotiating for higher workload-

■ Rationalisation of mills, however, has been 

piece-meal • At a time, only a section o?E the mill is 

modernised and it would not be touched for next 10 

or more years - Therefore ? onge. a settlement is 

reached, fresh negotiations do not take place till 

a new set of machines are introduced In such 

situations the old agreements.continue to be in 

force? of course? with the general increase in wages 
■ h .

and allowances settled at the association level • For 

instance? the PN mills, SRK mills,, the RL mills? the 

Gotaris? the LT mills? etc-? have been negotiating 

agreements periodically at the unit level as well 

as implementing the settlements signed by the SIha 

on behalf of all the member mills- During the last 

15 to 20 years a large number of agreements/settlements 

are signed by these mills covering different sections 

or departments and different categories of employees
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such as electricians? jobbers? supervisors? clerical 

staff? etc - ?(a detailed analysis of this Kind of 

bargaining and agreements will be attempted in 

Chapter 6 ) • The labour unions have acquiesced

into these practices? for they Know that even when 

a new agreement at the unit level is not negotiated 

with the SIMA on behalf of all the mills benefiting 

every worker whether covered by a sectional 

agreement or not •

As we have already observed ? a new mill in 

Coimbatore have been negotiating agreements with 

the labour unions the issues that affect all the 

workers employed in their respective units • The 

best example is the bonus negotiations since 1976. 

In fact? these negotiations were necessitated by 

the incomplete, mediation by the Commissioner of 

Labour in 1973 and the Chief Minister in 1974. 

The prosperity of the mills also motivated the 

labour unions, to demand better benefits* In 1979? 

after signing an agreement with the SIMA on bonus 

ranging from 12 to 32 per. cent? the labour unions 

demanded still higher' bonus in 8 mills? for they 

believed that they had earned huge profits* These 

mills did concede the demands- Thirdly? the desire
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of the millowners to ensure uninterrupted working of 

the mills has motivated them to negotiate the bonus 

issue whether there was a common agreement or not. 

For instance 2 when the -bonus negotiations for the 

accounting /ear 1981 failed at. .the association level 

and the trade unions went in a ppeal to the High 

Court of Madras against.the reference of the dispute 

for adjudication, the management of the K & K mills 

came forward to have a bilateral agreement in full 

and final settlement of the claim of bonus, subject 

to adjudication award, with five trade unions 

operating in both the mills ~ It is also learnt 

that after 1979 agreement some of. the leading mills 

have been negotiating their own agreements on bonus*

Besides such general issues almost every mill in 

Coimbatore negotiates issues such as promotion, 

seniority? confirmation in service, festival, bonus? 

etc . ?tbat affect all the workers - In such situations 

ordinarily the demand notice is served by one or two 

unions to begin with- But when the issue results in 

a work stoppage or when the management desires to 

settle it commonly for all the workers, the remaining 

unions also would be involved at the instance of
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the employers•

These agreements at the department ? unit and the 

association levels clearly reveal that the employers 

and the labour unions in the textile industry havq 

been able to develop strong bargaining relationships 

over the last 30 years • Even when the negotiations 

have failed resulting in disputes and direct action 

by the employees and when the state has intervened 

with an offer of conciliation? mediation and or 

adjudication the parties have come back to the 

negotiation table with a view to having fresh 

negotiations -■ This approach shows beyond doubt 

that they have a strong conviction in bipartitism 

and its superiority over the tripartite methods •

Similarly, whenever the parties were not able to 

agree on technical and other matters they had agreed 

to refer the matters for arbitration by the Government 

or SIMA officers or for a decision by the expert 

committee or Board of Conciliation with a written 

understanding that the award or the decision of 

the third party would be binding and final on both* 

Moreover? the agreements? settlements or awards
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were enforced by both the parties in right spirit 

for the period agreed upon except on one occasion - 

Unlike during 1940s and early 1950s the member mills 

rarely questioned the role of the SIMA in negotiating 

the agreements* In fact? of late? the SIMA has been 

negotiating for the member mills only with due 

authorisation with a view to avoiding the problems 

of non-implementation of the agreements or 

settlements •

Collective bargaining at the association level 

also reveals that over years the trade - union's 

have gained better bargaining power despite 

increasing number' of unions • This has been possible 

only because they have been able to constitute 

Joint Action Council every time the common issues 

have to be negotiated with a view to match their 

strength with that of the employers and their 

association* The workers have solidly been behind 

the Joint Action Council not only to help the Joint 

Action Council to negotiate effectively but 

whenever the Joint Action Council has called a 

strike • Even when one or two members of the 

Joint Action Council - the labour unions - had 

withdrawn from negotiations by the Joint Action
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Coui.cil , their members ..iad extended fuxl support 

to the Joint ^ction Council ignor _ng the stand 

taken- by their leaders -

In an atmosphere of multiple trade unionism 

collective bargaining is supposed to be difficult 

and at times an impossible task- This is much more 

when there is no compulsion to recognise a union 

as the bargaining agent of the workmen- The 

millowners’ association at Coimbatore has been 

able to set an example in establishing collective 

bargaining relations- and trad it ions?-because it 

solved the problems of multiple trade. unionism 

by recognising, de facto,all the trade unions 

having a sizeable support of the workers . in. the mills 

and the region. ->

The fact that the millowners and the labour 

unions or the SIMA and the labour unions have been 

able to settle almost every issue across the table 

helps us to conclude that collective bargaining 

in textile industry has been institutionalised and 

is moving forward from strength to strength •
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Chapter 4 -

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING IN .NON-TEXTILE INDUSTRIES • 11 »W*1>»|IU, Bam*r ^y4rt.«WPi W.H«W ,iUAarauMi>^irm«*A^v;

Collective bargaining in engineering? cement 

and transport industries in Coimbatore has been 

influenced greatly by the practices prevailing in 

the textile mills in the region- The influence is 

not only in terms of certain practices but also 

with regard to its beginning and development • 

Collective bargaining in engineering and cement 

industries was started in 1956 itself - the year 

in which the first major agreement was negotiated 

by the South Inola Mill Owners; Association with 

the three unions. The influence of this agreement 

war so marked that three engineering units in 

Coimbatore ? viz . the' TTC ? the RKI and the GIPSI 

negotiated a common agreement in 19 56 on issues 

like wages? categorisation of jobs? work assignment 

and leave facilities? according to an industrial 

relations executive in one of these units- These 

three units are closely related to textile 

industry - all of them manufacture the textile 

machineries ■>
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Subsequent to this agreement ? however ? there has 

been no instance of joint negotiations by these units 

nor by others for a common agreement* There has also 

been no attempt on the part of the employers in 

this, industry to form an association of themselves 

following the example of the mill owners to deal with 

the labeur matters- Each unit - big or small - has 

been trying to settle the industrial relations 

matters for itself- Hence? we find wide variations 

in collective bargaining practices within the 

engineering industry - In TTC , which employs about 

2100 persons the negotiations have been frequent - 

The management and labour unions have been able to 

sign agreements in I960? 1962, 1963? 1964, 1966, 

I960, 1970, 1973? 1974? 1979 and 1980 on wages, . 

workload, job classification? work assignment? fringe 

benefits like leave facilities and personnel matters 

- like promotion and transfer? etc* in addition to 

these agreements? bonus issue was negotiated on 

year-to-year basis till 1980. But in 1980-81? 

bonus agreement was negotiated for a period of 

three years? following the example of the textile 

industry ? but linking it to productivity and 

production - Linking bonus to productivity and
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and production ■* was n^t done by the Sin.-. ds well as 

any of the individual mills in the region*

The management of the TTC strongly believes 

in bipartism* It has been able to establish good 

relationships with the employees and their 

organisations (7 labour .unions and ( 5 staff unions)? 

and healthy traditions in collective bargaining. 

It was gathered that all major and minor issues ? 

including the discharge and dismissals? are 

negotiated and settled at the bilateral level 

sooner or later* There has been no occasion when 

the joint negotiations have failed and the 

intervention of the third party has been Sought - 

But the parties have been signing their agreements 

as settlements arrived at tin the course of 

conciliation proceedings concluded under Sec*12(3) 

of the Industrial Disputes Act» 1947, w ith a view 

to preventing the unions from raising a dispute on 

the issues covered by the agreement or a splinter 

union raising the disputes*

The GIPSI the oldest engineering unit in 

Coimbatore has been entering into collective 

agreements since 1956. Subsequent to the common
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agreement in 1956, the,management has negotiated 

agreements in I960 working out a scheme of gratuity 5 

in 1965 agreeing on wages, dearness allowance, 

workload, earned leave and a revised gratuity 

scheme? jLn 1969 again on classification of-workmen 

in terms of workload and nature of jobs,' basic 

wages r dearness allowance annual increments , 

workload, night shift allowance, and gratuity 

scheme? in 1972 on workload basic wages, increase 

in dearness allowance,’night shift and dress 

allowances, change over to time rate wages from 

piece rates! supply of subsidised meals ® Re *1/- 

per full meal , and classification of workers 

based on the length of service! and in 1981 on 

workload, basic wages, dearness allowance, supply 

of two sets of uniforms and classification of 

workers in tehns of nature of. job* : The 1981 

agreement is signed for three years • The bonus 

agreements are signed on a year*to-year basis*

This management has a policy of negotiating 

only with the worker leaders! it does not permit 

any professional leader to..involve himself in any 

matter except in the final stage of signing the 

agreement or when the management wants to bring
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pressure on the unit lexal leaders- Apparently? 

this policy ma; seem to be good one?. but the 

management is highly conservative and at. time 

recalcitrant in its attitude and approach- It is 

extremely rigid in its offers across the table - 

Once it makes its final offer it sticks, to it ’ 

what may come- It employs the 'divide and rule' 

strategy to see that the trade unions accept its 

offers- At two or three levels the management 

tries to create divisions among the trade unions • 

It tries to win over those union leaders who are 

inclined to accept the offers and through them 

bring round other leaders to accept the offers• 

When the worker leaders are not amenable? the 

active< members of the unions are talked- to and 

'convinced ’ about the practicality of accepting 

the offers of the management- Once these active 

members of the unions agree to the views of the 

management they bring pressure on their leaders 

to accept the offers • Or the management gives a 

wide publicity on the offers made and the demands 

of the leaders while pointing out the impractical ity 

of the demands of the leadersusing the notice board
X 

and other channels of communication among the
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workers so that in course of time an opinion favourable 

to the management is created. Lastly? when these methods 

fail to bring about- the desired result? the central 

leaders of the unions are contacted- with a request to 

advise the unit level leaders to accept the offers • When 

all these - strategies, and tactics1 fail ? the management 

resorts' to legal battle as is clear from the dispute on 

the age-of retirement which was fought by both the sides 

over a decade and often the management was successful 

in getting an award favourable to it •„ Similarly? the 

issue of supply of' free tea and coffee to the workmen 

was to be decided by the tribunal • It was also learnt 

that this management does not respond immediately 

to the charter of demands -

The management of GIBSI has a unique method 

to bring the trade unions to the negotiation table 

whenever it wants to increase-the workload • Instead 

of serving a Notice of Change under Sec • 9a of the 
' :• ' ■ . ' ' • ■ . ' . • . • ' ■ ' - j . .
* • 'a . ’ ■ • ■ •• ‘ ‘ • ■ • ■ : :

Industrial Disputes Act? 1947? forcing the unions to 

come for talks? or sending the proposals to the 

unions and inviting them for direct negotiations 

as is being' done by other organisations? this 

management raises an industrial discute under the
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Inc aStrial Disputes Ac ? 1947? seeking the 

intervention of the conciliation officer on the 

ground that the existing workload? production and 

productivity of the workers are very.low causing 

loss to the management and that the trade unions 

are refusing to co-operate with the management in 

negotiating fresh workload- When the conciliation 

officer takes up the matter in conciliation? the 

parties come back to the negotiation table? and 

often succeed in arriving at an agreement across 

the table but signing it before the conciliation 

officer- This method is adopted by the directors 

of the GIPSI in the Jr private organisations-

in RKI ? which is also a private sector 

unc staking? the negotiations are helc almost every 

3 to 6 years After the 1956 agreement? the 

management and the unions negotiated for workload 

and wages in 1960? 1967? 1970 and 1976. At 

the time of data collection the negotiations were 

in progress to determine the workload and wages- 

Presently? this unit is under the supervision and 

control of a Liquidator and the Board appointed 

by the Supreme Court of India - Originally the
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factory was owned by two brothers one of whom 

wanted to withdraw his share* -Hence? he approached 

the Court for liquidation of the factory- But .the 

workers went in an appeal to the Supreme Court 

praying for staying liquidation in view of .the 

resulting unemployment and hardships for more than 

300 families of workers • The Supreme Court in its 

historic decision upheld the appeal of the workers 

and directed' the Liquidator to run the factory* 

The administrators and the labour representatives 

are trying to make the unit economically viable?

Another engineering unit? the MMTS which' is 

also manufacturing the textile machinery besides 

machine tools and which employs about 330 persons? 

has e-st a bl ished , collective bargaining relations 

since 1974 (the factory management changed hands 

in early 1970s)* The agreement signed in 1974 

provided for wage revision and other, benefits* 

Since then every 3 years the negotiations are 

successfully held on workload and, wages- The 

agreement signed .in 1981 is in force at present 

And as for the bonus issue is concerned > the 

agreements are negotiated every year *
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Phe biggest engineering unit manufacturing 

textile machinery in Coimbatore employing more than 

4000 workers and nearly 300 staff ? could negotiate 

the first agreement in 1969, i-e • 5 years after its 

establishment- This'agreement provided for gradation 

of workers and wages- Subsequently? it has 

negotiated fresh agreements in 1970, 1972 and 1973- 

Starting in 1975-76, the management of this factory 

has been negotiating agreements for different 

departments/sections and occupational categories 

adopting the practice prevailing in the textile 

industry in the region- This is the only non-textile 

unit in the region that has adopted the method, of' 

sectional ised bargaining? for the management of this 

factory also runs a number of mills- It has extended 

the practice to the engineering units after having 

been convinced of the advantages of the method • 

But at the time of data collection, the management 

was negotiating on wages and dearness allowance 

for the entire set of workers except those covered 

by the agreements signed recently -- Thus the 

factory stands apart among the engineering. ’ 

establishments in the. region not only because of
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th£ collective bargaining practices but also because 

of. the congenial atmosphere prevailing and the various 

types’of benefits the employees have been deriving 

from the agreements*

Collective bargaining practices in the engineering 

industry in Coimbatore thus vary from unit to unit 

while broadly conforming to the practices prevailing 

in the textile industry*' It is perhaps because both 

the industries in the region are mutually dependent 

and often the bargainers are common? as in case of 

the Laxmi group -

In cement and transport industries? on the other 

hand? collective bargaining practices are still wider 

and differ from the practices prevailing in both 

textile and engineering industries in the region • 

Both in cement and transport industries? collective 

bargaining practices are of two types in terms of 

the levels of bargaining* Collective negotiations 

in these two industries are held at the unit level 

in some undertakings and at the corporate level in 

others • The cement factory at Coimbatore is one 

of the various units of the ACC of Indian similarly,
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the public sector passenger transport unit is one 

of the 11 undertakings of the Government of Tamil 

Nadu • In case of both these units j collective 

bargaining at the unit level is almost nil . Every 

issue is negotiated and,determined at the corporate 

level either across the table or through tripartite 

methods. Especially in the case of cement factory 

the matters such as wages, dearness allowance? 

workload, rationalisation? bonus, promotion policy? 

etc . are decided through the wage boards or 

arbitration by a panel representing both the 

parties with or without an umpire* So also in 

case of the transport undertaking' the matters 

are decided at the Board level under the chairmanship 

of the Minister for Transport. In both the cases, 
.. ' ' ' .:J :

the industrial relations decisions are being V 
increasingly centralised. The units at the local 

level are left with matters such as redressal of 

grievances arising out of the implementation of 

the terms of agreement/award and other minor 

matters exclusively pertaining to the unit .

Although the cement products unit at Coimbatore 

is one of the several units partly owned by a 

multinational company , the.local management has
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been given the necessary freedom and autonomy in. 

matters of industrial relations and wage fixation? 

workload? etc. Resultantly? the management of this 

unit has been able to establish collective bargaining 

relationships since. 1956 Like the textile industry? 

and' a . section of the engineering industry? this unit 

also negotiated an agreement in 1956 on wages? workload 

and other major issues . The fact that these issues 

were negotiated and settled in 1956 helps us to 

conclude that the 1956 textile agreement had its 

influence on this organisation too? for the collective 

bargaining relationships in this unit developed on 

healthy lines during the subsequent period. The 

factory management has been negotiating collective 

agreements with the labour unions.every 3 to 4 years 

since 1956 covering various issues and all the workmen 

employed . One interesting factor* is that the 

management negotiates only with those labour unions 

which were the signatories to the previous agreement. 

The new unions that might come into existence during 

the period of an agreement are invited to be a 

party to the new agreement only at the instance of 

the conciliation officer at the time, of signing - 

the agreement before him as a settlement arrived
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at in course of conciliation proceedings under 

Sec*12(3) of the. Industrial Disputes Act? 1947* 

It was claimed by the Personnel Manager of this 

Unit that the negotiations on long term issues such 

as wages? allowances? workload? promotion policy? 

etc• have never failed and have been more rewarding 

to both the sides . When compared to textile workers 

the workers employed in this factory have been getting 

very high"wages - the lowest paid wages are •MlOOO/- 

per month. And between 1956 and 1982 the workload 

has been increased from 56 units to 95 units per 

worker - the production process involves lot of 

human effort instead of being linked to machines* 

.But on bonus issues the negotiations have failed 

several times leading to adjudication. Further? it 

was only in 1959 that the agreement negotiated with 

two unions was signed and registered with the 

conciliation officer as a settlement arrived at in the 

.othgr lUhan conciliation i>e>'as;.a settlement under 

Sec *18(1) of the Industrial Disputes Act? 1947. 

This situation was created by the majority union? 

it was not willing to accommodate the minority 

union affiliated to AITUC at that time » The latter 

union advised the management to sign the agreement
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with the majority union and .register the same with 

the; conciliation officer* It kept up its pranise to 

abide by the terms of the^agreement *

Whereas in the case of the private sector 

transport undertaking the collective bargaining 

relations are still in an infant, stage . It is only 

since 1977 that this management has been negotiating 

with the labour unions* Till them? it was, gathered 

that, the labour relations matters were decided 

unilaterally. All the unilateral decisions taken by 

the management were accepted by the employees because 

of the benevolent patronage extended by the employer* 

The increasing size and expanding activities of the 

company motivated the employer to adopt the professional 

style of management - Therefore ? in 1977 the 

management and the labour unions negotiated the 

first agreement on wages, dearness allowance and 

other inportant issues* Since then every three 

years the negotiations are taken up with the unions 

to revise the basic wages, dearness allowances? etc* 

and to resolve the industry! disputes • It was 

further gathered that in June 1983- the negotiations 

were in progress for the revision of wages, etc *
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Similarly , it was gathered that, the small 

engineering units and transport undertakings, which 

are- plenty, have been deciding the labour matters 

unilaterally- They are yet to establish collective 

bargaining relationships though the trade unions 

have been operating either at the unit level or the 

regional level •

This analysis reveals that collective bargaining 

in engineering, cement, and transport industries has 

been influenced, except in case of corporate level 

bargaining, by the practices prevailing in the textile 

industry. The 1956 textile agreement has been the 

prime mover of collective bargaining relationships 

in these industries* This is rat-hex an expected 

phenomenon since the textile industry has been the 

pioneering and predominant industry in the region.

It may also be noted that only about 1/5th 

(21-73%) of the respondents from the management 

side felt that collective bargaining practices 

in the textile industry have not influenced the 

collective bargaining in other industries • But 

more than 78 per cent felt (some among them 

strongly) that there has been a great influence
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of the collective bargaining practices in^the textile 

industry on other industries in the region • ' When 

the statement was put in another form - the collective 

bargaining practices and agreements in other 
■ ; " I; •it : ' ;J ■ ■ ■' i ‘ ' *■ ' ■

industries in the Region broadly conform to the 

practices and agreements prevailing in the textile 

industry only S6.52 per cent of the respondents 

from the same group were in agreement- Whereas 

63.63 per cent of the trade unionists agreed that 

there has been an. influence of the ;collective 

bargaining practices prevailing, in the textile 

industry .on other industries and that the practices 

and agreements in other industries broadly conform 

to the practices and agreements signed in the textile 

industry* As for the unit level leaders are concerned, 

still a. larger majority agree with both the 

statements- While 74-35% of them agree with the 

view that collective bargaining in textile industry 

has greatly influenced the collective bargaining in 

other industries, $4-66% agree that both the 

practices and agreements in other1 industries broadly 

conform to the practices and agreements prevailing 

in the textile industry- Hence, we may conclude
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that collective bargaining in the textile ’ Indus try- 

in Coimbatore has greatly influenced the collective 

bargaining practices in other industries in the 

region -

Yet we cannot place collective bargaining in 

these industries on the same pedestal . There is an 

uneven development of the institution of collective 

bargaining in these industries* While in textile 

industry it is well established and highly 

institutionalised in the engineering industry it 

is gaining strength and moving towards 

institutionalisation* In cement products unit also; 

collective bargaining has tahen deep roots but as an, 

exceptional case? while in cement industry there is 

no scope for unit level bargaining. Whereas in 

transport industry it is still in its infant stage-

Various institutional and organisational factors 

have contributed to these differences- These are:

1 • Age and .S iae _gf „the ,_Indu st ry

The textile industry in Coimbatore is the oldest 

'ano pioneering bne while the engineering and transport 

industries were slowly established as ancilliary or
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service industries? for the engineering units have 

been manufacturing the motor pumpsets and textile 

machinery and the transport industry has been serving 

these and other 'industries in matters of transportation- 

Of late?-many small scale and household engineering 

units have ccme up • , But compared to textile mills 

the engineering and transport undertakings are small- 

in size - barring the leading engineering units - 

These employers/owners are more concerned about the 

smooth and uninterrupted functioning of their units 

so that the capital invested is prdperly utilised 

and adequate returns are yielded - The mill owners 

afford to close down their mills to force the 

workers to accept the terms they offer mainly 

because of the wealth accumulated over years-

2 * The Manufacturing Process

The engineering industry differs’not only from 

the textile industry but also within Xh-' the ■t^rm^ of 

technology and sophistication of the manufacturing 

processes in each unit - The work methods and the 

skills also differ though the jobs'may be the same• 

A worker in any section can easily sabotage the 

entire production • Hence ? it is a problem to
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enlist the co-operation bf all the workers and their 

unions in running the engineering units without 

interruption which makes bargaining difficult • 
I 

Whereas in the textile industry the work methods? 

nature of work and the,levels of skills involved 

are largely identical * Ordinarily a larger number 

of persons attend to the same work-making it easy 

to handle the situations * Even if a small section 

of workers in a mill refuse to work it will not 

immediately affect the entire mill * This enables 

the management to have negotiations without allowing 

the interruption of production *

3 . Assoc ia t i on of Em pl oyer s

The millowners in the region are well organised 

over the last 50 years/and. their association deals 

with various labour and industrial relations matters 

ensuring a high degree of uniformity as against .widely 

ranging practices in the engineering and other 

industries* As a group? the mill owners put up a 

strong resistance to the labour unions which is not 

possible in other industries* They continue to be 

unorganised and resultantly weak in their bargaining
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power* Though there is an association of small 

scale engineering units? the industrial relations 

matters are not dealt with by it*

It was strongly agreed by 26 per cent of the 

respondents and.^agreed by another 43*47 per cent 

that the absence of ah employers' association in . 

other industries - one similar to the SIMA - 

accounts for the differences in collective 

bargaining practices In particular and in 

industrial relations in general • Only 26 per cent 

did not agree with the majority view? for according 

to them it is the industrial variation that 

accounts for the differences rather than the 

presence or absence dfan employers' association* 

The trade unionists also had similar views* Only 

less than 1/3rd of them disagreed with the 

researcher's observation that the absence of an 

employers' association like SIMA' causes the 

differences in collective bargaining practices* 

Whereas all others either agreed strongly or , 

agreed with the observation* But nearly 50 per 

cent of the unit level leaders do not agree 

with the view^ for according to. them the 

differences are mainly due to the nature and
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size of the industries and the units* Within the 

engineering industry there are variations in terms 

of the .product? size? and financial and other 

factors. Yet we may say that the association of 

employers contributes to healthy practices in 

collective bargaining.

4. Labour Organisations and Labour Leaders

The trade unions in the textile industry? from 

the very beginning? are organised at the district 

level with ^the mill branch committees and area 

committees . This form of organisational structure 

is being followed by the unions in engineering and 

transport industries only recently - By and large 

the trade unions in engineering industry are organised 

at the unit level - Thus? the trade unions in textile 

industry are organisationally very strong in terms 

of total membership unlike those in other industries- 

The leadership of unions in the textile industry is 

well experienced? and creative in their approach to 

the issues and problems * They have earned a name 

at various, levels which has been helping them to 

influence the decisions taken at various levels 

both within the industry and wtside ( Je ) •
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Whereas the leadership in other industries?by and 

large is inexperienced and still emerging as a 

force to reckon with- Often they seek the. advice, 

and guidance of the leaders of textile labour 

unions•

5• Workers 1. Loy al t y to Unions:

The rank and file of membership of the unions 

in the textile industry is very loyal to their 

unions and union leaders partly because of low 

level of literacy? partly because of emotional 

attachment to unions over a long period of time? 

and partly because of the benefits they are ge;ttin^ 

regularly. Whereas the workers in the engineering 

and. transport industries are better educated ? 

capable of analysing various issues and taking 

their own decisions without depending on the 

outsioers* It is often easy>to convince and 

impress upon these workers unlike the mill hands* 

The mill workers are difficult to be convinced 

by persons other than their leaders • They are 

better co-ordinated by the trade union leaders 

as compared with the workers in other industries
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6 ’ -approach to Collective ..Bargaining

The employers and trade unions in the textile 

industry strongly believe in bipartit ism.* Even when 

the negotiations fail and the issues are referred, to 

adjudication the parties negotiate and settle the 

issues across the table and either sign a settlement 

or obtain a consent award •' Whereas in other 

industries f once the negotiations fail the parties 

ordinarily do not come back to the negotiation table- 

Hence ? the settlement of the issues is prolonged. 

Moreovery the employers in the engineering industry 

in general feel that the demands of the workers for 

higher wages would affect the financial viability of 

their units- Therefore? the trade unions are often 

compelled to resort to direct action to bring the’ 

management to the bargaining table. It is also true 

that a section of these employers often prefer to 

concede the demands of workers going but of the
> .p;-J - • , *

way to ensure uninterrupted production > as against 

the practice of the millowners of strictly adhering 

to.their guns and following the established norms 

and patterns .
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7< W'S, fQr Bargaining

The 1956 agreement between the SIHh, and the, 

labour unions has established a strong ba$e for 

negotiations on workload , work norms, classification 

of jobs and workers, levels of skills, wages and 

allowances, fringe benefits, etc- £dr subsequent 

' negotiation^ • Collective agreements signed since 

then are only the improvements/modifications 

necessitated by the technological and socio-economic 

changes- Though a similar agreement was sighed by 

three engineering units and one in the cement in 

1956 itself neither they nor other industrial units 

took it as the basis for subsequent negotiations - 

Resultantly , the negotiation patterns have been 

different in textile and non-textile industries-

8 - Wages

It is felt that there is ample scope for 

negotiations in the engineering and transport 

industries because the wages are low compared to 

textile and cement • The employers in the engineering 

industry are more flexible and pragmatic* they do 
- J I • : ' :'
not stick to principles- Whereas the millowners are
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more rigid end legalistic in their dealings and 

^.-..^,.^.^7-. to the problem of wages • The SIMA has 

also contributed to the legalistic approach of the 

millowners to the problem of wages* Both the 

mill owners and their association consider every issue 

in the light of the norms and practices prevailing 

in the region and also at other textile centres in 

the country •
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Chapter 5•

PROCEDURES & PROBLEMS IN
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

Real Collective Bargaining is by its very nature 

a rough ? tough undertaking • Its essence is a 

reluctant exchange of commitments? both parties 

Want to yield less and get more * It is not' 

quantitatively different from a business deal in 

which both negotiators have something less than 100 

per cent trust in one- another • Ne t is it much 

different from the practice of diplomacy in a 

mutually suspicious world . In all three forms? the 

calculated insult and simulated anger are familiar 

tactics (i.*e . Labour Chronicle ? 1971 ? 5) • Because the 

negotiations involve a business deal requiring 

reluctant exchange of commitments by both the 

parties who try to be very diplomatic in their 

approach to the 1 problem ?tlC negotiations differ 

from one establishment to another? from one industry 

to another and from one situation to another • Yet 

often we find similarities in the negotiation
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process across the establishments within an industry 

^nd across the industries in a region •

Collective bargaining process is ordinarily 
r 

initiated when either party intends to get changed 

the existing working? employment and service 

conditions- While the workers or their organisations 

send a list of demands (charter of demands} to the 

employer/management? the employer sends a list of 

proposals for bringing about changes in the working, 

and employment conditions- Depending upon the levels 

of bargaining and the practices either or both the 

methods of initiating negotiations may prevail • 

However? it is often the labour unions that take 

the lead in initiating the negotiations-

In general ? this practice prevails in all the 

industries in Coimbatore * Yet one would find a 

deviation from this general practice in the textile 

industry • As we have already noted ? bargaining 

in textile industry is at two levels - association’level » 

mills level >and -the- shop:level - lAt the association 

level the negotiations are always initiated at the 

instance of the representative unions in the 

industry • The trade unions having a sizeable
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support of the workers from different mills prepare 

charter of demands, forward them to the managements 

of the concerned mills under a copy to the mill owners* 

association - The. ways and methods of preparing the 

charter of demands, however, differ from union to 

union, and from situation to situation, as well as the 

issues involved •

The initiative to prepare ' a charter of demands 

on issues that are of interest to all the textile 

workers in the region is taken by any or all of the 

district level trade unions- The issues, in general 

are revision of wages, dearness and other allowance, 

bonus, personnel matters, etc- The list so 

prepared would be forwarded by the unions to all 

the 'mill s wherein their members are employed , under , 

a copy to the association of millowners- At times, 

all. the district level unions meet and prepare the 

charter of demands. The. experience shows that when 

all the unions meet .to discuss issues of common 

interest rarely a consensus is reached by them • 

In 1982 alone all but the-Coimbatore District Mill ■ 

Labour Union had agreed on a common charter of 

demands, viz- bonus- On all other occasions on
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bonus issue there .was no consensus.* /'Each union had 

raised- demands. for-, diff erent percentage of bonus- 

In 1972 and 1979 the charter of demands were 

pre pa red Jo in ti y t by ' al 1 the un ion s c on st itu t in g a 

Joint^Action Council - On both the occasions the 

issues-involved were revision of wages? dearness 

allowance ? annual increment? occupational wages and 

other related issues- In 1974? the initiative and 

lead was- taken by the Coimbatore District Textile 

Workers t 'Union ? as was claimed by its general 

secretary- The list prepared by it wa.is endorsed 

by other unions•

On the other hand ? when the issues are purely of 

a;local nature affecting a section or all the workers 

employed in a mill ? the concerned tirade union(s) take 

the initiative in preparing the list of demands? and 

forwarding it to the concerned mill management for 

negotiations- Usually the mill/shop level issues are 

first listed by the executives of the Mill Branch 

Committee- The Mill Committee after discussing the 

issues forwards the same to the Central Executive 

Committee of the Union - The Central. Executive 

Committee meets? discusses and finalises the
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issues to be included in the demands notice. Seme 

unions periodically contact their .members in 

different mills to know whether they have, any?, 

demands to make • It is also a fact that the 

rank and file of membership in the mills bring the 

issues for discussion and raising demands (as is 

the practice prevailing in case of two unions: 

Mill Workers? . Union and Mill Labour Union). The 

issues are discussed in detail and approved by the 

Executive Committee of the Union as well as the 

District Council., It is only after the approval of 

the District Council that,the Charter of Demands 

is submitted to the employer(s) • Thus* the issues 

are discussed at various levels - the mill level, 

the Central Executive Committee level and the 

general body level (i-e - District Council Level) 

- so that the issues are brought out clearly •

In case of .sofae other unions, usually the 

mill committees list their demands. In such cases, 

it was said that the mill committee first contacts 

the concerned management and puts forth its demands 

and grievances . If- the committee fails to get 

the desired, results, the office bearers of the
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district level union? i-a * usually, the area 

secretaries? are requested to take up the matter 

with the management on a formal basis. The Mill 

Workers Union has the practice of getting identified 

the mill level problems by the mill branch committees 

themselves - After the issues are identified they 

are discussed within the committee to finalise the 

list* The Panchalai Anna Thozhir sangh am. has ..the • 

practice of convening a meeting .of the" general body 

of members of the Mill Branch Committee ? ask for 

their demands? examine their feasibility and then 

prepare the list of demands-

Similarly? in case of another major union? 

the mill committees generally list their demands 

But the general body and the executive committee 

discuss the issues and demands listed by the Mill 

Committees to finalise them before sending a 

demands notice to the millowners or their 

association .

But when it is the bonus issue ? the Central 

Executive Committees study the balance sheets of 

different mills and decide what percentage of 

wages- should be demanded as bonus • Since the
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profitability of the mills differ from one to 

another the demands also vary from one mill to 

another -

Whereas the general issues are identified and 

listed by the office bearers of the district level 

unions. The issues so identified are prsented to 

the Executive Committee for' its deliberations and 
■ ■ I . /I.

decision. The Secretary of a District level union 

said that the ideas and needs are first conveived 

by the top leaders and put across to the Exexutive 

Committee of the .Union when -it meets- After 

necessary explanations and discussions, the Executive 

Committee endorses the issues to be raised as 

demands with a resolution to back up the dem^h^s<

Whereas in other industries these practices 

differ to a 1arge' extent, primarily because each 

employer deals with the labour unions on his -own 

though often the unions f orm, a Joint Action Committee- 

In.the engineering industry, the demands are 

normally formulated by the unions convening a 

meeting.Of the.general body of members in which 

their views, opinions and suggestions are 

ascertained, gathered, discussed and finally
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listed.so as to present them to the concerned

1 oyers • In certain cases, the unions endeavour 

to collect the data from other industries in the 

region and the .same industry in other regions 

before formulating their demands, study them 

comparatively and then formulate their demands* 

Sometimes it also depends on the size of the unit* 

It was gathered that the type and nature of demands 

are directly related to the size of the unit - larger 

the size of the unit higher the wage and bonus 

demapds* Similarly.* in cement and transport 

industries the demands are listed separately by 

individual unions either by the executive committee 

itself or after ascertaining the views of the 

members • It was pointed out that ordinarily the 

Charters of demands consist a large number of issues 

primarily because no trade union can afford to 

neglect or exclude the issues suggested by the 

members* So the managements .are also forced to 

accept such charters for initial considerations - 

It is only through subsequent negotiations that 

the main issues are filtered and taken up for 

discussion* Whatever? it. may besa cert<nin amount
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of democracy prevails within the unions with regard 

to listing of demands•

It was gathered that over years the workers* 

demands on Wages and allowances? specially at the 

mills levels? have decreased as compared to the . 

demands of workers in other industries- In textile 

industry these issues are’ ordinarily taken up .by 

the unions on a wider basis commonly applicable:;io 

all' the mills •

It was also gathered from different sources 

that in the textile industry the frequency of 

negotiations at the unit level? at the instance of 

the mill" managements? has been increasing- Over 

the last two decades the mill owners have increasingly 

become interested in modernising their- mill s so 

as to increase production and productivity- Every 

5 to 10 years the machines are introduced either 

piecemeal or in total • This practice has 

necessitated them to take initiative to negotiate 

with the labour unions • They usually send proposals 

to the labour unions for increasing work-load? 

of course? with an offer of marginal wage increase •
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Ordinarily, the unions respond favourably to these 

proposals and attend the negotiations with their 

counter proposal s/demands which usually take the 

form of higher increase in wages. Whether the mill 

wan.agevents to change the existing norms

for the entire mill or only for one or few sections, 

the proposals from the managements initiate the 

bargaining process.

When the modernisation does not take place for 

a 1 ong time but the mill management is interested in 

increasing the workload or change the work norms, 

the managements are found to employ either of the 

two other methods to bring the labour unions to the 

negotiating table :(1) to serve a Notice. undeaSe€>ec * (&Ca) 

of the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947, and (2) to 

raise a dispute and seek the intervention of the / 
conciliation officers. Of these two methods, however, 

the former is more common • Under this method when 

the trade unions do not come forward to negotiate 

an increase in workload and wages, the management 

serves a Notice under Sec*5(A) of the Industrial 

Disputes Act, 1947 - i *e * Notice of Change* This 

Notice stipulates maximum workload (as desired by
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the ;management) but a nominal increase in. wages • 

When.each uqidn is served with such a notice, under 

a copy to the Government, the unions immediately; 

respond to the notice, for they are afraid of the 

consequences on the workers and the union- The 

notice, on its expiry, becomes legally binding if 

no objection is raised by the workmen or their 

union? the management acquires a legal right to 

enforce the notice. Therefore, the unions hurry 

to request for negotiations. The managements do> 

respond to such requests, negotiate and settle 

the issues •

The other method of initiating the bargaining 

process through the conciliation officer was found 

to be limited to fewer managements/employers 

generally in the engineering industry. Only few 

units in the engineering industry have the practice 

of seeking the intervention of the conciliation 

officez\ stating that the workers are refusing to 

give higher work load to make up the losses being 

incurred and to face the competition in the product 

market* When the conciliation officer receives the 

application for his intervention, he calls for the 

remarks of the other party and in due course
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initiates the conciliation proceedings. once the 

conciliation proceedings are initiated either the 

parties themselves request the conciliation officer 

to permit them to have bilateral talks? or the 

conciliation officer himself advises the parties to 

have direct negotiations. So the parties negotiate 

and- finally settle the issues at ■ the bargaining 

table? but sign the settlement in the presence of 

the conciliation officer since the conciliation 

proceedings are suspended to enable the parties to 

have negotiations and their own settlement .

PREPARATIONS FOR NEGOTIATIONS

The issues to be negotiated at the mills/unit 

level? by and large? relate to higher v-orkload and 

wages and the initiative is ordinarily taken by the 

managements- We find a common pattern in the 

preparations that precede the collective negotiations* 

Generally speaking? the mill managements take up 

the following exercises 2 to work-out the details of 

the proposed workload and the maximum increase that 

could be negotiated ? to undertake a comparative, 

study of the work norms? work loads and the wages 

existing in the industry in the region ? to study
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the existing working conditions in the units, estimate 

the manpower requirements for the proposed increase in 

workloads to examine to what extent labour could be 

saved, and the methods of deploying the surplus labour* 

Normally on the basis of the work study, the 

managements workout the acceptable wage increases 

and the total financial implications vis-a-vis higher 

production and productivity. A few managements also 

have the practice of collecting the views and 

opinions of the department heads within the mills, 

the expert advice and guidance from the South India 

Textile Research Association, normally on the 

technical and financial implications. The discussions 

with the lower level executives who are directly 

connected with the production processes are often 

held to find out the areas where the changes are 

necessary. These discussions are followed by the 

consultations with the middle level managers and 

finally by the informal decisions at the top 

level • There is also a practice of constituting 

small committees to study the situation and 

ascertain the views of the' workers on their '* ■ ■ X
existing duties and maximum they would be able 

to give.
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It may be added that many personnel executives 

held the view chat when the negotiations are taken up? 

it is always rewarding to put across the views and 

arguments based on canparable facts collected from 

other units in the industry in the region and other 

centres as well as from other industrial units in the 

same place - The date should be such that the unions 

cannot deny them* Secondly? it should be’ related to 

maximum workload with mjjcimum wages prevailing in 

other organisations* If the unions have already 

signed the settlements with some ocher managements 

conceding maximum workload accepting a comparatively 

lower wage increase? it would be very handy in 

pressurising the unions to accept the offer* It 

shoved be noted that it is not yie managements alone 

who collect comparable'data as a part of the 

negotiations strategy? but the trade unions also do 

it • The trade unions usually collect data that are 

advantageous to the Workmen minimum increase in 

workload but maximum wage increase • Hence the 

managements endeavour to collect better data and 

give a comprehensive analytical explanation to 

the view points and arguments during the

negotiations •
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The preparations for negotiations in the non-, 

textile industries slightly vary from the practices 

prevailing in the textile industry in the region* 

These include / a'survey of the existing workload 

and wages to know the prevailing maximum limit of 

workload and the minimum wages being paid? a study 

and ‘assessment of the demands of the workers to 

decide which ones could be conceded? and estimate 

of the possible Returns and gains particularly in 

terms of co-operation of the workers ? ■' their discipl ine 

and willingness to accept, higher workload? and a study 

of the attitudes of the trade unions - how do they 

view the issues? What would be their approach and 

the minimum they would be prepared to accept without 

a strike ?

These practices suggest that the managements 

are more concerned about the-existing norms both 

within, the mill /factory and among the comparable 

units in the industry in the regipn . It is based . 

on the prevailing norms and the extent, of proposed 

modernisation that the new work norms are negotiated. 

Resultantly? a kind of uniformity has been possible 

even at the unit level bargaining . Yet the trade 

unions endeavour to get better benefits for their
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members working in different mills? i-e . when 

negotiating with Mill B they would try to get 

higher wages with'. lower workload than they were 

able to get in Mill A- The unions while negotiating 

with a management, but usually before signing the 

agreement,quote the agreement- already sig.ned by 

them with Mill a and demand marginal increase in 

case of Mill B- Often the employers concede the 

marginal increase to clinch the issue-

These preparations are invariably undertaken 

by the personnel department with the assistance of • 

production executives* So also the*personnel 

executives taxe the leading role in negotiations- 

In some mills and factories the Personnel Managers 

shoulder major responsibilities in negotiations- It 

was found thau no organisation has a formalised 

negotiating committee. Only on an informal basis? 

the top level executives are asked to negotiate • 

Particularly in the textile industry the negotiators 

are required to discuss the course of negotiations - 

with the mill owners/Managing D irectors/Executive 

Directors and take formal sanction before going to 

the negotiation table - Only .about 10% of the
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mills? where the management is highly professionalised? 

have completely authorised their executives* In 

majority of the cases? however? the negotiations are 

not delayed since there is immediate communication 

between-the millowners and the negotiators* Whenever 

the mill owners feel that/the negotiations are being 

prolonged and a result is not seen? they themselves 

participate, in the negotiations and settle the issue’ .

When it is a negotiation with the millowners’ 

association? the trade unions send the copies of 

the charters of demands simultaneously to the 

individual! mills and the SIMA secretary. The 

individual managements upon receiving such demands* 

notices write to the SIMA requesting them to 

negotiate on their behalf the various issues raised 

by the union(s)• But before taking up the 

negotiations, the SIMA convenes a meeting of the 

general body of the member mills to discuss the 

issues raised by the unions and the limits/ 

boundaries of agreement. Alternatively? the 

SIMA writes to the member mills to ascertain their 

views on the issues to be negotiated while 

requesting the member mills to communicate the
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limits of their offers* In case of the bonus 

ordinarily the member mills forward a 

copy of the balance sheet to the SIMA while 

requesting them to work-out the bonus liability 

and to negotiate the percentage of bonus to be 

paid - The SIMA collects factual and other information 

from the concerned mills before commencing the 

negotiations- After knowing the views of the member 

mills? a sub-committee or the Negotiating Committee 

of the Association is constituted- This Committee 

ihvariably includes che Chairman? the Vice-Chairman? 

two or three members of the Committee of the 

Association? and the Secretary of the Association- 

The Negotiating Committee of the SIMA is always 

assisted by the Law ana Industrial Relations 

Officers of t ie Association •

Since 1956 it has always been such a committee 

that negotiates with the labour unions- But in 

1981-82 an attempt was made to constitute a 

bipartite standing negotiation committee to deal 

with the unit level problems and collective 

grievances of.the workers so as to prevent the 

precipitation of issues and the snapstrikes by
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the workers in different mills* We shall now discuss 

the background of the setting up of this committee? 

its objectives and the issues dealt with by it* 

STANDING NEGOTIATION COMMITTEE

Negotiations between management and labour 

unions are undertaken by the representatives of both 

the parties. Usually? each party will have its own 

negotiating committee constituted either on a permanent 

or ad-hoc basis* As and when the issues arise-or 

the committee is apprised of the situation/issue<it 

would meet? discuss ?'deliberate ? negotiate and settle 

the issue supposedly without giving room fox 

precipitation of the situation/issue • The existence 

of a Standing Negotiating Committee to bargain 

different issues? often? indicates the7 level of 

maturity attained by the parties and the degree 

of institutionalisation of collective bargaining.

The experience of the mil Towners' association 

and the textile trade unions in Coimbatore? over a 

period of 30 years? has helped to realise the 

importance of a Standing Negotiating Committee* 

It was in early 1982 - the Productivity Year -
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that a Standing Negotiating Committee was constituted 

by the Southern India Mills Association 'on the 

suggestion of the trade unions to realise the 

following twin objectives?

1. To resolve industrial disputes by' conciliating 

and mediating as and when the issues are 

referred to the Committee or when the Committee 

deems it necessary to interfere and settle 

amicably I and

2. to ensure smooth and uninterrupted working and 

to avoid work stoppages suddenly resorted to 

or when they occur due to inter-union rivalries*

It is gathered that the idea to set up a 

Standing Negotiating Committee was mooted by the 

United Textile Labour Association in late 1981* The 

idea was endorsed by other unions and accepted by 

the SIMA. Hence? the representatives of both the 

parties met several times to give a definite and 

final shape > and to frame a Constitution to guide 

the functioning of the Committee* The Constitution 

adopted by the parties lays down -chat? ( 1) the 

Committee would consist, ot equal number of
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representatives from managements and the unions, 

(2) the Committee will meet every second Saturday of 

the month, ('3) 2/3 representatives of both the parties 

should form the quorum for any meeting and the 

decisions taken by the committee, when the quorum is 

present, should be filial, (4) in the absence of 

unanimity, decisions taken by 2/3 majority shall be 

the recommendations of the Committee , ( 5) thesj. 

management and the union representatives would preside 

over the meetings alternatively,, (6) the Committee 

will take up any issue concerning labour matters 

1 ikely to became disputes or likely to result in 

work stoppages when referred to by any of the unions 

or the managements> matters concerning administration 

and finance not to be referred to this Committee, ■ 

(7) the recommendations of the Committee should be 

recommendatory in character, (8) the issues referred 

to the-Committee when decided should be accepted by 

both the parties, (9) in the case of any dispute where 

some of. the unions’or the representatives of the 

management in the committee are involved , the 

representatives of such union or the management 

should remain neutral and the decision given by 

the rest of the members to be final , (10) the
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committee should give its decision within a fortnight 

from the date of reference? and (11) the Secretary 

of SIMA would be the convener of the Committee, and 

that the Committee would function and meet Un the 

premises of the SIMA *

Since the Constitution of the Standing 

Negotiation Committee provided,, for .equal number of 
■"4 • • ’’ - ■ ■

representatives from the managements and the labour 

unions, the partied initially decided to have 

8 representatives each? and the alternate members 

nominated by the members to attend the meetings in 

their absence- But before the Standing Negotiation 

Committee was formally constituted and could- start 

functioning there were some differences, of opinion 

regarding the structure and functioning of the 

Committee* The Mill Labour Union did not agree on 

some of the provisions made- in the_ Constitution*. 

The union? therefore? suggested certain changes 

which were not appreciated by the other members, 

as was stated by the; Secretary of the Mill Labour 

Union* Hence the. Mill Labour Union withdrew from 

the Committee * Subsequently ? the Mill Workers 

Union - the other communist trade union - also
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withdrew from the Standing Negotiating Committee on 

the direction of its District Council ♦ on the other 

hand , it was pointed out by an officer of SIMA that 

the Mill labour Union was fundamentally opposed to the 

very idea of setting up the Standing Negotiating 

Committee while the Mill Workers Union wanted certain 

changes in the by-laws of the Committee • Whatever 

it may be, both the communist trade unions opted out 

of the Standing Negotiating Committee- Asa matter 

of fact? the representation on the Committee was 

reduced to 6 each * The'six'unions on the Committee 

ares (i) the United Textile Labour Association, 

Coimbatore, (ii) the Coimbatore District Textile 

Workers’ Union, (iii) the National Textile Workers’ 

Union, (iv) the National Textile Employees Union, . . ■ ■ ... ■ \
(vl the Panchalai Anna Tho^hirsangam, and (vi) the 

Kova'i-Periyar .Mavatta Panchalai Thozhil al ar Munnetra- 

Sangh am • It may be; noted that the minority Unions 

like the Bharath National Textile Workers Union , 

the Kamaraj National Textile Workers union, the 

Swatantra Trade Unibn, etc ‘are ngt represented 

on the Standing 'Negotiating Committee *
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A cross section of t/.e mill managements constitute 

the management representatives and alternate members - 

These are the General Managers? Personnel and the factory 

managers- The Chairman and Vice-chairman of SIMA are 

the ex-officio members- The Industrial Relations and 

law officers of SIMA attend the meetings of Standing - 

Negotiating Committee as observers- It was claimed 

that these officers are the prime movers of the 

proceedings of the Standing Negotiating Committee.

Though the Standing Negotiating Committee is 

considered to be a new experiment in collective 

bargaining ? it is said that an abortive attempt to 

constitute such a committee was made in 1972., The 

Joint Action Council of trade unions submitted a 

Joint Charter of Demands to the Sjuux . urie of these 

demands was the setting up of a Standing Negotia^s 

Committee - The SIMA had taken note of the importance 

of such a committee and was proceeding with the 

task of setting up the committ^ . a few meetings 

were held to finalise the matter- But the 

meantime the trade unions called an industry-wide 

strike for getting the wages and allowances revised? 

the occupational wages fixed and certain non-wage
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issues determined - This strike prevented both the 

parties from giving a serious consideration to the 

issue. >'Xt is said that even at that time the Mill 

Labour Union did not join the exercise -

One of the Personnel Managers traces the origin 

of Standing Negotiating Committee to the period 1972-75? 

when Mr- K • VenKateshulu was the Chairman of the SIMA- 

Though the 1972 strike was responsible forzsolving the 

setting up of a Standing Negotiating Committee'? the 

then Chairman seized the idea of taking up the various 

issues that might give rise to disputes and. snap 

strikes at the mills level and removing the deliberations 

on such issues to a neutral premises- Hence? he 

started encouraging the member-mills and the trade 

unions to r^fer/bring the issues agitating either or 

both the parties to SIMA- Even the issues not resolved 

at the conciliation level and the issues which the 

managements did .not want to take up directly with 

the trade unions or did not want to refer to 

conciliation officers were being taken up by the 

Chairman for mediation . and settlement- The trade <. 

unions took advantage of this approach of the Chairman 

and cultivated the practice of writing to him for his
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mediation whenever they apprehended problems in 

industrial relations matters • ln 1980-81, when 

Mr* S. Devaraj was the Chairman, a similar attempt 

was made. He also started feeling that some of the 

unit level puohle^e arising art of spot on hasty 

decisions could be avoided -if the issues could be 

discussed at the associatien level * It was also 

felt that such a step would help to resolve the 

problems arising out of inter-union rivalry. As such? 

when the suggestion to set up a Standing Negotiating! 

Committee came forth from the unions towards the end 

of 1981? he immediately adapted the idea and 

initiated the steps to constitute the Standing 

Negotiating Committee *

The Standing Negotitiv^ Committee started 

functioning from June 12? 1982. This Committee in 

its four meetings held between 12.6.82 and 18.9.82 

discussed the following issues of mutual interest? 

that were within the jurisdiction of the Committee, 

and made appropriate recort^^ndaticns* These issues 

includes (1) working of the Joint Action Councils, 

at the mills level, (2) w^e cut for attending the 

funeral ceremony of a .unit' level labour leader in 

Shri Karunambikkai Mills? 3) line of promotions -
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principles to be*followed , (4) 1 eave . with wages and 

.travelling allowance’to the trade union representatives 

for attending the conciliation and other official 

meetings, ( 5) gratuity -240 days as an eligibility 

criterion following the Supreme Court judgement on 

the subject* (6) the apprecenticeshipscheme in the 

mills, (7) revision of pay .scales of the clerical 

.staff, (8) bonus, (9) the norms of workload and 

wages as guidelines for unit level negotiations, 

(10) the proof of age of workers for determining the 

superannuation, (11) machine productivity in cone 

winding departments, (12) ESI absenteeism, 

(13) non-implementation of a 12(3) settlement in 

Laxmi Rani Mills, (14) check-off facilities, 

(15) introduction of group 'insurance scheme, 

(16.) housing facility for at least 10% of the 

workers, (17) prompt settlement of gratuity# 

(18) formation of co-operative soeiceies, 

(19j modification of standing “orders, (20) furnishing 

seniority list to the unions, (21) strike notice 

served, by the National Textile Employees’ Union 

on the management of Shri Dhanalaxmi Mills, and 

(22) the House rent allowance to workers*
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It may be noted that most of these issues were 

raised or referred by the trade unions and were taken 

up for deliberations by the Standing Negotiating 

Committee in a bid to iron-out the differences and 

bring about amity and goodwill among the mill owners 

and their employees. But one issue dealt with by 

the Committee could not be decided for the concerned 

management did not accept the recommendations of i.the 

Committee- The issue was the appointment of heirs of 

employees. The 1972 industrywide settlement had ■ 

provided for giving 'preference to the heirs of the 

existing employees at the time of recruitment provided 

they were suitable as per existing practice' ♦ 

Different mills had signed agreements on the operational 

aspects of this clause . The issue was taken up by the 

trade unions with the management of Laxmi Rani Mills ♦ 

When the negotiations failed there was a total- strike 

for 5 months? the striking workers also resorted to 

violence • Finally, a 12( 3) settlement was reached in 

the presence of the Conciliation Officer- As per this 

settlement, the management had agreed to employ those 

persons jointly recommended by the unions. , When .the.- 

list was submitted to the management? it refused to:
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provide employment, to them on the ground -that they 

were not the.relatives of the workers and that they 

would employ persons other than those already listed by 

the.unions* This resulted in a dispute and was 

referred to the Standing’Negotiating Committee by the 

United Textile Labour Association • The issue was 

discussed at every meeting of the Standing Negotiating 

Committee but no solution could be worked out . The 

representative of the Laxmi Rani Mills was'called to 

give the managementrs views. The management 

representatives on the Standing Negotiating Committee 
t z j ... ... ■ ■ ■ r"\

suggested a via media. But the management of the 

Laxmi Rani Mills refused to accept the same. The 

Standing Negotiating Committee decided not to persue 

the issue further, though the United Textile Labour 

As sociationfe President demanded a resolution by the 

Standing Negotiating Committee referring to the 

non-co-operative approach and attitude of the 

management of Laxmi Rani Mills.

Furthermore, though the second .objective of 

the Standing Negotiating Committee stipulate$ that 

it should strive to ensure smooth and uninterrupted 

working of the mills and to avoid work-stoppages
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will not recur, the union representatives, while 

agreeing that uhe Standing Negot lacing Committee 

should not merely he a grievance settlement machinery, 

assured their co-operation in preventing strikes ♦ The 

Chair-person once again recommended to the union 

representatives that the very continuance of the 

Committee was dependent on the co-operation extended 

by the unions in preventing snap, strikes •

The Chairman of the SIMA in September 1982 wrote 

to the President of united Textile Labour Association 

expressing his fear on the effectiveness of standing 

Negotiating Committee. He was afraid, the Standing 

Negotiating Committee was becoming a futile exercise 

in view of the snap strikes and work-st oppages 

occv.ring in member mills. ’’The new experiment 

after all, you will agree, should not be an exercise 

in futility. As such, to make the Committee to 

function effectively, it is but essential'that both 

the parties should enjoy confidence in each other 

and should exercise an understanding approach to 

the problems? take an impartial view and solve the 

issues-to the best satisfaction of both the 

parties’.' He also expressed the feeling that the
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necessary awareness about the Standing Negotiating 

Committee has.not been created (though four months 

had passed after constituting the committee) Inasmuch 

as. sudden flash strikes are resorted to before the 

matters were brought before the Standing Negotiating 

Committee for discussions- While quoting a f,ew 

instances of snap strikes resorted to by the workers 

without giving scope to the Standing Negotiating 

Committee to find out proper solutions on the 

agitated issues- He expressed the view that even 

before the workmen think it proper to launch a 

strike? the matters? if not resolved at the unit 

levels? should be taken up by the trade unions 

concerned and brought before the committee for 

discussions and taking remedial’measures • He 

appealed to the unions to extend their whole

hearted co-operation and support so that the 

Committees discussions and deliberations would be 

meaningful and purposeful •

Thus? within a short-time the Standing Negotiating 

Committee had to face a number of problems in ills 

functioning? consequently it was becoming ineffective- 

Finally? the Committee became defunct when the trade
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unions boycotted the negotiations with the SIMA 

following the failure of bonus talks in Oct-Nov *82. 

Nc/meeting of the Standing Negotiatiag Committee is 

held after 18*9*82. The General Secretary of the 

United Textile Labour Association hoped that the 

Standing Negotiating Committee could be revived since 

the boycot was lifted in March-April 83 after a dinner 

was hosted by the SIMA to ail the labour unions with 

a view to roping them1 in its golden jubilee 

celebrations. Considering the importance of such a 

forum in collective bargaining in particular and 

labour management relations in general , it would be 

more rewarding if -the Standing Negotiating Committee 

is revived and both the parties take serious interest 

in its functioning »

PROBLEMS IN NEGOTIATIONS

The course of negotiations in any industry is 

strewn with problems since both the sides do not 

exhibit 100 per cent confidence in the other and 

always try to take maximum while giving the minimum 

possible . ' Even with the existence of a 100 per cent 

•give and take r approach on both the-sides 

and a willingness to bargain in gocd faith the
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the negotiations may not be smooth due to the. number of 

trade unions. In our industries the twin problems of 

multiplicity of trade unions, and the absence' of a 

statutory formula to recognise a bargaining agent., of the 

workmen pose problems in negotiations * It is these 

problems which have blocked successful collective bargaining 

in many industrial organisations. But in Coimbatore? both 

in the textile and non-textile industries? the employers 

have solved these problems of multiple unionism to sane 

extent and totally the problem of bargaining agent- The 

managements have give de facto recognition to all the 

trade unions operating in the ihdustry/mills/factories • 

Without any discrimination all the trade unions claiming a 

sizeable membership in the mill s/f actor ies are invited 

to participate in the negotiations* Sometimes, if the 

managements ignore a minority union? the cone illation 

officers make it a point to invite the minority unions 

also to be a party to the settlement when the negotiated 

agreement is taken to the conciliation officers for 

signing it as a settlement* Once a minority union 

signs a settlement it will be invited by the managements 

for all subsequent- negotiations- • When the statement »
’’Collective bargaining has been possible since 

all thh unions are recognised by
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by the empl oyers,! ?only 17.42% respondents.disagreed . 

According to them recognition of unions is only one 

factor. Whereas 56.52% of-the management executives 

agreed with the content of the statement and the 

remaining 26,6% strongly agreed that collective 

bargaining in textile and non-textile industries 

has been possible because of de facto recognition 

given to all the unions.

Apparently? this may mean that multiplicity of 

unions has not been a problem in conducting negotiations- )■ .. . .....
But the management executives felt that the multiplicity 

of unions is a problem in successful negotiations to 

the extent each union has its own demands and each 

union takes a different stand as for the common 

issues are concerned . VJhen the personnel executives 

we^e asked to list the problems they encounter in 

negotiating with multiple unions they listed a 

large number of problems- These problems are 

categorised into six broad types below?

1 • Different Interests? Views and Approaches of 

Different Unionsi (i) each union has its own 

interests to pursue which often come in 

conflict with others? (ii) different unions
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come with different views and ideas which necessarily . 

are wide apart from that of the managements? (iii) each 

union adopts a different approach and does not accept 

the views of other unions .

(2 ) Status of the Unions; (i) if a union is in 

minority in a department/section for which the 

negotiations are being conducted? it will try to 

drag on its feet? (ii) sometimes the minority unions 

withdraw from the negotiations at the last stage? 

they participate in the negotiations because they 

feel that they have to lose nothing by participating in 

the proceedings •

3. Escapism in Accepting the Offers » (i) No union 

speaks its mind in the presence of other unions? 

each tries to evade the issue at the bargaining 

table?. (2) the rival unions do not to commit on 

policy matters - each wants the other union to 

commit itself first so that it can say© itself 

from the embarassment in the event of opposition 

from workers? they always try to find fault with 

others’ so each union will wait.for the other 

union(s) to commit to the proposals of the management 

or to lower their demands«
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4 * Politiciaation and Rivalry of Unions : (i) Often 

the proposals or demands put up by one union are 

opposed by other union(s) simply because the demands 

are from a rival union? (ii) political affiliation 

of each union adds new dimensions to the negotiation 

problems - they try to bring political pressure on 

the managements ordinarily through the government- 

(iii) each union tries to accuse the management of. 

having given certain concessions to other union(s) 

and raise unreasonably high demands-

5’ Image Building Tacticss (i) Each union seeks to 

impress upon the workers and the employers that it is 

the better bargaining side? (ii) sane unions do not 

communicate to the workers the course of negotiations 

promptly and without distortions? they always try to 

play to the gallary by misinterpreting the offers made 

by the management and promise to get them the ‘sun 

and moon

6. Immaturity of Unions s (i) -be unions are not 

mature enough to be honest? when the unions are honest? 

the workers are immature? and (ii) it is difficult to 

maintain the confidentiality, of the course and content 

of negotiations when multiple un-ions are involved?
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one or the other union leaks out. the progress made 

across the table*

The list suggests that the rival unions So not 

take a common stand though they often constitute a 

Joint Action Comm it tee/Council both at the unit and 

association levels- it is an uphill task for the 

managements to increase the pace of 'negotiations and 

arrive at an agreement • No union could be ignored by 

the management if it wants to avoid the problems in 

reaching an agreement- Necessarily? the negotiations 

with multiple unions are protracted and prolonged - 

The problem of multiple unionism seems to be more 

acute at the mills level rather than at the association 

level? for 53-<84 percent of the unit level leaders? 

who negotiate the issue on workload ? wages and other 

matters pertaining io individual mills? did not . 

agree with the statement -that ’multiple unionism 

is not a problem in collective bargaining ‘ > while 

54*54% of the regional level leaders agreedf the 

unit level leaders expressed that differences of 

opinion among rival unions always persist because 

each union has its own demands to make ary’ > 

approach? and that when there is a difference of
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opnin^on , any seven persons may organise another union, 

further causing problems in negotiations- It is 

because of multiple unions that the negotiations are 

prolonged and protracted . Some of the regional level 

leaders felt that problems in negotiations are ‘ 

sometimes caused purely due to the rivalry among 

unions and at other times due to provocation from 

managers -

It was, therefore, pointed out that through . 

collective bargaining several things could be achieved 

but for multiple unionism and politicisation of trade 

unions. The unions are afraid of their own counterparts- 

They may ultimately agree to sign a settlement, but 

initially in the event of any objections to the terms 

of agreement that may possibly be raised by the members 

of the union(s). . Contrarily, it was expressed that the 

workers are prepared to have a reasonable settlement 

with an upward revision of workload and wages, but 

the trade unions mislead them by promising to secure 

big increase in wages-.. When such unions are a party 

to negotiations, the whole course of negotiations 

changes and gets;distorted • But once an agreement 

is reached, involving all the1 unions, it is a 

peaceful time for the management till hew
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negotiations are taken up .

The “fact that the settlements are reached by the 

parties despite the problems arising out of multiple 

unionism raises a question as to what strategies the 

managements employ-in bringing round the rival unions 

to agree on; their proposals?

STRATEGIES IN NEGOTIATING WITH MULTIPLE UNIONS ;

The most common strategy adopted by the managements in 

th-is region, irrespective of the industry, the 

ownership pattern and the issues in negotiation, is to 

talk with the rival unions separately and individually 

to take them into confidence, before bringing them 

together* Often the managements have to play the 

dilly dally game before taking up the negotiations 

with a serious note. The negotiations are initiated 

without any formalised stand on the part of the 

managements, except when the proposal is from the 

management’s side* Each union is given a patient 

hearing in the first round of talks* In the second- 

round of talks with the individual unions the 

proposals of the unions acceptable to the management 

are put across to all the unions and efforts,are
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made to take them into confidence'. It is only after 

these initial rounds of talks that serious and proper 

negotiations commence -

In the meetings with individual unions the 

personnel executives strive to convince? counsel? woo 

and finally pressurise the union leaders to agree to 

the offers of the management . When the local leaders 

do not agree to the offers of the management ? the 

central leaders are contacted to get'the results- 

. But it was stated by majority of the respondents . 

that when the local leaders are privately talked to 

the matters become easy . Hence ? the labour leaders 

are invited for individualised negotiations.

Dealing with the individual unions when there are 

a number of unions at the negotiating table is very 

vital as was stated by majority of the management 

executives- They further said that it is necessary 

to pick up those unions that have a majority^ in the 

unit or the department and tackle the leaders and 

important members of the union(s). When such 

individuals are tackled properly? they accept the 

proposals and do not raise any questions in the 

negotiation meetings which will force the minority
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unions and the trouble shooters to accept the' offers •

Some managements have the practice of talking to 

the workers and unit level leaders through the 

department heads to convince them and to get their 

views, and opinions. This helps to know the minds of 

the workers and local level leaders who would be 

instrumental in thrashing out agreements- If it is 

the negotiations on workload ? the managements try to 

feed the worker-leaders with all the relevant facts? 

request some among them to enlighten those who did , 

not see the point- If need be they contact the central 

leaders with a. request to persuade th.^?lQ£?al- leaders-:.to 

accept the offer • On the other hand , seme other 

managements believe in giving a balanced importance 

to both the local and central leaders so that neither 

of them becomes a stumbling block in negotiations and 

reaching settlements-

Still some other managements employ the strategy 

of having' behind the scene negotiations on the basis 

of their own proposals with the majority union(s), 

work out a compromise formula and bring the same to 

the. negotiation table to discuss with all other 

unions- At this stage, the managements try to
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'sell’ the canpromise formula to the unions. This 

group of management believes that^ they should -have 

solutions to all and every problems and when the time 

comes it should 'sell * an appropriate solution to the 

unions so that the unions are in a position to accept 

the same as a face saving device. Such a strategy 

and approach certainly contributes to successful - 

negotiations* In employing this strategy, as well 

as in other situations, it is important to note that 

no issue should be conceded unless the leaders are made 

to feel that they got it by fighting. More importantly, 

the management should give in only when it strongly, 

feels that the demand is very reasonable •

Another strategy adopted by the managements is 

to 'use1 the majority union in bringing round other 

unions- Negotiations are first held confidentially 

with the majority union and after an informal 

agreement is, reached a joint meeting of all the 

unions is held for negotiations- In this meeting 

the Management clearly puts forth, the proposals as 

were agreed by the majority union and itself - The 

majority union expresses its willingness to accept, 

the proposals offered by the management- In such 

a situation, other unions, especially the minority
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unions., have, no-opti.cn but to acquiesce into the 

agreement •

To state it differently, rivalry among the unions 

often helps the management to reach an agreement • It 

was stated that the rivalry between the unions acts 

as 'a balancing force. When one? union demands more 

than another or is willing to accept an offer lower 

than what other unions insist on they are forced to 

scale down their demands and agree to sign a 

settlement • Thus the employers successfully exploit 

the inter-union rivalry to their advantage•

But the more effective strategies employed by 

the private millowners and some factory owners in 

the region are rather person oriented • The labour 

leaders are individually called for private talks 

and negotiations. In such meetings attempts are made 

to find out the problems more of the union leaders 

than of the workmen - The employer or his representative 

tries to read the pulse of the trade union leaders, 

what problems bother them and what could be done by 

the management. In other words, an attempt is made 

to understand the personality, the ego and the 

expectations of the leader(s). Once it is possible

opti.cn
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to know the 'expectations' of the leader(s) the task 

is easy? the negotiations are hammered quickly and 

agreements are signed without any difficulty.

It is also a fact that when the employers or their 

representatives do not invite the labour leaders for 

the private 'meetings' while the negotiations are being 

held,: the leaders themselves approach the managements/ 

employers seeking to know how their personal interests 

would be taken care of* or even suggesting the ways 

of taking care of their interests. Hence, it was 

pointed out that when the collective negotiations 

are in progress it is a very happy period for the 

labour leaders • They are confident that they would 

make a good fortune before the agreement is signed. 

It was also said that larger the number of followers 

one leader has larger the fortunes he would make . 

Hence, over years the labour leaders in Coimbatore have 

amassed good wealth and property .

According to both the management executives and 

some trade unionists seeking.personal gratification 

is very common among the labour leaderspf non~ 

communist unions. The managements are al so...eager 

to grant some personal favours to the union leaders
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and ask them to sign on the dotted lines* According 

to another personnel executive the private employers 

in Coimbatore region adopt all sorts of methods with 

a view to reaching an agreement • They1 do not mind 

parting with a portion of the total amount they are 

likely to gain/save through the agreement* When 

another personnel executive was asked as to how they 

de'al with the multiple unions in arriving at an 

agreement the answer came '.We' bribe them1 A^i of 

the personnel executives uniformally stated that 

the labour leaders, of the communist unions do not .■-Ill „      - ■■     — — ' " *" 
extend their hands*

It was learnt that the employers ’pay1 in cash 

or kind or enable the labour leaders to earn indirectly- 

When it is a matter of ’paying’ in cash? it is done ' 

very systematically • It was said that vouchers are 

passed for large sums of money for taking the workers 

on a study tour or picnics and excursions? etc* Some 

managements have even gone to the extent of planting 

the labour leaders * Such leaders continue;,to be on 

the pay rolls of the company and get favours in 

addition to wages/salary -In one case it was learnt 

that a company gifted a newly built house to^. 

labour leader for his residence- More commonly?
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the managements grant selling agencies to the relatives 

of the labour leaders* More often than not? the personal 

dealings with the union leaders are directly undertaken 

by the millowners/factory owners? the executives are 

not involved though they may be aware of the ‘personal ‘ 

dealings. In such situations the executives do not 

know when? where and how much money changes hands* In 

other words? the non-communist labour leaders are not 

above boards? and the employers do not hesitate to 

adopt the time honoured personalised strategies to 

get a settlement in the manner they want•

This disease has also spread to the public sector 

undertakings* The management of these units also 

resort to the practice of bribing the union leaders? 

but generally in kind * They agree to employ the 

candidates recommended by the labour leaders * These 

leaders recommend only those who pay them for the 

jobs* At festival times the labour leaders are 

presented with clothes? for their family members*

Bribing the trade unionists is not confined to 

the individual mills/factories * Even at the 

association level it is prevalent * It is an open 

secret that certain millowners have a complete
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control over certain l abour leaders * When the 

negotiations at the association level start going 

tough because of the ’non-cooperative ’ stand adopted 

by sane of the leaders? the association, executives 

sound the mill owners having control over such leaders* 

The.trouble shooters are promptly taken care of ?by 

these millowners paving way for smooth negotiations 

and settlement •

Therefore? it was not a surprise when one of the 

personnel executives said 'you name, a labour leader 

I will buy him* There . is no labour leader who cannot 

be silenced. Every trade unionist has a price ' • 

Another respondent? who was a personnel executive in 

an engineering concern but how is a consultant said 

that An, Coimbatore industries the labour leaders are 

easily purchased and the agreements are signed without 

any problem and work-stoppage * It may also be noted . 

here that a few trade unionists accused other 

unionists of being corrput in bargaining with the 

mill owner s .

Thus? it is beyond doubt that corruption and 

bribery are very rampant vitiating the atmosphere* 

It is because of the widely prevailing corrupt
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practices that the negotiations are held smoothly and' 

agreements are reached with much ease and in favour of 

the managements in the long run?- i .e• usually the 

agreements are signed for a period of 5 years- Therefore? 

we may conclude that ’by and large? it is the 

‘personalised ' approach rather than the professional 

approach that has contributed to the success and 

development of collective bargaining both in the textile 

and engineering industries in Coimbatore -

This does not mean that no genuine collective 

bargaining takes place in the industrial units in this 

region • The number of units that believe in straight 

forward and honest negotiations is rather small - The 

strategy adopted by this group is very simple? viz • 

’openness and open approach’. If they Cennot afford to 

cpncede the demands, of the workmen ? especially those 

involving heavy financial commitment? they plainly 

explain the difficulties and problems in conceding 

the demands. They do not believe in withholding any 

information or otherwise from the other party sitting 

across the table? for they know that the other 

party would be able to see through the gimmicks and 

designs of the management very scon- According to-
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them openness is the sine-qua-non of successful 

bargaining* This group of managers also hold the 

view that the other party is as intelligent as 

themselves and at times even more intelligent* 

Their experience has been that the negotiations are 

always protracted and time consuming - often months 

are spent before reaching an agreement * But once 

the agreement is signed, they stated, ho difficulty 

is faced in implementing the terms of the settlement* 

Whereas when a settlement is reached through 

•personalised* approach the problems in implementing 

the agreement are very common * The workers often 

raise problems and if they are told about the terms 

of settlement they simply ask the management executives 

to call the leader to work as per the settlement* After 

signing a settlement the leaders do not bother whether 

the worker has been able to give the agreed upon 

workload* As a matter of fact, many organisations 

managed by the professional managers take longer time 

in reaching agreements, in the long term interest of 

the organisation. For instance, in a small mill 

the negotiations were held for about 15 months mainly 

because the management believes in the professional 

approach. It refused to ixiy the labour leader,
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hence , the person was adopting the delay ing tactics •

The professional approach., howeyer? demands that 

the management representative knows his Job well- 

what he^is negotiating? He should have due respect 

for the other party- The offers of the management 

should not be too low • The management should take 

into account the existing facts and offer an increase 

in wages that will keep up its reputation and credibility- 

For instance; in 1972, a labour leader belonging to 

the DMK union of the employees of BGL was expecting 

^.75/- • loo/- and &. 135/- as stipend for. the, apprentice 

in the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd years respectively, Whereas, 

the personnel executive offered to pay ^*125/—, ^-150/— 

and ^.1.75/- because he felt that it was below.their 

dignity to pay -their apprentices a lo$? stipend 

though it was the statutory minimum* This offer 

stunned the labour leader- He was not willing to 

accept‘the offer immediately for the fear of possible 

accusation of being purchased,by the management*

It is al so necessary 1 that the person bargaining 

with the 1about unions shouId know that neg otiations 

mean ‘give and take’- But he should better know, 

how much to give and how much to take • ■ Neither the
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management nor the workmen should lose in the game of 

•give and take • • The negotiator should know how to 

play his game without losing to the other side •

It was also pointed out that it is the rich 

experience gained over years that helps to decide 

the kind of strategy to be employed in negotiations 

with the multiple unions- The employers are not 

rigid in their approach to the problems and issues • 

They have heart also and the workers know it pretty 

well • On the other hand » the workers also do not 

want to take anything fron the management without 

giving •

PERIOD OF AGREEMENTS/SETTLEMENTS

The collective agreements on common issues with 

a time perspective are signed for a period, of 2 to 5 

years- On issues like bonus the agreements cover a 

period of one accounting year- There are certain 

advantages and disadvantages in signing a short-term, 

or long-term agreement- On issues like wages and 

allowances? a short-term agreement is more advantageous 

to the workers especially in an inflationary environment 

while both the parties may be benefited by a long-term 

agreement when the economy is without the wild
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fluctuations- Taking the worldwide situation of 

galloping inflation? agreements for a period of 2 or 

3 years have been becoming common * But in Coimbatore 

still a 5-year period agreementr is common • Many, 

trade un^on.organisations believe t$at3 year term 

is ideal- But it seems that at the time of signing 

an agreement/settlement either the management directly 

suggests that theagreement/settlement be signed for 

a -5-year period or one of two unions suggest the 

5-year period (at the instance of the management)- 

In-such a situation either all or few unions cannot 

take a negative stand? they simply accept the 

suggestion- However? it was pointed out that a change 

from 3 to 5 years is expected in the near future 

since both the parties-are realising the difficulties 

in having a 5-year period agreements-

PROCEDURE OF SIGNING AGREEMENTS

The collective agreements in India do not have 

a legal status- .They need to be registered as 

'settlements’ under the provisions of the Industrial 

Disputes Act? 1947? in a manner prescribed by the 

appropriate government if the parties want to give a 

legal status to their agreement - This registration
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will give a limited legal states to the agreements, 

i*e* the agreement will be binding only on the 

signatories • Whereas the settlement reached in the 

conciliation proceedings is widely binding on both, 

the sides* Therefore, the parties prefer to sign 

an agreement in the presence of a conciliation 

officer as a settlement arrived at in the course of 

the conciliation proceedings* Therefore, after 

arriving at an agreement across the table the union(s) 

are asked to seek the intervention of the conciliation 

officer as if there was a dispute between them* When 

the conciliation officer takes up the matter in 

conciliation the parties inform him about the 

agreement already reached and request him to permit 

them to sign it as a settlement brought about by 

him* Alternatively, both the parties go to the 

conciliation officer and request him to allow them 

to sign the agreement in his presence •

In Coimbatore also, in general, the agreements 

are signed as settlements arrived at under Sec *12(3) 

of the. Industrial Disputes Act* Very rarely, i*e* 

where there is only one union or when agreement is 

of a temporary nature and when the parties have a 

complete faith in each other, the agreements are
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registered with the conciliation officers to give a 

limited legal status to/the agreement. of late, the 

SIMA andthe trade unions signed such agreementsin 

1979, -1980 and 1981 on,bonus issue * At the .unit level 

the instances are still rate • Only .one mill is Stated 

to have the tradition of signing the agreements across 

the table and registering them with the conciliation 

officer in the prescribed manner, for both the parties 

have 100% confidence in each other and bbth co-operate 

well in enforcing, the agreement-

The reasons advanced, by the managements for signing 

an agreement as a settlement arrived under Sec.12(3) 

of the Industrial-disputes Act are s (i) the inter-union 

rivalry, (ii) to get legal protection, (iii) for 

proper implementation of the terms and to avoid 

problems from the unknown (iv) to prevent a

new union from raising disputes on the subjects already 

covered, (v) to See that everythihg iS put in detail 

for future guidance and-avoidance-of problems, 
■ . T ' ' .

(vi) to make it legally binding oh all<the workers 

and trade unions, especially when some union withdraws 

from the negotiations,- (vii) to minimise the chances 

for varied interpretation by the trade.unions, 

(viii) to avoid the' problems from the communist
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unions, and (ix) to protect the long-term ,interests 

of the management because the unions play games or 

new unions create problems *

It may be mentioned that the minority unions 

usually adopt the *dog-in-image‘ policy when they 

join other unions in the negotiations as was pointed 

out by a senior trade unionist- When there are quite 

a few trade unions in a mill or department of a mill 

and one or two of them have only a miniscule membership 

of 5 to 10 per cent, they create all kinds of problems 

in conducting meaningful apd conelus ive negot iations • 

Such unions may demand wages, allowances, bonus, 

etc-, much higher than what the majority unions have 

asked • They may ask for other kinds of favours to 

agree to the. majority view- Hence, of late the 

employers and'their association as well as the Joint 

Action Council of trade unions in the textile 

industry are avoiding.to involve the minority unions 

This avoidance approach has forced them to sign 

agreements as settlements arrived at in the course 

of cone iliation proceed ings held under Sec -T2(3) 

of the industrial Disputes Act, 1947 -
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It is now clear that most of these reasons have 

their roots in the problems of multiple uriionism • \ 

Taking into account the practice; of .inviting all the 

unions for negotiations 1 and that the unions usually 

forma Joint Action Council ? the, employers ’ fear of 

non-implementation of an agreement by a minority 

union whether, already in existence or that may come 

into existence seems to be unf ounded and unreasonable . 

Yet it should be noted that the managements do pot. 

want to take any risk by not converting an agreement . 
, ' ' ,7 ■ r- ■ .... 'into a settlement* Hence, in general* they had. 

adopted the practice of signing the agreements in the 

presence of the conciliation officers* This .is 

particularly true in case of the agreements on 

workload* One management executive expressed that 

’after 1959 we are getting higher workload every 

time an agreement is reached We. do not want 

anybody to veto the agreements registered as 

settlements* Hence? we sign the bilateral 

agreements as settlements in the presence of the 

concil iation officers * Thus > by and ;large r 

collective bargaining .processes ends up in concil iation-

It is heartening to note that in case of about
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'60 per cent of the industrial organisations in 

Coimbatore, the collective negotiations are a total 

success, and in case of another 20 to 25 per cent of 

the establishments bipartite negotiations are 

successful in about 75 per cent of the issues* Among 

60 85 per cent of the establishments majority

are the textile mills. In case of the public sector 

transport undertaking and the cement factory, the 

common issues are always settled at the corporate 

level either across the table or with the intervention 

of the transport minister or by a panel of arbitrators 

covering the entire industry . Not only the managements 

but the trade unionists also stated that they try 

their best to settle the issues at the negotiation 

table itself. Even the individual disputes are taken 

up at the bipartite level before seeking the 

intervention of the third party . This clearly 

indicates the strong belief the employers, the 

managements, the employerassociation and the 

trade unions have ,in collective bargaining. There 

are instances of a few managements, who do not 

want to involve the third parties in their 

negotiations especially in the issues like workload 

and wages ♦ When they reach an impasse in
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negotiations, instead of inviting a third, party* they 

simply allow a cooling off, period and resume the 

negotiations after the dust settles •

On the other hand , a good number of managements 

and trade unions seek the intervention of the higher 

level conciliation officers and the government 

functionaries including the Ministers when the 

bilateral, negotiations fail* but only to come back, 

to the negotiation table to renegotiate the issues .. 

in the light of the suggestions and recommendations 

made by these functionaries-

Therefore, it’may be concluded that by and 

large collective bargaining in the industries at 

Coimbatore is:successful and that it is the basic 

institution of industrial relations- The employers 

and trade unions in the textile industry, in 

particular, have been able to give new dimensions 

to collective bargaining by way of setting up a 

Standing Negotiation Committee • This phenomenon 

helps us to once.again to conclude that the 

collective bargaining in the textile industry 

in Coimbatore is institutionalised and that the
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employers and the trade unions settle almost every 

issue at the bargaining table* The institutionalisation 

of collective bargaining would be further strengthened 

if all the managements -especially the private 

sector employers - adopt the professional approach 

instead of 'personalised approach' in negotiations 

with the labour unions*
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Chapter 6-

DEVELOPING PATTERNS OF BARGAINING

Collective Bargaining in different industries 

and regions takes on different forms not only- 

structural ly but also procedurally • The extent of 

industrialisation and rationalisation? the ownership 

patterns? the socio-economic background of the 

working class? the extent and nature of trade unionism 

among both the parties? the legal frame work? the 

approach of the parties to various issues in industrial 

relations? the political and economic atmosphere 

prevailing? etc - contribute to the. emergence and 
♦ 

development of different patterns of collective 

bargaining rather as a response to the needs and 

challenges- These patterns are certainly different 

from the conventional form of bargaining • In 

Coimbatore region over the last thirty years a few 

patterns have emerged and have been developing- 

We shall discuss these patterns in this chapter -
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COALITION BARGAINING

The term coalition means a combination or.a 

temporary alliance of factions? parties? etc* for 

some specific purpose'as of political’ parties in 

times of national emergency* In the field of 

industrial relations only the trade unions 

approximate to factions or parties owing affiliation 

to different ideologies and political parties . It 

is our common knowledge that after 1947 there has 

been a mushroom growth of trade unions in all 

industries and employments leading to inter-union 

rivalry and bad industrial relations*

The large number of unions has also resulted 

in pie weakness of the movement itself especially 

when compared to the strength of the employers *■ . Tc 

add to this? the industrial relations law in the 

country has been highly inadequate* At least in 

some industrial: centres in India the trade union 

organisations have been realising their increasing 

weakness due to multiplicity of unions-and rivalry 

among themselves* They have been forced to think 

of the ways, and methods of gaining strengththat
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would match that of the employers* Successful 

attempts have been made by different unions? though 

on an adhoc basis? to come together into a coalition 

with a view to equalising the strength of the 

employers - either individual or groups of employers 

and/or association of employers*

In textile industry in Coimbatore such efforts 

were begun as early as 1955-56. Since then the trade 

unions have been coming together to negotiate with 

the millowners association - Southern India Mills 

Association - at regular intervals* They constitute 

a Joint Action Council of trade unions drawing at 

least one representative from each of the major 

unions operating in the industry • The Joint Action 

Council/committee is constituted in textile 

industry at both the association and mill levels 

while in other industries only at the, unit level • 

But it is. only in the textile industry that the 
* 

bargaining by the employer’s of their association 

and the Joint Action. Committee of unions has/been 

regularised? systematised'and institutionalised* 

The rich experience gained by the district level ■ 

unions in the textile industry has benefited
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the unions in other industries*

The credit of bringing the trade unions together 

to negotiate with the millowners’ association goes to 

the South India Mill Owner’s Association in general 

arid the then Honorary Secretary of the Association. 

Mri K. Venkatesulu? in-particular • This was rather 

a sequel to the non-unanimous report submitted by the 

Tripartite Textile Enquiry Committee to the then 

Government of Madras? appointed on 9th of June? 1951* 

As has been pointed out already? the special industrial 

tribunal ? appointed to adjudicate the industrial 

dispute between the workers and management of Shri 

Meenaxi Mills Limited? Madurai? gave a direction to 

the government that the disputes relating to workloads? 

wage structure ? leave facilities ?,etc • should be 

decided on an industry-cum-regional basis for all 

textile mills in the state* Accordingly? the 

Government of Madras appointed.this committee.to 

examine and enquire into the existing terms and 

conditions of employment of the workers in the 

textile mills .in the state, in respect of wage 

structure? dearness allowance? workloads? leave 

■fac ilit ie s ? bonus ? prov ident fund ? gratuity ?
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standardisation of occupations ? .security of service? 

classification of workmen? hours of employment? shift 

working? termination of employment? grievance 

redressal ? compensation for involuntary unemployment? 

housing? labour welfare and labour management,relations 

with particular reference to internal joint machineries 

for prevention of disputes and promotion of settlement’ 

of minor disputes*

The Committee submitted its report on 14th April 

1953. Many of the recommendations of the committee 

were only the majority recommendations* The labour 

representatives had a joint note of dissent « 

Resultantly ? no action could be taken by the 

government* In a bid. to resolve the stalemate? 

the government requested the mill owners and the 

trade unions to negotiate the issues* Following this 

recommendation the South India Mill owners’ 

Association took the initiative to invite all the 

three trade unions to have negotiations on various 

subjects* The three unions operating at that 

time were? the Coimbatdre District Textile Workers 

union? the Coimbatore District Mill Workers Union? 

and the National Textile Workers Union affiliated
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to H*M*S* A*I*T*U*C* and I*N*T**u*C* respectively* 

These negotiations fruitfully resulted in a settlement 

dated 25*9*1956? providing fot occupational nomenclature 

duties, workloads, gradations, basic wages, 

differentials in wages, and production bonus* The 

settlement was a landmark in more than one sense • 

Besides determining various issues for future 

guidance of the parties and motivating some employers 

in the engineering and cement products?industries to 

negotiate on similar lines, it marked the beginning of 

coalition bargaining not only in the textile and.other 

industries in Coimbatore region, but in the country 

as a whole - It would not be wrong to state that this - *• .. . ’ •. •
was a unique international development in the field, 

of collective bargaining and industrial relations, 

for the pattern emerged in U *s-a • .only towards the 

end of 1950s and early in 1960s, of course ? in a 

more systematic and effective manner’ (ILO:1973)*

Encouraged by the successful efforts to negotiate 

jointly the trade unions developed the practice of 

coming together whenever they had.to negotiate with 

the SIMA* The following are the milestones in 

coal ition bargaining in the textile industry,
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at Coimbatore? the settlement of 30.6.1960 based on 

the recommendations of the first wage Board for textile 

industry? the settlement of 5*9.1969 based on the 

report of the second wage board r the settlement of 

23.7.1970 linking workload and wages? the settlement 

of 9.3.72 on wages? dearness allowance? preference in 

employment to heirs of workers? the settlement of 

28-2.1974 on revision of wages? dearness- allowance 

etc* But more importantly the bonus agreement of 

1966 which laid down a new formula of bonus evolved 

by the parties and utilised over a period of one 

decade from 1963-73 and the deviations made in the years 

1969? 1970? 1971 and 1972? by the parties themselves? 

and in 1973 on the advice of the then Chief Minister 

of Tamil Nadu Mr* M- Karunanidhi? the 1977 bonus 

formula? and finally the 1979 formula evolved by the 

parties indicate the degree of institutionalisation 

of coalition bargaining (for details on these 

agreements please refer Chapter 3).

Of course ? these agreements and settlements 

are only a record of success of coalition bargaining. • 

There were quite a large number of occassions when 

the trade unions pressurise the government to take
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note of the plight of labour. In 1967, when the number 

of sick mills ip -Coimbatore, increased considerably

the Joint Action Council of "brad e unions in the 

textile industry called for a general strike demanding 

the reopening of closed mills - It was a total strike 

organised jointly by all the unions, but without, 

success* In 1968, the Joint Action Council took up 

the same issue and called for picketing- Though all 

the workers in the region participated in this 

picketing, the trade unions affiliated to the. Labour 

Progressive Front and INTUC did not join the agitation* 

for they were not willing to injure the feelings of 

the governments of their respective parties in the 

state and at the centre- When the government did 

not take any action on the issue, the Joint Action 

Council of trade unions organised a march of workers 

to Madras in 1969 under the leadership of United 

Textile Labour Association These efforts of the 

trade unions bore fruit only in 1972.

On certain occassions, though the trade unions 

in the industry negotiated with -the employers by 

setting up the Joint Action Council ‘the negotiations 

were hot smooth, yielding guide results^ ,primarily 

because of the better strength of .the employers and 

the issues involved • On such occassions either the
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strikes were declared or the parties agreed to refer 

the dispute' for arbitration .by top government officers 

or the Ministers and Chief Minister of the State- When 

certain issues were referred for adjudication by 

Special Industrial Tribunals? the Joint Action Committee 

and SIMA renegotiated the issues and obtained consent 

awards- The examples have been the Bhaktavatsalam 

award of 20.12*1963? Mr - M* Karunanidhi ‘ s 

mediation on bonus for 1972? and the wage dispute of

1979? which was referred to special industrial Tribunal- 

Furthermore? the Joint Action Council had successfully 

negotiated with the SIMA to settle certain issues 

pending in Coutts/Tribunals leading to withdrawal of 

the disputes or getting consent awards • The bonus 

disputes for 1972 and 1973 are. the best examples in 

this regard. The issue was pending with the Tribunal 

from 1976-80. But following the 1979 bonus agreement 

under a new formula? .the Joint Action Cojncil negotiated 

with the SIMA to treat the bonus payments already made 

for 1972 and 197 3 as bonus paid in full and final 

settlement of the demands- This agreement helped 

the parties to withdraw the disputes pending with 

the Tribunal -
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In 1979 when the unions f ’submit ted a 16-point 

charter and thd negotiations with SIMA failed 

primarily because of the rigid stand taken by the 

latter, the Chief Minister of Tamil • Nadu Mr - 

chandran mediated in the dispute without success, the 

trade unions had a slightly different approach.- Though 

there was'a common front of the Unions right from 

the beginning, a 13 member Action Committee was 

constituted in an all party (all trade unions) 

textile conference held in Coimbatore on April 22, 

1979, under the Chairmanship of the General Secretary 

of the Textile Workers union- This conference 

authorised the Action Committee to serve the strike 

notice on all the mills and to make necessary 

preparations-, A Joint Action programme to 

pressurise the SIMA and the state government was 

al so chalked out - But the action committee had 

direct talks with the SIMA till the strike deadline 

was reached. Even when the state-wide strike was 

in progress and the government offices in different 

places were being picketed the negotiations were 

continued by the Action Committee ultimately 

leading to an agreement on 17-7-1979-
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When we trace the growth of this institution (JAC) 

of coalition bargaining? we find that different unions 

had joined the JAC as members at different dates on 

the one hand? and some unions had either remained 

neutral or withdrawn from the Council at critical 

stages ?. on the other* The dates of joining the JAC? 

however ? has been a matter of when the unions were 

established and when they had enrolled enough members- 

Thus? as we have already noted? in 1956 only 3 unions 

had negotiated with the SIMA- But in 1960?; four unions 

affiliated toH‘M*S« A^I -T-U ?C • ? 1 ?N ?T -U-C • • and the 

Labour Progressive Front? were the members of the 

action committee- The Coimbatore District Mill Workers 

Union and the National Textile Employees Union have 

been the members since 197.2? the United Textile 

Labour Association since 1974? the National Textile 

Workers Union since 1971? the Panchaiai Anna Thozhir 

Sangham since 1975?-and. the Bharath National Textile 

Workers union since its formation in 1979- At 

present? however? all the nine major district level 

trade unions are the members of J *A -C • in the 

textile industry at the association level*

Further? some of these unions stated that they
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have- not joined the J-A-C • at times and had Withdrawn 

at other times from the proceedings between the JAC 

and SIMA. Thus? the Panchalai Anna Thozhir Sangham 

admits to have been a member of J-A*C- only in 

negotiations for bonus and general wage increase • 

The National Textile Employees Union has been a 

regular member only since 1972 i,® . after the DMK 

party formulated the government in the atate defeating 

Congress party in the 1972 general elections* Before 

that:.the National Textile Employees Union was not a 

member because congress party? which is the parent 

organisation of INTUC? was in power*in the state- It 

did not want to oppose consciously or unconsciously? 

the policies and programmes of the Congress 

government- The United Textile Labour Association 

also was not a regular member though it was formed 

in 1957? but it used to be a party to informal 

consultations- The u-T-L-A • ? ' the two communist 

unions the Panchaiai Anna Thozhir Sangham? the 

Kovai Periyar Mavatta Panchai a i Thozhil ar Munhetra 

Sangham and the National Textile Employees Union 

had acted against the majority views/interests on 

a number of occassions •
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It is gathered that ixi 1974 when the CITU had 

differences of opinion on wage issue under negotiations ? 

it-wa’s expelled from J *A *C • it is also gathered that 

due to these experiences whenever the trade unions have 

to negotiate with SIMA these days hold their first 

meeting in which the J*A-C- is constituted and make 

it very clear to all the menders that all of them have 

to adopt a common stand? and that if any union, cannot 

or is not willing to adopt a common stand it could 

withdraw from the J»A*C* at that stage itself - The 

J -A -C • also resolves that the decisions taken and the 

agreements signed by "it with SIMA would be binding 

on all the unions and workers thus ensuring a united 

front. Further? as our data reveals? in 1972 the United 

Textile Labour Association? the .Mill Workers Union and 

the Mill Labour Union had formed a coalition (JAC) and 

successfully got revised the bonus agreement of 1971? 

enabling the workers to get a higher bonus* It was 

only subsequent to this settlement that the United 

Textile Labour Association started getting invitation 

to -be a member of the J «A *C • at the Association level 

and that its views were, accepted by other unions-
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It was pointed out that1 the unions like National 

Textile Employess Union? the Kovai-periyar Mavatta 

Panchaiai Thozhilalar,Munne.tra Sangham ? the Pahchalai 

Arinas Thozhir Sangham? had a policy of playing lukewarm 

and truant to collective negotiations whenever the 

issues and. the course of negotiations were believed to 

be against the officially declared policies of their 

parent organisations and.the party government in office* 

For example? even today the I *N *T *U *C • strongly 

believes In the constitutional methods and relies 

heavily , on the state industrial relations. machinery 

than on the agitational and conflict approach * it 

does not antagonise the government. This approach and 

attitude of I*N*T*U*C* is attributed to its growth 

and development under the, state patronage*

The membership of Joint Action Council depends 
t ' 

upon; (i) the issues for negotiations? (ii) the level 

at which the negotiations are to take place ?, and 

(iii) the:attitudes of different unions to the issues 

under negotiations* When"the issues are localised and 

confined1,to one or few units? only those trade unions 

operating in such plants would, join the Joint Action 

Council* But when the'issues involved are general
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and of all India importance? e-g • the compulsory D *a - 

deposit? Industrial Relations Bill? the price rise? etc. 

every trade union organisation joins the J *A-C • in 

such matters the major policy decision is taken by the 

all-India trade unions' federations which are implemented 

by the regional and local level organisations. It is? 

however ? pointed outthat ordinarily trade union 

organisations do not have the same approach to every 

issue- Hence? more often than not only the members of 

those federations which are favourable of the Joint 

Action Council - So also? if the negotiations are with 

the industry-wide employers' organisation ordinarily 

all trade unions participate in the J *A-C • bargaining 

unless they are forced to adopt a lukewarm attitude 

keeping in view their cordial relations with the 

ruling party as. well as the employers* Often they 

try. to politicize the entire issue a ter withdrawing 

themselves from the negotiation at crucial stages 

and to defend their.action « Contrary to this ? it is . 

claimed that? in the localised issues? there is more 

unity among the trade unions since the occassions 

would also determine the survival of the union in 

the plant concerned
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Since 1960s the course of coalition bargaining 

has not been smooth due to increase in the number of 

trade unions- While in early 1950s there were only three 

unions, the IMte 1950s saw 5 unions in operation- During 

the next decade only the CITU was added - But during 

1970s at least half a dozen new .unions came into 

existence either because of the vertical split in the 

already existing unions or due to formation of new 

parties.A few independent trade unions also were 

formed during this period . Thus, during the 1970s 

there were 14 unions in the textile industry at 

Coimbatore- With such a large number of unions the 

task of J -A -C • was becoming difficult- Hence, of 

late, ’only the major unions have been coming together 

to constitute a common action front to avoid prolonged 

negotiations, to prevent a probable deviant stand a 

minority union might adopt, and some unions playing 

truant to collective negotiations -

It is however, claimed that since 1974 J-A-C • 

is becoming more organised - It has been successfully 

adopting a common approach to the problems with 
.. ' ■, i ;

mutual and proper understanding ’ and a common 

bargaining strategy- But structurally the J *A -C * is
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still a lose coalition of the unions- Each time a 

different union take? lead in convening the committee 

and in the first meeting of the committee’*'a convener 

is elected- It is the responsibility of the convenor 

to arrange for the meetings' of J-a-C • at appropriate 

times- However? in 1972 the J-a-C- had elected a 

Chairman- In 1979'textile wage dispute no convener 

was elected on a formal basis? But'when the 

negotiations failed and a direct action had to be 

resorted to? the general secretary of the Textile 

Workers Union took the lead in renegotiating the 

issue? hence? he was informally accepted as the' 

convener- In the same year? for bonus negotiations 

there was a committee and a common approach? but ho 

convener - ' Furthermore? whenever? the J *A -C • has' 

had a convener/chairman the expenses of the Council 

were equally shared by the members of J-a-C- It" 

was also stated that the J-A-C- is not formally 

dissolved after the agreements are signed? there 

will be a change of convener when new occassion 

arises •

Though the recommendations of the Tripartite 

Textile Enquiry Committee were the initial driving 

force for coalition bargaining in the textile industry
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at Coimbatore subsequently different factors have 

contributed to its regularisation and systematisation - 

These1 are the multiplicity of unions., absence of a 

statutory bargaining agent of the workmen* absence of a 

legal status for the bilateral agreements, per se * the 

possibility of a rival union raising an identical 

dispute subsequent to signing an agreement* desire of 

the trade unions to carry with them the non-unionised 

workers who constitute about 40% of the textile workers* 

the presence of a strong association of the rnillowners * 

and lastly* the ineffective conciliation machinery •

Coalition bargaining has also been in practice in 

the mills of the National Textile Corporation . In 

fact, .in 1974 the N «T-G • had participated in the 
• 

negotiations between the Joint Action Council of 

textile labour unions and the S-I-M’A* as a party- 

But subsequently the National Textile Corporation has 

been negotiating with the labour unions on its own? 
for it did not join the S«I*M*A* as a member- The 

settlements signed by the N • management and the 

labour unions are* however, identical to a great- 

extent-

The, Joint Action Council of central trade unions .
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in the textile industry also negotiate with the 

individual mills or managements having two dr more 

mills» Thus in 1982 they had negotiated and settled 

the bonus issue with the management of the K *A • mills 

on 16 -11.1982 subsequent to the failure of association 

level bargainings and on 11-12.1982 with the management 

of the K&k mills* In both the cases the agreements 

were based on the 197 9 formula of -bonus? the parties 

also agreed to make the necessary adjustments when 

the tribunal issues its award . The six trade unions 

which signed the bonus agreement with the management 

of K&K mills appealed to other mill managements to 

follow the example of the K&K mills through a 

resolution adopted by them after signing the agreement 

on 11.12.1982.

The method of coalition bargaining'is adopted' 

not only to negotiate the common issues? but also the 

unit level issues • From 1962 itself the Joint Action 

Committees have come into vogue • A leading trade 

unionist stated that the J*A<3 at tlje mills level- 

have been in existence right from the beginning • 

The central unions themselves have encouraged the 

Mill Branch Committees to form the Joint Action
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Committees and negotiate with the managements the local 

issues including the workload and wages* They are always 

guided and assisted by the dentral leaders* But only 

in few mills they are set up oh a regular basis- The 

data reveals that the trade unions in four (4) mills; 

viz - the Gotaris? the L -T-C • 9 the P*N* Mills and the 

P * Mill s? constitute the Joint Action Committee to 

negotiate the issues raised by them every time.

There is one difference between the coalition 

bargaining at the association level and the mills level • 

At the association level more number of.trade unions ■ ' ; ’ ■ - \ .. ■
are involved while at the ind iv idual mills level only 

those unions which have their membership•in the sections 

or departments for which the negotiations are taken up 

are invited for the negotiations* At the mills level? 

the Joint Action Committees are constituted drawing 

two representatives from each union operating in the 

mill. Like the Joint Action Council set up at the 

association level the Joint Action Committee will also 

have a convener -

Normally the Joint Action Committee bargains 

with the Mill management on •revision of workload and 

a corresponding wage increase? besides other localised
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issues* . The Central Executive Comm'ittees have given 

freedom to the Mill Branch Committees to follow the 

practice prevailing at the association level* It is? 

however? .pointed out that the central leaders usually 

ask the Mill Branch Committees to; constitute the Joint

Action Committees when the bonus issue is taken'’ up 

with the millowners' association? with a view to 

pressurising the managements* This was 'formally ■ 

done ’in 1982 since the bonus negotiations with the 

S*I*M*A* had failed. Further? at the mills level the 

Joint Action Committees are set up* after the issue 

is raised. At times? however? the Joint- Action 

Committee is setup before taking up an issue* For 

instance? promotion issue - the Joint Action Committee 

is usually formed after the issue is raised by. one 

or two unions« Whereas if the issue is of common 

interest? e *g • festival advance? the committee is 

formed first and the action depends oh the programme 

decided by the Committee•

Since a formal or informal concurrence and 

approval is granted to the Mill Branch Committees to 

set up the Joint Action Committees whenever the 

occassion demands the Joint Action Committees at 

the mil-I level have become common * Now they have
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reached a stage wherein ofcen they take their decisions 

without consulting the office bearers of the central 

unions- Ordinarily . such decisions have lead to snap 

strikes by the. workers in different mills- Between. 

June-September 1982 alone there were about, a dozen 

strikes in various mills- The strike by the workers 

of T-T • Mills at the instance of thd Joint Action 

Committee trigged off in the meeting of the Standing 

Negotiation Committee - The matter was discussed by 

the Standing Negotiation Committee and the reality 

was admitted by both the parties as is recorded in 

the minutes of the Committee- These minutes read as 

follows ;

"It is a common feature in mills among workers 
to form themselves into Joint Action Cam it tee 
and to resort to strikes on their own without 
even referring the issues to the central unions” 

"The trade union members in the Committee should 
advise their representatives not to join the 
Joint Action Committees without obtaining prior 
permission" .

In the discussions that followed> the trade union 

representatives desired that it was for both, the sides 

to discourage the constitution of unit level Joint 

Action Committee• Therefore $ the Chairman of the 

S-I-M-A- assured the unions that the managements
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would be advised and the unions could also send circulars 

to their constituents- It was a general opinion? 

expressed in this meeting? that the central leadership 

of the unions should be respected* In the third meeting 

of the Standing Negotiation Committee once again this 

issue figured and the following amendment Was made to 

the resolution passed in the first meeting-

"It was decided that on day-to-day matters the 
management be advised not to negotiate with 
local, unit level Committees on issues like 
workload? wages? etc-? but negotiate only with 
the central leaders” •

These deliberations by the Standing Negotiation 

Committee reveal an important development in collective 

bargaining and trade unionism? viz- the loc^l committees 

and local leaders are becoming more independent of the 

central unions though it is the central leaders who 

formally sign the agreements/settlements with the mill 

managements* Perhaps there is an increasing erosion 

of power and control of the central leaders over the 

mill level leaders- The central leaders are afraid of 

this growing phenomenon • It is this fear of the central 

leaders which was instrumental in amending the * 
resolution of the Standing Negotiation Committee by 

adding the clause that ’the central leadership should
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be reppected 1 . It may be added that a senior/labour 

leader felt that the younger generation of workers do 

not bother about the leaders of the central unions 

and do not respect them? they try to be on their own 

in many respects . It is this group of workers who 

are gaining control over the mill committees and 

issues« Yet it is a fact that there are no instances 

of revolt against the central leadership and no 

efforts by the mill committees of breaking away from 

the central union and forming a new union de joining 

a rival union • It may be noted that so long as the 

negotiations on work-load and wages are taken up at 

the unit level the Joint Action Committees would 

continue to function* Therefore? the best remedy is 

to restrain them from resorting to snap strikes • 

COALITION BARGAINING IN OTHER INDUSTRIES

Collective bargaining in engineering? cement and 

transport industries is also between the management 

and akl the major trade unions operating in the 

individual units * in all the industrial units where 

large number of workers are employed and two or more 

unions are operating, each one of them is invited for 

negotiations* Thus in L»E*W« 14 unions? in G«I*P*S*I»
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9, in'T-T-C- 7 unions of the workers and 7 unions of 

the staff.? in C-T-C- 6 unions of the workers’ and 2 of 

the staff? and in the A -C -W - 6 unions together take 

up the negotiations with the concerned managements- 

As in the textile industry? the unions in the 

engineering industry also form the Joint Action Committee 

and new unions join the J-A-C • as and when they have 

come into existence. Again as in textile industry? 

two representatives from each of the unions c on st itute 

the Joint Action Committee- These unions also have 

the practice of having a convener of the'Committee.- 

Usually? this person.is a man of experience, in 

negotiations- In these industries also often the trade 

unions prepare theip own charters of demands when no 

proposals are received from the managements- Furthermore? 

the bargaining by a Joint Action Committee of trade 

unions has been more than'a decade old - Thus in L -E -W • 

the negotiations are taken up by the management with 

the unions since last 10 to 15 years- In T-T-C • it 

h&s been in practice since last 20 years? so also 

ip G-I-P-S-I- But in A -C -W • and the C-T-C- only from 

the last 10 to 15 years- In other words? there is a 

total influence of coalition bargaining prevalent in 

the textile industry on other industries in the 

region -
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SECTIONALISEP BARGAINING

Collective bargaining generally covers the entire 

workforce employed in an organisation or a number of 

units in the industry in a given region on the one 

hand? and an employer or a group of employers or the 

employers' association on the other. It usually 

involves a single or ‘multiple issues commonly affecting 

all" the workers - Furthermore? the terms of agreement 

arrived at by the parties are applicable uniformally? 

This is true of whether it is the conventional or 

traditional type of bargaining? or productivity 

bargaining or any other form of bargaining that has 

been in' vogue < 

established fact that the methods of 

production and the technology gets obsolete over a 

period of time necessitating its replacement at the 

appropriate time * Often the replacement of the entire 

machinery in an organisation is not possible both from 

the view point of the management and the labour force 

employed- The management may not be in a position to 

spend huge sums of money for introducing the available 

new machinery and the latest technology . Even if a 

management is in a position to do so? it may result
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in mass retrenchment of workers causing -lot of hardships 

to their families* Therefore? often the managements 

modernise their plant section by.section or department 

by department • When new machinery is introduced' in 

a section the method of production? the workload and 

the skills involved change ordinarily from low workload 

to higher workload and. higher skills* It forces the 

workers to learn new skills in minding.the new 

machineries and achieving higher targets of production 

and often requiring retraining of the workmen* As a 

matter of f act ? the employers would he interested? 

more often than not? in fixing new norms . of working- 

only for the section wherein new technology and 

machinery are introduced . This is what is exactly 

happening in the textile industry in Coimbatore 

region over the last 20 years* Many leading millowners 

have been introducing new machinery and technology 

in their mills section by section* Consequently? 

they have been inviting the representatives of 

workers for negotiating new norms of workload and 

an appropriate increase -in wages every time there 

is a change • This method, of negotiations covering 

one section or department at a time necessitated 

by the rationalisation and modernisation of the
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section or department may be described as SECTIONALISED 

BARGAINING or piecemeal bargaining*

Sectionalised bargaining is not confined to the. 

sections or departments where workers are directly 

connected with production? e *g • blow room, mixing! 

spinning, reeling, cone winding, weaving, etc* but 

also to the trades and occupations which are 

complementary and supplementary to the main activities 

including lower level supervisor and other categories 

of employees, such as, the jobers, maistries, fitters, 

electricians, watch and ward staff, clerical staff, 

etc* In case of these jobs and employees also the 

’subject matters of negotiations remain the same? i*e* 

; wages, duties and responsibilities, the workload, etc*

Sectionalised bargaining is adopted by about 7 5% 

of the mills ;in the private sector* But the credit 

of pioneering the practice goes to the Coimbatore 

Spinning and Weaving Mills which is now in the 

public sector* It was one of the 12 sick mills 

taken over by ’the National Textile Corporation in 

1972-73* This mill initiated the practice of 

bargaining for different sections and occupational 

categories as early as 1960 wi^h -a view to tackling 

the problems confined to the sections and occupational
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categories instead of determining the workload and 

wages or other issues for the entire mills..

The C. *S .&W .Mill s entered into an agreement in- . 

I960 on workload in weaving shed and the placement 

of weekly workers in reeling and cotton press 
/ / 

departments. In 1961 a bipartite agreement was 

signed covering the secutiry staff - In 1964 two 

agreements were signed - one concerning the 

workers handling automatic looms and acting wages 

for the jobbers? while the other confirming the 

temporary workers in service and providing payment, 

of. bonus to them ■ The agreement negotiated in 1965 

determined the workload in blow room besides revising 

the wages of the garden, cool ies and providing for 

provident fund. In November 1967? December 1969 and 

June 1970 the negotiations were successfully held 

for the spinning departments. While in 196.7 the 

bhange of counts? allotment of workers and the 

vacancies to be filled were agreed ? in 1969 

continuous running of spinning frames was negotiated ? 

since there was low production . Lay-off compensation 

for the workers of-the spinning department was 

'negotiated in 1970. . Between 1970 and 1973 a
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large number Of agreements covering 6ifferent 

departments were signed by the management and three 

trade unions - 5 agreements in 1970$ six in 1972, 

and 5 in 1973. The latest departmehtwise agreement 

was signed ©n ,4.2 * 1983 provid ing for transfer of 

workers of the spinning department necessitated by 

the shifting of the spinning machines to a new 

building within the premises*

The salient feature of the agreements signed by 

the management of Coimbatore Spinning and Weaving 

Mills with the labour unions since 1960 has been that 

all the agreements have been purely bilateral and 

outside the legal framework- None of the agreements 

has been registered with the labour department even 

for the purpose of Sec*18(1) of the Industrial 

Disputes Act? 1947* The parties have not felt the 

need for such registration . Both the management and 

labour unions have mutual trust and confidence in 

their dealings* It was gathered that the Mill 

Labour Union has a commanding support of the 

workers* Hence> the words of the leaders of that 

union carry weight with both the management and 

workers including other unions* Once a matter is 

discussed, negotiated and the terms of agreement
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are written clown the same would be enforced by both 

the parties in right earnest and right spirit • The 

management has been maintaining a Book in which the 

agreements are recorded* Every new agreement is 

circulated among the employees and trade unions*

. Sectionalised bargaining mainly due to 

modernisation of different sections of the mill was 

started in 1968 by the Vasantha Mills* This agreement 

covered the spinning and weaving- sheds* But between 

1968-82 there were no negotiations to revise the 

workload and wages in this mill primarily because 

the management changed hands twice during this 

period* But in 1982 a series of agreements - both 

departmentwise and occupationwise - were signed .by the 

management and. the labour unions covering 4 to 35 

workers and 1 to 3 unions operating in the section 

or for the employees in a trade or occupation -

The R‘L • Mills has a long list -of sectional 

agreements starting from 1969* The Mill- had introduced 

the rationalisation scheme in 1968 itself 9 as a result 

of which revision of workload and duties was felt 

necessary* An agreement covering a large number of 

production departments viz* (1) mixing? (2) blow
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room t (3) carding ? (4) preparatory ? (3) spinning ?

(6) cone winding? (7) reeling? (6) bundling add 

bailing? and (9) cleaning gahg ? was signed on 1.1*1969 

for a period of 6years« This agreement was revised in 

1974 and 1981*

The management of R-L* Mills entered into another 

sectional agreement in March-April 1974 covering the 

fitters? turners? blacksmiths? carpenters? tinkers? 

painters and others in the Mechanic Shop represented 

by the National Textile Employees Union- The union 

had raised the demand pointing.out that after 1959 the 

wages of these categories of employees - which were 

fixed by the industrial tribunal -were not revised 

and that the plant machinery had been replaced due to 

technological and other improvements. This agreement 

redefined the workload and enhanced the wages- The 

next agreement covering these employees was signed 

in 1981*

During 1974 itself two more agreements were 

signed by the -management' .and the labour.unions • While 

the first agreement was signed with the Coimbatore 

District Textile Workers Union covering the electrical 

workers of the mill? the other agreement covered the ; 

Power House Employees represented by the National
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Textile Workers Union and the Co’lmbatore District

Textile Workers Union-

In 1975 the management and supervisory staff 

signed an agreement on workload? special duties? basic 

wages? etc- This agreement remained in force for a 

period of ' 6 years instead of five as was stipulated by 

the Memorandum of Settlement -

In 1969 agreement covering a large number of 

departments had outlived its period- Hence? both the 

parties were interested in negotiating fresh agreements * 

But in 1977 the management negotiated an agreement 

only for the Carding Department to, be effective for a 

period of 5 years -

In 1981? the management signed a series of 

agreements • These agreements covered the workmen in 
J

power house? generating room? machine shop? (carding ... 
■ ■ ■ . ' ■ y , .

department? supervisory staff? mixing blow room? 

preparatory? spinning? winding and reeling departments? 

sweepers arid watch and ward staff-?-etd - - . _.. .. ..

On the ekpiry of 1974 settlement both the unions 

viz- National Textile Workers Union and the Coimbatore 

District Textile Workers Union - representing the 

workmen in power house demanded wage revision. The
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negotiations were nexa to tween the management and the 

two labour unions resulting in an agreement providing 

for ‘No fixed workload' for any Worker.in th$ power 

house? an extra payment of Re - 1/-* ‘per working day? 

fixation of basic wages? annual and additional 

increments ? etc •

To meet the increasing need for power as a 

consequence of replacement of captive diesel generating 

machines a separate generating room was constructed*. 

Hence? it was found necessary to form a separate 

sectiori/departmeht fob the operation and maintenance 

of generators< This category of employees were 

represented by the Coimbatore District Textile Workers 

Union - ’Both the parties negotiated an agreement 

covering the employees of the Generator Room and 

signed the same on 20-11•1981 for a period of 5 years-

Subsequent to 1-1-1969 agreement covering the 

employees in Carding Department defining the workload 

and fixation of wages? the management of the mills had t s
introduced new machinery leading to new changes..in 

workload and work assignment- So also a number of 

changes had taken place after the 1977 agreement 

for the same section* The management proposed to
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modernise further the Carding Department. Therefore, 

the management held negotiations with five labour 

unions, namely, the Coimbatore District Textile 

Workers Union, the National Textile Workers’ Union, 

the National Textile Employees Union, the United 

Textile Labour Association, and the Arina Panchalai 

Thozhilalar Sangham. The agreement was signed fey the 

management with these five unions in 1981 for-a 

period of five years fixing the workload, the duties, 

and responsibilities of the workers afresh and 

granting a wage increase -

Furthermore? in anticipation of future 

developments? i -e • modernisation, the management of 

this mill negotiated with four unions - the Coimbatore 

District Textile Workers Union, the National Textile 

Workers Union ? and the United Textile Labour 

Association -'higher workload, duties and 

responsibilities of different categories of 

workers while determining new wage rates for the. 

workmen- in mixing, blow room, preparatory * spinning, 

winding and reeling departments and the sweepers and 

watch and ward staff- This agreement was signed 

on 24-3-1981 for five years as in case of other 

departments .
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The canteen workers were not covered by any of 

the agreements* All of them were members of the 

National Textile Employees Union . The Union raised 

demands for wage revision? number of workers required
f .... ' ' 7 ■ ? '

in canteen? their duties and responsibilities? workload?

etc * It was agreed by the parties across the table 

that individual workload cannot be fixed, because 

canteen is a catering department serving all the 

employees rqund the clock* Hence? collective 

responsibil ity was assigned to all the workers to see 

that the canteen functioned smoothly • The management , 

agreed1 to employ 12 workmen for the canteen* The 

settlement was signed on 10*11*1982 for a period of 

5 years from the date of signing

The 1975 agreement covering the Supervisory 

staff had outlived the period for which it was 

signed. Therefore? the supervisory staff - ’the - 

jobbers? maistries and oilers? etc-- demanded higher 

wages * So the management negotiated with their 

representatives a fresh agreement oh workload? 

special responsibilities ? basic wages? annual 

increment? speed wages? designation? etc* and signed 

the agreement cn 29.6.1981 for a period of 5 years ♦
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Since the management signed settlements 'for . 

other departments in 1981-82, there arose a n©ed t© 

cover the workers in the Mechanic Shop arose • These 

workers were wholly represented by the National 

Textile Employees Union « The Union and the 

Management agreed through bilateral talks on 

designations of- workers? their basic wages and wage 

rates, the annual rate of increment? duties and 

responsibilities? and also an ex-gratia payment of 

8-5 per cent of basic wages earned during 1*4*1979 

to 31.3.1980 for;extending co-operation to the 

management in reaching the settlement* The agreement 

was signed in 1981 for five years as -usual •

In 1969 two. more mills - S -G • Mills and S *R «K - 

Mibls - also started the practice of negotiating 

agreements for different departments/sections following 

the example of Coimbatore Spinning and Weaving Mills 

and the Vasantha Mills* While S *G «K • Mills negotiated 

an agreement for the Carding department the S-R»K* 

Mills signed an agreement for bundling department • 

Both the mills signed these agreements for a period 

of 5 years •
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The L *T • Mills which is, considered to be the 

largest and leading textile mill in Coimbatore region 

sedmsV;td have followed the practice of sect iorial ised 

bargaining .only in 1970s in all its units in Coimbatore* 

Sectional agreements were signed in 1978, 1980 and 

1981, covering weaving, spinning and winding departments 

in“the main Unit* Of these, the 1978 agreement " 

covering the weaving department provided for a higher 

workload • Each worker was required to mind 16 

automatic loans as against ,4 traditional type of looms* 

Thd 1980 agreement covered the. spinning department* 

The workload 'was increased to 6 sides as against 5 

prevail ing , in the region but providing for a wage 

increase of ^.40Z~ per worker per month. Similarly, 

the 1981 agreement covering the winding department 

increased the workload by 20 per cent providing a 

wage increase of,^*50/- per month’per worker* . In its 

two other,units the agreements were signed in 1979 

and 1982. On 17.1.1979 the management signed an 

agreement with three, unions- namely , the Coimbatore 

District Textile Workers Union, the Anna Panchalai 

Thozhilalar Sangham, and the National Textile 

W.orkers Union , Covering the Power House workers 

numbering 25 for a period of 5 years* Similarly?
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on 22.9.1982 a five year agreement was signed with five 

unions, viz* the United Textile Labour Association,, 

the Dravida Panchaiai Thozhilalar Munnetra Sangham, 

the National Textile Workers Union ? the Anna 

Panchaiai Thozhilalar Sangham? and the Coimbatore 

District Textile Workers union for 185 workmen- of the 

mixing? blow room, carding? combing? spinning,machine 

shop and-watch and ward section- On 30.9.1982 still 

another agreement was signed with the same unions for 

the workmen in weaving section numbering 9^.

...The PN Mills had signed similar agreements in . 

1980 and 1981 for carding and reeling departments- 

The Gotaris started the practice in 196& subsequent 

to modernising the mills. But it was only in 1970s 

that the agreements were frequently negotiated for 

different departments - in 1975 for spinning department? 

in 1977 for weaving department, in 1978 for reeling? 

bundling and engineering departments, and in 1982 once 

again for weaving department •

To state it differently, sectionalised bargaining 

became more common during the 1970s* Not only more 

and more mills adopted the practice but the pioneering 

mills negotiated fresh agreements* , In 1980s this 

kind of agreements are becoming very common especially
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in larger mills*. At the time of this study (May-June 

1983)., negotiations covering different departments or 

occupational categories in different mills were in 

progress- For example ? S*G*K* Mills was negotiating 

an agreement for the winding department wherein only 

3 workers are employed? the LT Mills for its weaving 

department of the main unit? and for jobbers and 

maistries in its subsidiary units at Singanallur? 

the Gotharis for further rationalisation of the 

mills wherever it was feasible? the V *T • Mills for 

weaving preparatory? weaving and warehouse sections 

on workload and wages •

Sectionalised bargaining has been in vogue only 

in one unit in th© engineering industry* Two reasons 

may be advanced for this situation- Firstly? the 

size of the establishments jn the non-textile industries 

is small* There are hardly a dozen units employing 

200 or more workers and one or two employing a few 

thousand. The small organ!sat ions do not find it 

necessary to adopt this practice • Either they 

negotiate for all. the workers or leave.the matters 

to be decided by the third party* Secondly? the 

engineering unit which has the practice of 

sectionalised bargaining is not only big in size
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with large number of sections and departments, it is 

managed by a company which owns a number of mills in 

which the practice has been in vogue • The experience 

gained by the management in the textile mills is 

utilised to determine the matters in its engineering 

un it -

The above analysis reveals that the sectionalised. 

bargaining is a pattern that approximates productivity 

bargaining . As in productivity bargaining 9 the emphasis 

is on higher production simultaneously conceding a wage 

increase - But if we take into account the fact that 

this kind of bargaining does not seek to prevent the 

wasteful practices on the part of the labour and to 

motivate the employees to go beyond the defined 

workload it is certainly different from productivity' 

bargaining. During the course of negotiations the 

labour unions endeavour to see that the increase in 

workload is as less as possible * often not more than 

20- per cent of the existing workload. Similarly, 

the managements do not agree to reward the porkers ' 

beyond 10 per cent of the wages being paid at the 

time of negotiations. In other words, both the * 
parties try to concede as little as possible while
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trying to get the maximum- More importantly > some 

unions do not want 'to be a party to these agreements 

perhaps, because they rightly believe that is is more 

advantageous to the mill owners/empl oyers -

Sectional ised bargaining is a pattern that Keeps 

both the parties always engaged in negotiating the 

identical issues for different sections of workers? 

which means that the number of agreements to be 

negotiated-and enforced is more • The management and 
- ■ • । ■ 

labour unions' are always burdened with the task of 

negotiating for different sections- No sooner one 

agreement is signed than the parties have to initiate 

negotiations for another section or department or a 

category of employees- Often the managements have to 

negotiate for twqor more sections simultaneously 

with different sets of unions and labour leaders 

causing lot of strain and lack of time to attend to 

other problems of the organisation-

Different types of views were expressed-by 

different respondents in the textile and non-textile 

industries on this pattern of bargaining • These 

views are both for and against the practice- One of 

the consultants in labour relations and employee
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training in the textile industry held the view that 

the agreements covering different sections? departments 

or categories of workers is quite in tune with the 

general method of collective bargaining • The method 

of sectionalised bargaining is a necessity arising 

out of the modernisation of the mills which is possible 

only in stages- Moreover? negotiating for all the 

workers on workload and wages may take a very long 

time due to multiplicity of unions and varying nature 

of work involved in different departments •

The general manager of a leading mill stated that 

the piecemeal bargaining is resorted to because 

negotiating common agreements takes a very long time- 

It helps to keep every category of employees actively 

involved in negotiations and makes them responsible 

in enforcing the agreement- It also helps in 

effectively dealing with the unions since they are 

fewer in sectionalised bargaining than when, 

negotiations are held for the entire mill • But he 

felt that the sectional agreements have lead to 

narrowing down the wage differentials between 

different categories of workers because while, a 

settlement is in force for one category or when 

the period of agreement is getting expired ? a new
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agreement for other categories of employees is being 

negotiated or enforced* This means the employees 

covered by an old agreement and the employees governed 

by the new agreement would be getting more or less 

the same wages / which would not happen when a common 

agreement is negotiated for all the employees'* Due 

to narrow wage differentials the workers are often 

dissatisfied <

The Personnel Manager of another leading mill> ' 

where the management is professionalisedbfelt that the 

conditions of the machinery and the changing working 

conditions force’ the management to adopt sectionalised 

bargaining and sign sectional a greements • Such 

negotiations are usually undertaken when new and 

modern machinery is installed* According to another 

personnel executive these negotiations help to 

maximise the workload in the,given department! 

section — the possibilities of increasing the workload 

are always higher and in favour of the management*'

On the' other hand ? the managements which have 

not adopted the practice of sectionalised bargaining 

stated that they do not want to encourage 

departmentalised agreements even if the unions are
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interested - They feel that such bargaining would lead 

to intense inter-union rivalry because in different 

departments different unions are in majority? whereas 

in the entire unit only one or two unions would be in 

majority and it would be easier to deal with one or 

two major unions- Secondly, the sectional agreements 

may lead to higher wage disparity between occupations 

and departments- Thirdly, they feel that such 

bargaining does not help production planning in a 

proper manner covering the entire mill/unit - Finally? 

if was felt that the sectionalised bargaining causes 

imbalance between different departments with' regard 

to workload and related ’issues-

A third group of respondents advocated that , 

the SIMA .should take up the issues of workload revision 

for all the member mills simultaneously and negotiate 

a common agreement which would help all the member-’ 

mills to have uniform standards- According to them 

such an agreement helps to avoid the increase in 

wages from one. mill to another? for now ‘it is a 

strategy of the unions to demand wages, /higher than 

the prevailing rates whenever they negotiate an 

agreement on workload and wages- Often they have 

succeeded in maintaining differentials at least
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nominally, in support of their view they quoted the 

example of 1956 settlement which remained in force 

for 10 to 15 years- without tny change* But it may be 

noted that not all the mills modernise their methods 

of production simultaneously enabling the SIMA to take 

up the issue for all the mills.

On the other hand, the trade -unionists (other 

than the Marxists ) expressed-a favourable v iew on 

sectionalised bargaining. According to- them the 

workers are benef ited. by the ‘increase in wages? hence? 

the. workers do not mind to give a little higher 

production if their earnings are also higher. Whereas 

the Marxist unions have been opposing the increase 

ip workload for they feel that it would lead to 

.unemployment of large number of workers*

Therefore? we may state-that sectionalised 

bargaining has been brought into vogue by the 

employers to help themselves to rationalise the 

methods of production, to redefine the work norms in 

different section s/departments or for different 

categoriesof the employees who are indirectly 

connected with the production process, and also to 

deal with the rival, unions in realising the objective
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of maximising the production . It is a method that 

helps the employers to phase the introduction of new 

machinery and technology- Further? in this pattern? 

while the employer bargains for higher workload ? the 

employees or their unions bargain for1 higher wages 

without retrenchment of the workers except.under a ’ 

voluntary scheme. But comparatively it is the 

employers who are more benefitted by this pattern of 

bargaining.

CONVERTIVE BARGAINING

While coalition bargaining is an a ttempt on the 

part of the labour unions to resolve the problem of the 

organisational weakness arising cut of multiple 

unionism and the absence of a statutory' procedure for 

recognising a representative union and the' sectionalised 

bargaining is cn effort of the employers to resolve 

the problemsconnected with rationalisation of the 

methods of production laying down new work norms 

leading to higher production a nd ' to deal with the 

problem of rivalry of unions ? the convertive 

bargaining is an attempt on the part of both the 

sides to give a legal s tatus to the agreements 

negotiated bilaterally. The existing industrial
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relations laws, do not provide for a legal status to a 

bilateral agreement per, se , In t he absence of a legal 

status the collective agreement is nothing more than 

a private agreement.; Such an agreement, though settles 

the dispute r is not considered; as a legal settlement 

of the dispute as was held by a Division Bench of .the 
I ■ '• ■' . . . : '

Bombay High Court in 1956 in.'Poona Mazdoor: Sabha Vs 

G*K*n hulia* The Industrial Disputes Act was, 

therefore, amended in 1956 and .1965 to give .a kind of 

legal status to the agreements* These amendments 

were to Sec*2(p) and Sec^-18 of the Act* While the 

amendment to Sec*2(p) aimed at widening the scope 

of the term settlement, the other amendment sought 

to make the registered agreement binding on the 

parties sighing it« But Sec*2(p) makes a distinction 

between a settlement arrived at in the course of the 

conciliation proceedings and a settlement registered 

with the conciliation officers in the prescribed 

manner < This distinction is still sharper when 

Sec *2(p) is read with Sec *18(1) and (3) of the Act* 

The settlement arrived at in the course of conciliation 

proceedings is binding on all the workmen employed 

on the date of settlement as well as on all those 

who might be employed during the period of settlement,
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on the one hand ? and ? on rhe other hand , on the 

employer(s) ? his heirs, successors and assignees* 

Whereas a settlement registered with the conciliation 

officer in the prescribed manner is binding only on 

the parties signing the agreement. Any section of 

the workers not a party to the registered agreement 

may raise a dispute on the subjects already covered 

under the agreement . As a matter of fact, the 

employers and trade unions have developed a preference 

for the settlements signed in the presence 'of the 

conciliation officer- But the conciliation officers 

have filled to enthuse and motivate the parties to 

seek their services* Both the labour and management 

do not have confidence in the conciliation officers, 

More importantly ? the employers and -the labour unions 

do not want to refer the issues of workload , wages, ' 

allowances, production‘linked bonus, etc * to a third 

party , especially the government conciliation officers

The textile mills in Coimbatore have been 

modernising their mills and negotiating with the 

unions for higher workload and wages every 3 to 5 

years* They do not want to involve the conciliation 

officers or any other third party in these negotiations*
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But at the same time they want to have a total binding 

effect of the agreements on all the workers employed 

in the mills in v iew of the multiplicity of unions* 

Similarly, the trade unions negotiating with the 

employers do not want the r^val uniphfsj to raise the 

same issues and negotiate with the management for a 

better settlement or raise a dispute and get better 

benefits through the conciliation and adjudication 

machinery- Therefore, both the employers and the 

trade unions negotiating an agreement bilaterally 

prefer to sign their agreement before a conciliation 

officer as if it was reached in the course of the 

conciliation proceedings conducted by that officer* 

In otherwords, the parties to an agreement seek to 

convert the bipartite agreement into a tripartite 

settl ement •

Similarly, when certain issues, when not settled 

either at. the bargaining table or in conciliation, are 

referred for. ad judication by the government • But 

such a* reference does not prevent the employers and 

the trade unions from negotiating the issues pending 

in adjudication with a fresh approach*. When the 

parties' succeed in arriving at an agreement on the
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issues referred for ad judication ? they approach the 

adjudicating authority with a request to give, them an 

award incorporating the terms of the agreement they 

have arrived at *, . In such situations the adjudicating 

authority usually' issues an award as requested by the- ' 
/ 

parties * These awards are-known as the consent awards 

all over India*

Various reasons were advanced by the personnel 

and other execut ives f or converting the agreements 

into the settlements* These reasons, though listed 

in Chapter 5? are repeated below for ready reference* 
■’I ‘ •" ■' ’ '

(1) To see that every term of agreement is in detail 

and perfect order to avoid problems in its implementation? 

(2) a settlement is legally binding on all the workers 

and trade unions? (3) to Prevent rival unions or a new 

union that might come up? from creating problems after 

the agreement is signed - a section of the workers, is 

not organised and who could be organised any time by 

an outsider? (4) for proper implementation Of the 

Agreement? (5) the chances for* varied interpretation- 

of the settlement? as liked by the parties?* are '■ 

remote? (6) long term agreements should be in the 

form of a settlement in the interest of the management? 

because the unions play games causing problems in
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labour‘-management relations, and (7) to prevent the 

union's, especially the communist unions., who do not 

believe in rationalisation schemes and often withdraw 
• *

from thenegotiations, from vetoing the agreements on 

workload and wages negotiated after modernisation of 

a section or the mill ...

Oh the other hand , a few managements do not convert 

their bilateral agreements into settlements for two 

reasonss (i) they do not visualise any problem in 

implementing the terms of agreement, for all the unions 

are- a party to the agreement and often the unions 

themselves take initiative in negotiating the agreement, 

and (ii) the tradition in these organisations is to 

have only the bipartite agreements • But the latter type 

of organisations are few- The Southerh India Mills' 

Association has also occasionally signed the bilateral 

agreements which have been implemented by the member 

mills in right spirit* Hence, the necessity to convert 

the bipartite agreements into tripartite settlements 

arises mainly out of the^desire of the employers to 

avoid the industrial relations problems, for if a 

settlement is not honoured by the trade unions the 

matter can be taken up‘with the Evaluation and 

Implementation Machinery of’ the Government. Similarly,
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the unions can take up an issue of non-implementation 

to this machinery or raise a dispute on non-implementation 

and-get the things settled.

PATTERN BARG AINING

When any practice and procedures yield good results 

consistently over a period of time and also help to 

overcome the inherent weaknesses and drawbacks of a 

system? such practices and procesures would be adopted 

by others with a desire to obtain the same results. 

This exactly happens in industrial-relations

matters - The fact that the SIMA successfully 

negotiated? with 3 unions operating in the member 

mills in 1956? a very comprehensive agreement on 

classification of workers? their, duties and 

responsibilities? the wage rates and allowances? 

£he production bonus ? etc - prompted the employers 

in the engineering and other industries to adopt 

the same procedures. They too granted a de-facto 

recognition ? n without any ..d iscrimination..?. to' the 

trade unions claiming membership in their 

organisations and- negotiated similar agreements. 

They have made it a regular practice to. enter into 

negotiations with the labour unions at regular
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intervals of time-every 5 years •

Similarly , within the textile industry a number 

of mills adopted the practice of negotiating separate 

agreements for different sections/shops following.^ the 

practice that was in vogue in the C*S*W* Mills- The 

leading and prosperous mills in this} area found the 

practice very advantageous particularly in the event 

of phased rationalisation and modernisation of the 

methods of production. The negotiation to refix thd 

worknorms and wages for the workers in a sect ion/shop 

was found to be easier than negotiating the same or 

similar issues for all the workers of the mill • 

Hence > the practice came into vogue in larger number 

of units not only in the textile industry but also 

in the biggest engineering unit in the region.

This practice of adopting the successful 

practices and procedures of bargaining by other 

employers who ordinarily wait for the results of 

the experimentation by the pioneers may be . 

described as Tastern Bargaining - This form, of 

bargaining reflects the desire of few employers 

to experiment with.new procedures on the one hand 

and the desire Of larger number of employers to
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follow in the footsteps of successful employers 

on the other* It may, however? be noted that it is 

not unique to the textile Industry in Coimbatore 9 

the ’Pattern Bargaining' is also in existence in 

other countr ie s •
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Chapter

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING & TRIPARTITE METHODS

The data analysed so far reveal that collective 

bargaining has been in existence in the .textile and 

engineering industries since 1956. During this period 

of 25 to 30 years it has grown from .strength to 

strength and has been institutionalised . In almost 
■ 11 

all the industries? in general? and? in the textile 

industry in particular? all the issues affecting the 

collective interests of the workers? on the one hand, 

and the mill owners either individually or collectively ? 

on the other? are negotiated and settled across the 

table- The employers? the millowners’ association 

and the labour unions have been able to develop 

certain Healthy practices and establish good 

traditions- New patterns of bargaining like the 

coalition bargaining? sectionalised bargaining and 

convertive bargaining have emerged and -taken'deep roots •

Yet it is a fact that in a number of' engineering 

units the negotiations are not successful every time • 

Similarly? in other industries? including textiles?
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the negotiations fail occassionally . The negotiations 

in individual issues irrespective of the industry are 

also not successful at the bipartite level# In other 

words? on several occasions the direct negotiations 

fail and an impasse is reached necessitating the 

intervention of a third party • 'Thus? in about 30 

to 40 per cent of the cases the negotiations are 

extended beyond the bipartite level •

Since the Industrial Disputes Act? 1947 

prescribes that in all differences between the labour 

and management the services of the conciliation • 

machinery should be sought? the parties are compelled' 

to seek the intervention of the conciliation officers- 

Ordinarily in individual disputes and, minor issues 

affecting,the common interests of the workers? or 

when"the parties themselves agree at the bargaining 

table to refer their dispute'to a higher level 

conciliation officer? such asi the Deputy Commissioner 

of Labour of the region? the Special Deputy 

Commissioner of Labour'and the Commissioner of Labour? 

the intervention of the third party takes place-

When the matter is taken, up by the conciliation 

officer? notified for the industry'and the region 

more often than not? the conciliation Officer
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advises the parties to renegotiate the issues 

bilaterally • This advice of the conciliation officer 

is ordinarily accepted by the parties not only 

because the advice has come from a senior government 

officer in the Labour Department? but,al so because 

the heat has cobled down and the parties are waiting 

for an opportunity to renegotiate- The advice of 

the conciliation officer acts as an excuse to return 

to the bargaining table to negotiate the issues afresh 

and reach a settlement - Normally ? such negotiations 

help the parties to arrive at amicable settlements «

la other words? there are two bargaining 

situations? namely? bargaining before a bottleneck 

in negotiations is reached? i -e • purely bipartite? 

and (2) bargaining taken up on the advice of -the 

third party - the conciliation officers or the 

adjudicators- The attitude and approach of the 

parties differ in both the situations*. As many of 

the respondents put. it? the negotiations in the 

former situation are more rigid? each party tries 

to gauge the other and would be bent upon getting 

the maximum from the other party- Though the 

labour unions want to have a quick settlement in
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favour of themselves? they are more demanding and 

pressurising* They do not see reasonin. management’s 

views at this stage* Further? these respondents 

felt that the policies of the managements and the 

labour unions oh issues like higher wages and workload 

prevent them to reach an agreement at the bipartite ‘ 

level before they assess all the pros and cons* Quite 

often the inter-union rivalry also prevents the 

amicable settlement of the issues * For instance ? it 

was stated that the communist unions do: not come 

forward to negotiate an agreement on higher workload 

except when they are the lone union or majority union 

in the particular establishment/mill s • When cross 

checked? it was found that the communist unions are 

basically opposed to increasing the workload leading/ 

to retrenchment and unemployment of large number of 

workers* But where the agreement does not lead.to 

loss of employment but provides for a substantial 

increase in the wages? they do negotiate and agree on 

higher work-load. It was also pointed out? by some 

of the employers having a traditional approach to 

industrial relations? that the 'give and take • 

approach in bargaining a settlement is missing at 

this stage. Considering the fact that collective
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bargaining in this region has been .widely -preval nt 

it is difficult to accept such a view •

On the other hand ? majority of the respondents 

stated that at the bipartite level the opportunities 

to talk freely with the unions are very high- It is 

under this free atmosphere that the trade unions are 

individually invited by the employers and the 

management.’s views and opinions are communicated 

before the unions crystal ise their stands on the one 

hand> and? on the other?, the trade unions ask for 

better concessions and favours which they cannot do 

in the presence of all other unions* Even when there 

is a strike situation ?-the parties are able to 

negotiate and settle the issues if the negotiations 

are held at the unit level or in a neutral premises- 

At the bipartite level? as the respondents put it? 

there is a wide scope for ’give and take’ on both 

the sides helping themselves to -reach an agreement- 

Very often the employers are prepared to concede 

the demands either out of the way or slightly beyond 

their capacity to .pay? for they know that the other 

party will al so have the same approach to the 

issues under negotiation- -It is also true that at
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this level a package deal between the parties is more 

possible- But it was pointed out .that the negotiations 

are slow and tardy f primarily because both the parties 

want to consider every aspect of the matters involved 

before committing to the other party*

Whereas when the parties come back to the 

bargaining table on the advice of the conciliation 

officer the course of negotiations is said to be 

time bound and directed towards a settlement- But 

according to others even at this §tage the negotiations 

could be dragged on for a long time- Majority of the 

respondents felt that at this level the parties do not 

come out fully and freely while taking a very rigid 

legal position - The parties adopt such a stand when 

the conciliation officers clarify the legal issues 

involved - They fail to appreciate the views and 

feelings of each other preventing them to adopt the 

same ‘give and take' approach- In many, cases? the 

'give and take' approach is totally absent• It is 

also true that the parties change their positions 

if the conciliation officers do not show an 

inclination to help them- Furthermore? it was 

pointed out that the unions could be under pressure 

from the conciliation officers? since he would be
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taking a via media approach to the problem after learning 

the positions already adopted by the managements and the 

labour unions* This also enables some parties to have 

a more practical view of the issues enabling themselves 

to arrive at the settlements • on the other hand? it 

was argued that in this bargaining situation the parties 

are more rigid because the union wants to settle the 

disputes in favour of itself? often treating the matter 

as a prestige issue • This kind of an attitude and 

approach is al so true of the other party - Hence ? it was 

said that once the issue fails at the bilateral level 

it fails at all the subsequent levels* Some managements 

stated that they do not offer anything at the conciliation 

level or when they come back to the bargaining table - 

Often they simply refuse to negotiate at this stage and 

sometimes do not. own the offers made earlier* This will 

force the trade unions to lower the demands and adopt 

a more canpromising attittide and approach facilitating 

the settlement of the issues in favour of the 

managements •

In other words? contradictory views were expressed 

by the respondents on the effectiveness of negotiations 

before or after an impasse in collective negotiations 

is reached . These views are certainly based on the
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ba s ic pol ic ie s of the 1 a hour un ion s and. the man age me n t s 

on different methods of decision-making in. labour- . 

management relations • In persuance of such policies ; 

certain employers and trade unions are in a. position 

to settle every issue at the bipartite level and seek 

the services of the conciliation officers only for 

signing the settlement as if it were arrived at in 

course .of the conciliation proceedings, while other 

parties either settle the issues at the bargaining 

table.and allow the issues affecting the individual 

workers to fail' at the negotiation table so that 

they could be taken up in adjudication*

When the negotiations fail at the bipartite 

level seme employers and labour unions in general and 

the mill-owners' association and the textile labour 

unions prefer to have mediation by the Commissioner 

of Labour, the Secretary to the Department of Labour, 

the Labour Minister or the Chief Minister of the State* 

The history of collective bargaining,, particularly 

in the textile industry, reveals that mediation by 

these influential outsiders' has often resulted in 

settlements* However, in 1979, the mediation by 

all these functionaries including:the Chief Minister
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of the state were not successful because of the 

extremely rigid stand adopted by both the parties* 

Hence ? the Government of Tamil Nadu appointed a 

Special Industrial Tribunal and the dispute was 

referred for adjudication by that tribunal * But the 

labour unions bycotted the proceedings of the 

tribunal and continued their agitation to- pressurise 

the ..SIMA to agree for negotiations* They were able 

to . settle the issues and get a consent' award * In 

1972-73, in a bonus dispute, the then Chief Minister, 

Mr. M* Karunanidhi, mediated to have an interim 

settlement of the dispute. The final determination 

of the dispute was left to be arbitrated by the 

Chief Minister and the Labour Minister*. But in 1975. 

the Government of India imposed the President 's Rule 

on the state , because of which the dispute, could not 

be settled by r.he Chief Minister and the Labour 

Minister. In the absence. of the popular government, 

the SIMA was able to influence the government machinery 

to refer the issue for adjudication* This qlearly 

revealed the management’s intentions to recover the 

excess amount paid to the workers pending the final 

settlement of bonus* The labour unions, therefore,
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went in petition to the High Court of Madras against 

the re f e re nqe of the d i spu te f or ad j ud ic at ion • But 

the Court did not intervene in the adjudication of 

the dispute by the Tribunal? instead the H‘ble High 

Court advised the labour unions to argue out their 

case before the Tribunal* Hence, the issue remained 

pending >in adjudication for a few years* The issue 

was ultimately settled at the bargaining table in 

1980 following the successful negotiations in 1979 

under a new formula applicable for a period of three 

years - 2 978-81- Similarly, the Commissioner o£ 

Labour has mediated in a few disputes including the 

bonus dispute for 197 3-74 which was also settled in 

1980.

Eight reasons were advanced by the respondents 

for coming back to the negotiation table pending 

conciliation or adjudication* These ares (1) to 

buy time to solve the issues amicably and 

effectively, (2) to avoid the intervention of the 

uriwanted and' unscrupulous, elements or trade unions 

from getting an upper hand, (3) to prevent the 

precipitation of the dispute and to facilitate a 

settlement, (4) to have abetter and quick settlement 

based on the balanced advice and recommendations
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of the conciliation officers or adjudicators, (5) to 

have only a bipartite settlement, (6) to avoid- an 

adverse award of the adjudicator - neither party is 

sure of the gains at the adjudication level as against 

the Calculated gains'and loss at the bargaining table 

since it always involves a ’give and* take’ approach* 

When the terms of award are npt favourable to e ither 

party there are possibilities of indulging in time 

consuming 1 itigation , . which could be avoided if the 

parties come back to the negotiation table* (7) To 

cultivate, develop and maintain cordial relations 

with each other instead of creating hostility and 

bad blood, and lastly? (8) due to the financial 

complications involved-when the issues are not 

settled immediately - the management has financial
• . _ ■ ; . I X”' • ' / ......

dealings with the external agencies such as •batiks, 

the electricity board? the suppliers of raw materials? 

and the distributors of the finished products* If the 

issues are not settled immediately there would be'" 

multiple effects on the organisation*

Furthermore? due to the time (-consuming process 

of adjudication and the possibilities of litigation? 

the employers and the labour unions? especially in 

the textile industry do not prefer adjudication upon
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the failure of direct negotiations and mediation* 

The par fi^s, rat her prefer to refep the matter for 

arbitration by a third party* Ordinarily the . 

arbitration has been the voluntary or informal 

arbitration*. The arbitrators once . again .have been 

the top level officers ip. the Labour Department,,? the 

Ministers in case of industry-wide issues or the 

officers of SIMA in case of individual mills? and the 

District Collector* The District Collector has 

arbitrated only in one or two cases related to 

engineering and other industries* Arbitration by an 

Individual or a panel of arbitrators is becoming 

common in the cement industry ? but at the national 

level* The arbitration awards determining the wage 

and other issues at the industrial level are 

implemented at the local level .with very minor 

modifications by the management of the ACC unit*

In case of some of the individual mills and 

factories it is the voluntary arbitration which is 

sought by bo^h the parties*, For instance? in RN 

Mills in 1980 the-workers resorted to a? prolonged 

strike - more than 2 months - in protest of 

deduction of eight (8) days' wages for allegedly
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giving low production and registering low efficiency. 

The strike resulted in termination of a few workers* 

Ultimately ? the management and. labour unions agreed to 

refer their dispute for voluntary arbitration by. the . 

Assistant Commissioner of Labour- Similarly? in 

1980-81? the management of the RL Mills, and the labour 

unions referred a dispute on training and service 

conditions of the workmen for informal, arbitration by 

the Assistant 'Commissioner of Labour. So also the . 

management of Gotharis and the labour unions referred 

the issue of promotion in the carding department, and ■ 

the efficiency of Dobbers in the weaving department 

for arbitration by the ■ Law off icer of SIMA and the 

Deputy Commissioner of Labour respectively? on ■- 

different dates- The promotion of a workman in' the 

doubling section of VT Mills was referred in 1981 

for arbitration by the Assistant Commissioner of 

Labour? while in I960 the issue of festival bonus 

was referred to arbitration by the ex-Chairman of the 

SIMA. But the latter issue was ultimately settled in 

conciliation under Section 12(3) of the Industrial 

Disputes Act? 1947

In the engineering industry also we find that 

voluntary arbitration is resorted to mostly in
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individual cases as in the textile industry, For 

instance, in 1979 the management of GIPSI and the 

labour unions operating in that organisation agreed to 

refer the dismissal of a workman for arbitration by 

the Deputy Commissioner of Labour *

Though there have been such cases of voluntary 

arbitration, it was pointed out by the personnel 

executive of an engineering unit with long standing 

experience that in Coimbatore the employers and the 

trade unions do not prefer voluntary arbitration due 

to lack of faith in the arbitrators - According to him, 

the trade unions and the workers feel that the 

managements are always in a position to influence the 

arbitrator for an award in their favour- Similarly, 

the managements feel that the trade unions would be 

able to influence the arbitrators through the government- 

He further said that despite these reservations both 

the parties have the practice of influencing the 

arbitrators as well as the Presiding Officers of the 

Labour Courts and industrial Tribunals- According to 

another Personnel Manager, with lot of experience in 

different industries, both the managements and labour 

unions do not prefer to seek arbitration- He 

strongly felt that the d isputes involv ing wages and
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related matters should never be referred to arbitration - 

Hence ? .mostj.of the managements in Coimbatore do not 

allow the negotiations. to fail- Even when the 

negotiations reach a deadlock they, keep on negotiating 

with the unions - individually or in group-ultimately 

succeeding in having an amicable settlement across 

the table•

Finally ?. it .. . may be noted that, even the management 

of the -NTC mills prefer collective bargaining to. 

tripartite methods - When the issues are not settled 

at the mill level the negotiations are taken up at 

the Corporate level since the corporate office is at 

Coimbatore itself- The Managing - Director and Chairman 

and the Advisor (Personnel.) negotiate with the. cental, 

leaders of all those unions operating in the NTC mills 

ultimately reaching an agreement- Considering the. 

state of textile mills managed by the NTC ? the . 

management does not w ant to drag on .the. settlement 

of the issues either at the Mill level pr at the 

corporate level - This approach of the NTC was 

clearly revealed during 1979 when there was a 

statewide strike- While the SIMA was very, f irm on 

its offers despite the mediation by the Labour 

Minister and the Chief Minister? the NTs;, came
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forward to offer better terms to strike an agreement - 

Es.6O/- as against ^.45/- offered by SIMA. This is 

revealed in a letter written by the General Secretary 

of the United Textile Labour Association to fellow 

unions while enclosing the terms and conditions 

offered by the NTC. Chairman * The text of the letter 

written by the United Textile Labour Association in 

June 1929 is as belows

"On much lobbying and persuasion by >ys the textile 

managements have agreed to meet and. try to settle 

the issue with the unions on 16th* However, we now 

reliably learn that the State Government is 

pressurising the managements, not to settle the 

dispute ... .(this) will go to show the attitude of 

the State Government. In the meanwhile the NTC 

Chairman Shri Duraiswamy sent in a proposal for 

settlement unofficially • We will try our best to 

persuade the brother unions to agree to the 

necessity of giving preferential treatment to NTC 

and settle with NTC if the 16th talks fail"*

The terms and;condit ions offered by the NTC 

Chairman to settle the dispute were as follows j

“An increase in wages of ^.6o/- per month per
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worker would be given? subject to J

a- all the unions agree to the constitution of a 

Committee consisting of two representatives of the 

unions? two representatives of the management and a 

representative of SITRA who would be the Chairman of 

the Committee •

b« The above Committee will go into the rationalisation 

of workloads and related wages in the various mills 

for workers and jobbers with referent norms of efficient 

working in the industry and give its findings with 

the view to assure the long term vlability of the mills 

under the subsidy. The unions shall nominate their 

representatives on or before 1st July? 1979 and the 

Committee will complete its work by 1st October? 1979 

and its findings shall be final and binding on both 

the parties and shall be implemented forthwith .

c. The increase of -^.60/~ offered will only be 

prospective

d . Other industrial demands will not be gone into 

now? However? if necessary? distributing the 

amount of ^.60/- as basic wage and other benefits 

could be reviewed in the light of any such 

settlement with the case of private mills.
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e- The above offer is final , and not open for bargaining* 

The offer automatically stands withdrawn if the 

constitution of the Committee? etc* as indicated above, 

is not agreed to or acceptable to all unions

it may be noted that when the unions were able to 

settle the dispute with the SIMA'and a consent award 

was obtained the same was extended to the WTC mills* 

However, the approach of the WTC clearly indicates 

the preference to collective bargaining *

The attitudes of the respondents on the role of 

the c one illation and adjudication machinery in promoting 

cordial relations reveal that majority of the respondents 

in both the categories agreed with the statement - 2/3rd 

of .the unit level leaders ? 63.63% central leaders and 

69.56% of the management execut ives • According to 

them the conciliation and adjudication machinery plays 

only a marginal role in promoting labour-management 

relations- While others felt that these officers do 

participate actively in reaching an agreement-

To state it differently, collective bargaining 

in textile and non-textile industries in Coimbatore 
— ’’ ■ £.»» - - »«-•' • . 

. * A \ " ■

is prevalent at all levels and in all disputes • 

When the parties do not,agree on an issue leading to 

an agreement, they agree to refer'the matter(s)
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to conciliation or voluntary arbitration- When the 

intervention of the conciliation officers is sought, 

more often than not ? the parties cane back to the 

negotiation table ultimately succeeding in reaching 

an agreement <■ So? we may conclude that collective 

bargaining is a dominant method of resolving various 

issues and.that the tripartite methods have only a 

marginal place in the industrial relations in this 

region .
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Chapter 8•
11 HiinWrrrjn

SIMA AND COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

The textile industry in Coimbatore has been 

predominantly in the private sector. When a good 

number of mills came into existence by the 1930s the 

millowners began to think of organising themselves 

into an organisations It was in 1933 that Shri R «K • 

Shanmugam Chettiar was able to bring the like-minded 

mill owners and form the South India Mill owners' 

Association to project> safeguard and promote the 

interests of the millowners in various- areas 

including the relations between the mill owners and 

their workers . over the last 50 years the SIMA has 

added a number of objectives and activities to, the. 

original list in'its desire to be an institution of 

social importance. Yet the major activities, of. the 

Association are in the area of industrial relations. 

The Association h&s been concentrating its efforts 

to promote industrial peace and'harmony in the 

member mills so as to realise its objectives* More 

than 50 per cent of its officers spend their entire 

time to carry on the following activities; to hold
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negotiation^ with the recognised unions to decide 

the issued relating-to wages, work assignment? bonus, 

etc-, to assist the member mills in resolving the 

disputes relating to employees in the mills, to advise 

the members on wages and agreements, to inform the member 

mills in. the case laws-, to represent the member mills ' -A
be f ore the ind ustdal r al ^t ion s m ach ine ry ,' a nd t c ol 1 ec t 

proper d;aVa 1 pn wages , and , allowances , strikes and lockouts

The industrial relations activities of the SIMA 

were* taken up on a regular and systematic basis only 

from 1956 onwards* During ,1933-55 only casual attempts 
' ■ • . 'X. ■

were made by the Association to negotiate with the 

labour unions and to airrive at amicable agreements* 

The agreements .signed by the Association with the 

labour union were not implemented by the member mills 

in right spirit- The member mills were more guided 

by the individual interests, their own policies and 

approaches, the government regulations, and !their 

whimsical attitudes towards labour- They ignored 

the recommendations and findings of the Court of 

Enquiry, the1 industrial tribunals and the tripartite 

committees- During this period5the relations 

between the millowners and mill workers were not
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only cordial but, were hostile- Strikes were organised 

on several occassions by the workers to press for their 

demands- But the millowners were successful in 

breaking these strikes by employing outsiders and 

arranging physical assaults cn the activists- We have 

already noted that several times Mr -NG Ramaswamy was a 

target of such physical assaults- It is alleged that 

the millowners had encouraged the rivalry between the 

Textile Workers Union and the Mill Workers Union 

during the period 1945-50 resulting in violence and 

murder of a large number of'the members of both the 

unions - Mass retrenchment of workers following the 

strikes were invariably resorted to by the millowners 

with a view' to weakening the labour movement •

This situation underwent a tbtal transformation 

from 1956 onwards when the SIMA and the three trade 

unions? ‘viz- the Codmbatord District Textile Workers' ' 

Union? the Coimbatore District Mill Workers’ Union 

and the National Textile workers Union? successfully 

negotiated an agreement ba £©d on the report of the 

Tripartite Textile Enquiry Committee (1953) 

determining the occupational nomenclatures? duties 

and responsibilities? workloads? gradation of 

workers? basic wages? wage differentials? and production
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bonus for the workers in 41 mills in the region* 

Since then a large number of collective agreements 

have, been negotiated by the SIMA and the labour 

unions- The agreements on wages and allowances have 

ensured a kind of uniform personnel and industrial 

rei at ions practices in the member mills irrespective 

of their size, paying capacity and the location -

The 1956 agreement has served as a break-off 

point and a basis for all subsequent negotiations in 

the textile industry in the region seeking to. 

determine the categories of workers, fixing their 

durites and responsibilities, wages and allowancesi . 

and production bonus- This agreement remained in 

force for 10 to 15 years in the member mills in 

Coimbatore District without any modifications, except 

for the variable dearness allowance- During the 

period of this agreement many member mills were in 

a position to modernise their mills- The 

modernisation of the mills naturally resulted in 

higher workload, learning, of new., skills, and 

acquiring new level of efficiency and productivity 

by the workers- Hence, the workers also demanded 

the revision of wages and allowances- Since only 

few mills had the problem of negotiating with the



labour unions? the issues of fixing network norms 

and wages? the SIMA■ encouraged the concerned mill 

managements to eider into negotiations with the trade 

unions on their own* In response to this encouragement 

the member mills and the labour unions have been- 

negotiating the collective agreements at regular 

intervals* They have consciously or unconsciously 

given rise to a new pattern of collective bargaining.?, 

viz* the. Sectionalised bargaining*

The agreement s igned by . the SIMA .and the three 

trade unions in 1956 also influenced a few managements 

in’ the engineering and . cement products industries * 

Three., managements; in the engineering industry ? namely-? 

the Textool Company ? the RKI? and the GIPSI? and the 

management of the Asbestos Cements Company negotiated 

their agreements .-joased;.on the textile agreement:marking 

the. beginning of collective .bargaining relationships • 

It may be noted that.- these four-.units, negotiated- the 

agreements. with all 'the trade un-ions dauming membership 

tn thoir respective organisations1* . But. the managements of 

thrbo unitsnegotiated- jeintl-y with ‘the fl,^bpur -wnons 
oiling the example of ..SL-a* -But after 1956? 

they have- never repeated that exercise of bargaining 

j ointly<
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The SIMA has also bee a negotiating with the 

labour unions the payment of bonus on behalf ofthe .. 

member mills right from 1950s• ' Initially, the bonus 

issue used to be settled across the table following, 

the formula evolved by the Labour Appellate Tribunal 

in a dispute between the Bombay Mill Owners’ Association 

and the Rashtriya Mill Mazdoor Sangh- But in 1966, 

the SIMA and the labour unions could negotiate their 

own formula to determine the available surplus and the 

qaiarjtum of bonus- This formula deviated substantially 

from the statutory formula laid: down under the Payment 

of Bonus Act, 1965-

The formula evolved by the millowners’ association 

and the labour unions came to be known as the SIMA 

Formula • Under this formula the millowners* association 

agreed to charge one percent less towards the return 

on capital, two, percent less on reserves, not to claim 

development rebate, to deduct only national .incane tax, 

and not to claim the benefits of ‘set-on’ and ‘set

off’• This formula was negotiated under Sec-34(3) 

of the Payment of Bonus Act- Hence, the parties had 

agreed not to spell out it an any of the settlements- 

The 'SIMA, formula was. modified by the parties twice



or thrice at the bargaining table taking into account 

the changing socio-economic conditions? the prosperity 

of the mills? the rising prices of consumer goods? 

the expectations of the labour? etc*

During the last fifteen years the SIMA has been 

negotiating with the labour unions only those issues 

that are of common interest to all the member mills 

and the workers - the issues such as general r evision 

of wages? allowances and. other personnel matters - As 

for the bonus issue is concerned? it it the SUMA 

which ordinarily negotiates with the labour unions 

operating at the district level on behalf of the 

member mills- Of late the SIMA has> been negotiating 

the bonus issue only with written authorisation from 

the member mills and an undertaking that they would 

accept the terms of the agreement arrived at by the 

SIMA? for in 197 9 some mills put the SIMA in an 

embarassing position by paying bonus over and above 

the agreed quantum- The SIMA? therefore? had to 

ammend the by-laws to provide for the removal of a 

member contravening the SIMA agreement on bonus-

Collective bargaining between SIMA and labour 

unions resulted in the establishment of good
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traditions in industrial relations and the emergence of 

new patterns of. collective bargaining •• The important 

pattern of collective bargaining that has emerged:after 

1956 is the,coalition bargaining. Coalition bargaining 

is an attempt by a group of unions to bargain with the 

multi-union employers and/or the employers* association 

by coming together in the form of a loose organisation? 

i-e * a coalition. The initiative, to bring together the 

trade unions operating in the industry was taken by - 

the SIMA itself • When the government of Madras advised 

the textile industry in the state to negotiate fche work

norms and wages etc » based on the recommendations of 

the Tripartite Textile Enquiry Committee ? the SIMA 

recognised all the unions existing at that time? 

namely? the Coimbatore District Textile Workers Union? 

the Mill Workers Union ? and the National Textile Workers 
: . " ’ ‘ 'i

Union? and invited them for negotiations- Taxing clue 

from the successful negotiations of 1956? the labour 

unions started coming together forming a Joint Action 

Council of unions? to negotiate not only with SIMA on 

general issues but also with the .individual mills, 

in the region that had modernised and wanted to 

fix new norms of work-load duties and responsibilities? 

and productivity of the workers .



Since the trade unionism in other industries in the 

region broadly conforms to the trade unionism in the 

textile industry and the central leadership of the 

unions in textile and other industries is the same, 

coalition bargaining has been adopted by the labour 

unions operating in different organisations in 

engineer ing, cement ?t ran sport and other industries 

whenever an issue is to be negotiated and settled in 

those, organisations* As a matter of fact, coalition 

bargaining has been institutionalised in this region- 

This is certainly a contribution of SIMA in 

strengthening and institutionalising collective 

bargaining in the industry and prompting cordial 

relations .between the labour and management-

SIMA has also contributed.a good deal.in 

resolving the problem of recognising the ■ bargaining 

agentnof the workmen , • and., tackl ing tine problems 

arising out of the multiple unionism and intep-union 

rivalry •. It was a very pragmatic move on the part Qf 

the. then-Honorary Secretary of SIMA to.recognise and 

invite all. the three .trad eZin ions for collective 

negotiations in 1956. Subsequently also, the. SIMA 

has recognised all the trade unions of workers and.
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staff that have come into existence at different 

points of time and have claimed membership in the 

member mills in the region. Following this example, 

not only they member mills of SIMA but all other 

employers in the region have granted the de facto 

recognition' to all tlie unions operating in their
■ j . "y.......... .'■ ■ ■' ■ ' < '■ -.

r^cpoctive organisations. The employers in,general, 

therefore, h^ve been involving the labour unions in 

the negotiations* It is only recently that the SIMA 

has started inviting only the major unions in the 

industry for collective negotiati ons with a v iew to ; 

avoiding the practical problems connected with the 

minority unions..

The SIMA's role in promoting collective 

bargaining at the unit level is also noteworthy* It 

has encouraged the member mills to negotiate the 

localised issues - both major and minor - and has been 

extending all the necessary professional help whenever 

required by the member mills. The member mills have 

also been inviting all the unions claiming membership 

either in the entire mill or-in a section/department 

for the negotiations on workload and wages * These 

negotiations have given rise to another pattern of 

bargaining, v iz . the Sectional ised Bargaining which
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we have already discussed .

The constructive role played by the SIMA is 

acknowledged by all the member mills? the trade unions 

and all those concerned with the textile industry 

at Coimbatore and who have had an opportunity to be 

associated with one or the other mill in'the region- 

Thus? while all the respondents representing the 

employers, in. the textile industry strongly agreed wj,th 

the statement that ‘SIMA has the credit of iriitiating 

and institutionalising collective bargaining in the 

textile industry in Coimbatore region’-. Similarly? 

60 per cent of the respondents from the engineering, 

industry? and 50 per cent from transport industry 

strongly agreed with the statement? while 60 per cent 

of the respondents from all the non-textile industries 

agreed that the SIMA has been playing a major role in 

pranoting collective bargaining in the region*

Further? all the respondents from the textile 

industry admitted that the SIMA has helped to ensure 

uniform personnel practices in the member mills 

irrespective of their size? the paying capacity and 

the geographical location of the mills by way of 

negotiating agreements commonly applicable
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to the member mills • And' since 1974 the agreements 

signed by the SIMA and the Joint Action Council of the 

trade unions have been the basis for negotiating 

agreements (including the bonus issue) in the mills 

managed by tlje National Textile Corporation (Tamil 

Nadu' and Pondicherry) , as well as the co-operative 

and handloora ।sectors mills- Resultantly? the 

uniformity id industrial relations matters is prevailing 

in the industry in the region in both the priavte and 

public sectors? except for the lo'carise&’d&'sQes - These 

respondents also agreed with the view that over years 

the prosperity of the mills in the region has been 

increasing mainly because of the healthy collective 

bargaining practices evolved and developed by the SIMA 

-and- the trade unions-

On the other hand? only about 65 per cent of the 

trade unionists agreed with the view that the SIMA has 

strived to institutionalise collective bargaining in 

the region - But nearly 85 per cent of them agreed 

with the view that 'both the SIMA and the Joint Action 

Council of trade unions have Strived to promote 

uniform practices in industrial relations in the 

member mills-!
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Though a certain amount of uniformity in industrial 

relations is desirable?' it is not desirable from the 

view point of the bigger and leading mills- The General 

Manager, of a leading mill felt that ordinarily the 

SIMA takes into account the conditions prevailing in 

the average ...mills -which often results in problems for 
**’ “ "r r y- *’ 'T*5* .■**’ । *• ' .- ■. ■ »• * t ■ f .x,,1’ g ‘ . ♦* i .'■>,* ■ :l r*- • 1

1 ■- ... "j.; ■ OCW ' ‘ ■. ''

the bigger and leading mills? because after signing

•the agreements with the.SIMA the trade unions 

invariably.approach the managements of big mills with 

a demand for higher wages? better benefits, and higher 

bonus? which? if not conceded? results in work 

stoppages*. He cited the 1979 bonus agreement signed 

by the SIMA and the trade unions in support of his 

view> The labour unions after signing this agreement 

with the SIMA were able to get higher bonus from 8 mills 

causing embardssment to the.SIMA. . This wasfsubstantiated 

by 64.3 per cent of the personnel executives from the 

textile industry . They felt that the $IMA agreements 

■ are-., al way s - based on. what the aver age mill s could af f ord 

to -.pay iO.f ten.. . c^ sing • pr oblems;.!orricher mills..? j., t ■... 

Sinilarly » 55*55, per . cent, of the personnel executives 

■"from other industries and 63*.63 per cent of. the trade 

unionists also agreed that the SIMa takes into 

account the capacity of the average mills while
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negotiating any agreement - Such differences of opinions are 

bound to be there when the-pay^ing capacity of the mills 

highly varies and the private'employers are interested in 

un int e r ru pt ed !pr od uct ion •

There was an impression that the SIMA has. been buying 

peace by way of conceding the demands of the unions* In 

support this, a few instances of the agreements were 

quoted , prominent among them being ,the bonus settlements 

since 1972 (exdept for the. period of national emergency) 

and especially the 1979 bonus agreement providing for 

96 per cent of the allocable, surplus as bonus, and the 

agreement signed in. 1980 agreeing . to write off the 

payments made during 1972-74 towards bonus for. that period - 

When this was put to the respondents in the form of a 
■ Vi • — ■ .j' ; : . . . < ...
statement 57.15 per cent of the respondents from the 

management category disagreed while 15 per cent strongly 

disagreed- It may, however, be noted that 28-15 per cent 

of the respondents in this category agree that SIMA has 

been buying peace... As for the respondents from other 

industries are c oncerned, it may be noted)that three 

types of views were expressed on- this issue and that 

the percentage of -respondents, expressing these views 

were uniform- 1/3 of the respondents strongly

disagreed that the SUMA has not been buying peace - 

According to'them, SIMa has been stubborn on 

many occasions? they cited the example of the wage
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negotiations of 1979 in support of their views- While 

another 1/3rd of the respondents expressed their lack 

of knowledge abput. the subject ? the remaining 1/3rd 

agreed that.the .SIMA has been buying peace •

After 1979 statewide textile strike arid the 

bonus agreement signed in October 1979?. a few member 

mills started either' '.negotiating their own agreements 

or paid bonus over and above the. bonus 1 iabil ity 

worked out by the SIMA and the JAC of trade unions » 

Different reasons were advanced by the management 

executives when a question was put to them- These 

include s ( 1) the desire of the millowners to capture 

the market for their products? (2) to facilitate faster 

rationalisation of the mills? (3) to avoid’ strikes -by 

the workers? (4) to avoid a legalistic 'approach to 

industrial relations matters which is commonly found 

in SIMA agreements ?’ ( 5) to develop better relations 

with the workers and their unions? (6) to..resolve the 

financial problems iwhen huge .sums of money are .borrowed 

from the ’banks) ? (7) to avoid delays in. arriving at. 

agreements - SIMA takes a very long time in 

negotiating an agreement? (8) failure .of SIMA 

agreements to satisfy the needs of the. individual 

mills since the SIMA agreements take a general
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view or are based onwhat the.average mills could 

afford to pay, (9) the desire to pay more wages and 

bonus so as to keep«the workers contented,(10) the 

varying practices, traditions and employment and 

working conditions, and (11) to gain better co-operation 

of the worKers and unions particularly to modernise the 

mil?r • Besides these general reasons, a few 

individualised reasons were also given* These ares 

(i) small qompl iment of. workers , i-e • small wage bill 

and huge profits, (ii) inability of the small mills 

to withstand the pressure.tactics of the unions, 

and (iii) the desire of the .small mills to earn more 

by ad justing to the.market situations •

It was pointed out that when the 1979 bonus 

agreement was signed/some member mills felt that the 

SIMA negotiation committee had stepped out of its 

limitations in signing., the agreement 1 it failed to / 

take into account'the prevailing;practice of 

negotiating bonus .liability, on a year-to-year 

basis< Hence, at least 8 mills in 1979-80 agreed 

to;pay more bonus and the issue wasraised by Some 

members in the General Body Meeting, of the SIMA’ 

held on' 30.11-1979. These mill s were asked to ,
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clarify the matter’ , and all of whom denied to have ‘ 

paid a bonus in excess Of the agreement . The SIMA 

Committee was able to perceive a dangerous trend 

developing ? perhaps it felt that there, was a threat 

to the integrity tfncT unity of the Association . 

Hence, with a view to prevent the ‘disease1 from 

spreading to other member mills the rules of 

membership were amended (Rule 12) providing for 

cancellation of membership of those mills paying 

a bonus over and above the sums determined by the 

Association. , (This provision'is already mentioned' 

in Chapter 2 which may be referred).

Therefore, a question was put to the respondents 

to know their reactions to the possible threat to 

the association, viz- 'If this trend continues? what 

would be the future of collective bargaining at the 

association level?' . The data reveals divergent 

views of the respondents. One group felt that this 

trend will weaken the Association which in tuin will 

also affect the bargaining capacity of the individual 

mills- On the other hand, it was held by others that- 

the development is not disturbing since only a few 

mills (5% or less) have been indulging in the practice
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of exceeding the boundaries of 'collective’ agreements- 

More importantly? these mills do not sign any?' formal 

agreements that violate the agreements signed by the 

SIMA-.* It is- ohly th rough unwritten agreements’ that 

the excess payments-are made and. when the Association 

enquires the matter they deny the fact *These 

agreements are- the gentleman’s agreements and with 

a strict warning from the concerned millowners that 

the workers and unions should keep the matter 

confidential- It was further pointed out that even 

though the member mills violate sane settlements 

they Oohtinue to avail the services of the SIMA on 

all other matters- As a matter offset? no danger 

is there to the-unity and integrity of the 

Association ,

Therefore? we may state that collective 

bargaining in the textile industry in Coimbatore 

has been institutionalised primarily due to. the 

efforts-of the SIMA? though at.times it is accused 

of buying'peace on behalf of the member mills- But 

this is done in the best interests of the.members > 

as was pointed out by the Chairman of the.

Association in 1979 and which view was accepted by.
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the members■

The above analysis of the role of SIMA in 

promoting collective bargaining and cordial 

relations in the industry helps us to conclude that 

the Southern India Mills Association has played 

a major role in institutionalising collective 

bargaining both at tne regional and mill levels 

during the last twenty five years* This is highly 

commendable when we take into account the situations 

prevailing in other centres where the problems of 

recognition of the bargaining agent of the workmen are 

statutorily resolved and the number of trade unions 

is less-
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CONCLUSIONS

Collective bargaining is a bipartite democratic 

method of decision making in industry* In most of the 

democratic industrial economies it has been a strong 

institution in the industrial relations system* 

Successful collective bargaining presupposes» dpt er 

al ia? the existence of a legal framework that 

encourages the collective negotiations by providing 

for the creation of a bargaining agent of the workmen? 

a compulsion on the employers to bargain in good 

•faith? and a legal status to the collective agreements 

per se - A oositive labour policy of the Government 

and strong trade unions are equally important* In 

the absence of these pre-requisites ? as the history 

reveals? it would be a long struggle by the workmen 

to. e stabl ish • c ol lective burg a in ing rel at ion ships with 

the employers* We Know that the situation in Indian 

industries reflects all these drawbacks* The 

■industrial relations laws in our country give a 

preferential treatment to the tripartite method.
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The labour unions and the empibyefs-are often 

compel led to' se ek"’tfe’".k in ter vent 1 oh' ofthe third 

parties < '^e 'iaSoilF' 

the prob! eras of multlple ' unionism "and ?.inter^uhiW " 

r ival ry. and con fl ict - Yet we find that in many'' 
■ z + > f ./ J.i'.. X-Jr t \ ■' 3 >• .. J . , ,rf ; 7

industrial centres collective bargaining has been 
' • . ' ddd
institution of immence importance in industrial 

d.- ' J •?<}. > io J -!f: ■ 'dd •? 0 -v :■■• 'd -'b ■ ■ ■

relations- We have the best example from the’ 

textile industry at Ahmedabad where the traditions 

are established since 192Qs under the guidance and 

blessings of Mahatma Gandhi*- ?

In other centres also we find that collective 

bargaining.is accepted as the predominent method of 

determining the issues of interest to both the labour 

and employers* '■ But in these centres multiple 

unionism and a proper approach to collective 

bargaining and industrial' relations have posed 

problems * Despite the existence of many unions and 

the dominance of the .private sector in the textile 

and engineering industries7 and the lack of statutory 

pre-requisites collective bargaining in Coimbatore - 
! ' ■ : ....... ’ • . ....... . i ' . . ’ ' - - i C.7

the-Manchester of South India - has developed 

during the last 25 to 30 years * It has been a
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strong institution in the industrial relations system 

and the parties have been able to establish good 

practices and traditions giving rise to new patterns 

of bargaining in.their quest for industrial peace 

and prosperity -

The collective bargaining practices in the 

textile industry in Coimbatore region date back to 

mid 1940 s • But on a systematic: and regular basis . . 

collective , bargaining- relations came to be. established 

only .from 1956... The impetus to negotiate? however? 

came from outside the industry and the trade union ; 

movement - It was the Government of Madras who: advised 

the South India Mill Owners’ Association to 

negotiate and settle the issues such as. wages? work 

norms? etc •? based on the recommendations ;of the 

Tripartite Textile Enquiry Committee (1953). Since 

then there has been no looking back. The collective 

bargaining practices in the textile industry have, 

been a pace setter and a model for other industries 

in the region.

Over a period of three decades collective 

bargaining in this industrial centre has become the 

predominant method of determining almost every ,
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Issue an industrial relations* The procedures> the 

tactics and strategies adopted, the number of labour 

unions involved, the subject matters covered and the 

types of settlements signed together reveal the positive 

approach and attitude of the parties ,to collective 

bargaining•

Collective bargaining' an the textile industry in 

Coimbatore is at three levels, namely, the association 

or regional'level individual mill level and the 

sedtioh/^^ The South? India Mills Association

(SIMA) negotiates, on behalf of the member mills in. the 

region with the labour unions claiming a sizeable 

membership in the member mills of the SIMA* At the 

mill and sect ion/shop levels, it is the management of 

the concerned mills and the labour unions claiming 

membership either in the entire mill or in the shop 

that are involved in the negotiations with or without 

the help from the SIMA officers* Whereas in the 

engineering industry collective bargaining, as a 

general rule, is only at the plant level* The only 

exception to this general rule has been the LEW , 

which has the practice of collective bargaining at 

two levels - at the plant level and the section/shop
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level, mainly because the management has rich experience 

in the textile industry . In transport and cement .. 

industries collective bargaining is at the plant and 

company/industry levels. In these industries the 

major issues are decided at the company/industry 

level and only the implementation part is left to the 

plants besides localised and minor issues*

One common feature of collective bargaining at the, 

regional, company, plant or shop levels irrespective, of 

the industry in the area has been that the negotiations 

are by a group of unions in general. Whenever an issue 

is to be negotiated with the employers or the 

management or the association of employers, all the 

unions come together forming a Joint Action Council/ 

Committee of the unions* This’practice again dates 

back to 1956 . We have described this procedure and 

practice as the coalition bargaining' because the 

Joint Action Council of the labour unions is a lose 

arid ad hoc body that comes into existence whenever 

the workers have demands or the employers have 

proposals for higher workload and new work norms* 

Coalition bargaining represents the efforts of the 

trade unions to overcome their organisational 

weakness in relation to the strength of1 the employers
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or their association - the organisational weakness 

caused by the multiplicity. of unions in a shop? 

plant and the industry in the region ♦ . Coalition 

bargaining from the workers* point of view? helps 

the trade unions to forget their rank differences,at 

least temrorarily in the interest of the working class- 

Resultantly? over years coalition bargaining has 

helped the unions to have a co-operative relationship 

among themselves - Th© inter-union rivalry? conflict 

and violence that were characteristic of the trade 

unionism of the 1940$ and early ; 1950s are almost 

extinct- This is -a‘positive contribution of collective 

bargaining in the textile industry-

When we view coalition bargaining from the , 

employe r s * point of vlew we find that the method 

helps to solve the problem of recognising a - 

representative union the bargaining agentk of. the 

workmen ? in the absence of a statutory. formula and 

multiple unionism the best course adopted by the 

managements and the Mil1owners‘ Association was to 

accord the de facto recognition to all the unions 

having membership in the mills in-.the region and get rid of 

problem of the multiplicity of unions and rivalry
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among them. Thus the employers in this region have • 

successfully tackled the problem ano avoided work

stoppages on account of inter-union rivalry.

The fact that the trade unions form the Joint 

Council/Committee at all the levels of bargaining 

in all the industries in this region helps us to 

conclude that the Joint Action Councils and coalition 

bargaining are institutionalised - And sthe> fact .that 

coalition bargaining date3 back to 19.56 and has been 

a characteristic feature collective' bargaining 

helps us to state that this pattern of collective 

bargaining developed in the textile industry in 

Coimbatore is a pioneering development not only in 

Indian industries but in any industry at the global 

level • This pattern of pargaining emerged in the 

industries in the United States only towards the end 

of 1950s and developed if1 the 1960s • This is 

certainly a proud distinction of the SIMA and the 

textile labour unions•

Within the textile industry another new pattern 

of bargaining? viz. the ^ecfional ised bargaining? 

emerged during the late "1960s and developed in 1970s . 

Ibis form of bargaining Was brought into vogue by 

the leading employers to effectively manage the
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problems arising out of rationalisation and modernisation 

of the methods of production in a ’ phased manner as well 

as to secure higher workload and production with no/ 

minimum amount of retrenchment of workers- Though 

this form of bargaining causes lot of strain on the 

management it has helped both the parties to prosper ♦ 

The fact that this pattern ’also originated in the 

textile industry at Coimbatore and has no parallel- 

national or international - helps us to conclude that 

the textile industry in1 Coimbatore has given, a new 

d ime ns ion to c ol 1 e c t ive barg a in ing -

A third pattern that has emerged simultaneously 

in the region is the pattern bargaining • Having 

appreciated the positive influence of 1956 agreement 

between the SIMA and the textile labour unions three 

units in the engineering industry and the asbestos 
‘ * »• ■. •- i- . „ . • . . . , ’ . ' • ,^1 ■' ;

cement factory started negotiating with all the 

unions operating in their respective organisations- 

To the extent the three engineering units jointly' 

negotiated the agreement with the labour unions 

in 1'956 providing for enhanced wages workload? etc • 

they very closely followed the pattern set by the 

millowners’ association- Unfortunately? they did 

not continue the practice of jointly negotiating
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with the unions over a long period of time* But? 

withit') the textile industry the example of. C *S mill s 

was followed by a large number of mill.s todetermine 

new work norms and wages for the workers in different 

sections/shops in course of time giving rise to the 

sectionalised'bargaining *

A fourth pattern of collective bargaining.that 

has come into .vogue in all the industries is. tfie 

convertive bargaining under which the collective 

agreement is converted into a tripartite settlement . 

While coalition bargaining and sectionalised bargaining 

represent the efforts of the trade unions and the 

employers to overcome the organisational weaknesses y 

and the desire to improve the productivity of the 

unit / the convertive bargaining is an attempt on the 

part of both the parties to overcane the statutory 

drawbacks with regard to collective bargaining * the 

drawbacks such as. the absence of ■ ;th€' 'statutory 

provisions according to a legal status to collective 

agreements- At present the tripartite settlements 

and adjudication awards have a batter status compared 

to an agreement registered with.the conciliation 

officer • Convertive bargaining also reflects the 

desire of the parties to have a bilateral agreement
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in preference to a settlement or an award • This pattern 

•f bargaining is, however, found widely all over the 

country? and it has a parallel practice in Australian 

industries.

The four patterns of collective bargaining that 

have emerged and developed in the textile and ether 

industries in Coimbatore region reveal one important 

fact that when the parties to collective negotiations 

are confronted with the problems and challenges in 

their quest for determining and directing their mutual 

relations, for a better industrial governance and for 

industrial peace they evolve new ways and methods to 

realise those goals. When these new ways and methods 

are repeatedly adopted and their results are highly 

encouraging not only new trends come into existence 

but also give rise to new patterns of relationships 

and procedures which go a long way in strengthening 

the institution.

Collective bargaining in the textile and other 

industries in Coimbatore region is what it is today 

mainly because of the constructive rwle played by 

the SIMA and a proper response from the trade unions.

The SIMA not only took the initiative in negotiating
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various issues with the labour unions at regular 

intervals but also developed the tradition of 

bargaining and settling the issues only bilaterally- 

The agreements negotiated by the SIMA have always 

been over and above the statutory minimum and the 

workers have often been getting highest wages, in the 

industry besides a good many other benefits including 

preference in employment for their heirs and direct 

relatives- Among all-'the-negotiations the bonus 

negotiations between the'SIMA and trade, unions occupy 

a unique place- They have all along been different 

from the national pattern- in 1971?. the bonus 

agreement signed by the SIMA.,and the trade unions 

forced other employers all over the country to pay the 

minimum bonus of 8-33 per cent * Both before and after 

the enactment of Payment of Bonus Act the SIMA and the 

trade unions had their own formula evolved to determine 

the quantum-of bonus- 1 While before 1965 they had . 

adopted the LAT Formula, with sane modifications 

after 1965 they evolved their own formula that 

substantially deviated from the statutory formula - 

This formula has been known as the SIMA FORMULA- 

The original formula evolved in 1966 wa-s changed 

twice but always deviating from the statutory‘f ormul a
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so as to ensure higher bonus to the workers*

The maturity of collective bargaining relationships 

between the SIMA and the labour unions is also1 

reflected in the setting up of the bipartite Standing 

Negotiating. Committee consisting of equal number of 

representatives of both the parties in 1982/ and a 

similar attempt made earlier also* The Standing 

Negotiating Committee was set up to help the individual 

mills to resolve the local problems and also to avoid 

the work-stoppages likely to be caused by the inept 

handling of the issues* Though.the Standing 

Negotiating Caomittee had problems in its functioning 

right from the beginning! it is a commendable endeavour 

on the part, of both the SIMA and the non-communist 

trade unions to have originated this institution.

Trade unionism in the textile and non-textile 

industries in this centre has also been different 

from the national pattern . The trade unions have 

better inter-union co-operation and have learnt to 

co-exist in their endeavour to,safeguard and promote 

the interests of the working-class*, The trade unions 

in the textile and engineering industries have a 

decentralised democratic structure - a-two or three



tier structure* The mill/branch committees have been 

given a considerable amount of autonomy in negotiating 

various issues including. the workload and wages with 

the managements- This has helped to develop leadership 

among the workers*

That collective bargaining in this centre has 

taken deep roots and has been a strong institution 

in the industrial relations system is reflected in the 

fact that both the employers - individually as well as- 

the association of mill owners - and the labour unions' ' 

have a strong conviction in the methods ' Even when 

the negotiations have failed and the government has " 1 

referred the matter for conciliation and/or ,

adjudication.the parties have come back,to the- negotiation 

table and settled the issues bilaterally- Some ’ - 

managements do not seek the intervention of the third 

party even when an impasse in negotiations is. reached- 

They allow a cooling off period and resume the , -

negotiations ultimately reaching, agreements -. ,lt/is\ ■ 

also a fact that seme managements do not allow fhe 

negotiations on wages and workload to. fail., at the. 

bipartite level •

The strong collective bargaining relationships 

have helped to promote cordial industrial relations
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in all the Industrie? in tnis centre* 0£ course., 

there have been strikes both at .the regional and unit 

levels for four to eight w^eks at the. association level 

and upto three months in some mills, and factories* 

But these ■ strikes are not Ohly occasional but often 

are resorted to only as a part of the negotiating 

strat^jy . In fact? the trade unions do not believe 

in direct action and confrontation with the employers* 

Major strikes were in 1972? 1974 and 1979 causing 

considerable loss of mandays primarily because on all 

these occassions the strikes were statewide* Further? 

it is important to note that the strikes in the 

textile industry are decreasing while the staying 

capacity of the workers has continuously been 

increasing* This is again a positive contribution 

of collective bargaining .

The collective bargaining practices in the textile 

industry in this region have positively influenced 

the practices in other industries. This is very clear 

from a number of facts* Firstly? when the SIMA and 

labour unions signed an agreement in 1956other 

employers in engineering and other industries 

negotiated a similar agreement * Subsequently also



the employers and the labour unions in other, 'industries 

have negotiated the agreements, as and when the SLjiA and 

the textile labour- unions have signed, agreements— ' 

providing for wages'/ allowances and other benefits! 

The'' bohus negot iations in the textile industry have 

al so influenced'the payment of bonus in other 

industries though not the SIMA formula is. adopted .

A number of factors have contributed to the 

institutionalisation of collective bargaining and 

development of cordial industrial relations in both 

the textile and non-textile industries in this 

centre - These are ? ( 1) Realisation through experience 

by both the" mill owners and the labour unions the 

futility of confrontation method in industrial 

relations? (2) the willingness of the employers in 

the non “textile sector to learn from the experience 

of the textile .industry? (3) the increasing paying 

capacity of the employers and willingness of the 

workers to extend necessary co-operation? (4) a 

genuine ’give and take’ approach on both the sides? 

(5} the desire of the employers to have uninterrupted 

production (which has unfortunately to some extent 

corrupted otherwise mature c oil active' bargaining 

relations? (6) the process of modernisation of the
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mills phase by phase * (7 Common leadership of trade 

unions in the, textile and non-textile industries, 

(8) the positive; and c on structive... approach of the 

trade unions* (9) the presence of a strong association 
• ■' ... •. • * •• . , 

of employers in the textile industry* viz. the Southern 

India Mills Association, that-negotiates on behalf of 

its members andproperAmplemendation of ,the agreements 

by,, the member mill s *

Though in other cent re £ of the teM^ industry 

the associations of employers negotiate collective 

agreements, the bargaining procedures, the strategies 

adopted, the nature of trade unionism ahd the 

approach of both the parties are quite different 

making it difficult to reach maturity in collective 

bargaining and industrial relations, in Bombay, 

for example, the Bombay Mill Owners' Association 

has recognised. the Rashtriya Mill Mazdoor Sangh 

affiliated to the Indian National Trade Union 

Congress and negotiates the issues of common 

interest. Though other unions have been claiming 

majority status the Association refuses to deal 

with any union other than the RMMS . The net 

result has been the longest ever strike' in the
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history of industrial relations in India throwing 

out of gear the lives of thousands of workers and 

their families-

Therefore? we may conclude that the collective 

bargaining in the textile industry in Coimbatore 

region has come of age giving rise to good many 

healthy practices notwithstanding the statutory 

limitations? lacuena and drawbacks- The traditions 

established in the textile industry are being 

adopted and followed by the employers in wther’ 

industries in the region- The fact that these 

Employers have been able to achieve good results 

comparable to those achieved by the mill owners 

should motivate the mill owners and employers in 

mther centres and industries to learn from the 

rich experience of the textile industry in 

Coimbatore region.
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INTEmW SCHOTT

1. Organizational Profiles’

1 • Name of the organizations

2. Designation of the 
interviewees

3. Employed Sinc^ when??

4. When the organization was 
established ?

5. Nature of Business:

6. No. of Workers employed:
a) Blue collar:
b) Administrative staff:
c) Manage rial staff:

7. No. of Trade Unions operating:

a) .Bpr Workers:,? .
b) Bor administrative staff:
c) Managerial staff:

8. Whether all the employees of 
the organization are unionized ?. ... .. . . YES/NO.

a) If not9 what is the extent 
of unionization '

9. Which of the uniom (s) is 
(are) recognised ?

10. Nature of Recognition:
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11« Wta t were. the. co ns ide rations; 

in granting recognition ? '

12. What are the privileges-given; 
to the recognised union(s) ?

II. ON COLLECTIVE BARGAINING. BRACTICES *

1. Could you please tell me when A.. ;? 
the first agreement was negotiated 
by your management with the unionh’

2. Win t were thevisguesi negotiated'. 
and settled ?

3. Since signing the first, agreement 
how many more agreements.:are ... 

’negotiated till datb (please list 
the years alsd)?

4w Could you please tell me the 
subjests negot iat ed .on eg^h a 
occassion ?

5. At present are you negotiating 
any agreement,?, XES/NO;
a) If: yes,what are the is s ues ?.

b) How many unions are involved 
in the present negotiations.'
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b. , Do you nave the practice of 
sending proposals to the 
union(s) for negotiations ? YBS/NO

a) If yes, on what matters ?

7. When a Charter of Demands is 
submitted to you, how much time 
do you take to reply and to invite the 
invite the unipn(s) for the 
negotiations ?

a) To send a reply:

b) To invite for talks:

8. Who constitute the negotiating 
committee in your organization ?

9. To what extent this committee is 
empowered to take decisions so 
as to thrash out an agreement ?

a) Fully empowered:

b) Empowered to decide
•••••■’ minor issues :

c) Is required to refer 
back the matter to 
top management :

10. What kind of preparations'do 
you make before commencing the 
negotiations ?

11. Who does this job ? Personnel Department/
Other departments.
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12. What problems do you face in 
negotiating with multiply unions.?

13* What strategies and tactics' 
do you employ .in negotiating 
with multiple unions ?

14* Do yea hold meetings with the . 
individual unions. before having ' 
the joint meetings ? YES/no

a) If yes, who condacts Ihe.s S; 
meetings ?

15. When the agreement is reached 
usually what kind of a document 
do you prepare to sign ?

a) ^Memorandum of Agreement 
under Sec. 18(1 ) of the 
I*D« Act? 1947••

b) Memorandum of Settlement 
under Sec.

16. Why do you sign the latter 
type of documents ?

17* When the negotiations fail, 
what course of action do> you 
follow ?

a) declare, a Loc.k-r.out: <

b) Prepare for a strike^-'

c ) Seek the.intervention ; 
of the.State machinery:

d) Others (specify)*
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18. Bo you have the, practice ;o.f 
negotiating with the unions 

■ pending conciliation and/or
adjudication ? YES/NO

19. What differences do you find 
in negotiations before and 
after the intervention of the' 
Government machinery ?

20. What factors compel the management 
and the trade unions to'’negotiate 
an agreement pending, conciliation 
and/or adjudication ?

21. Whether any unsettled issues-were 
referred' to voluntary arbitration ? YES/NO

a) If yes,, when J

' b) What' were the issues referred ?

c) Who was the arbitrator ?

.d) Who nominated the arbitrator ?

Ill/ SIMA-AND COL:Lj^T.OT

1 . If you are a member of the SIMA 
. when did you become, a member ?

2. How the member^mills are invilved 
in the negotiations by the SIMA ?

3. Bo you find any problem in 
implementing the agreements 
signed by the S UM ? - YES/NO
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a. If yes, what ।kinds
• • f ■ ., I" ■-

problems do you fac-e X;

4, During the l>st ;2; orcj- y®^^ 
..a few member mills J^vq bee^ 
negotiating their' own' agree ments y 
What are the reasons for this, 
trend according to.;.yQU?-:

5. If this trend ■cnntinu-es.j what;^^ 
would be the future of Collective 
bargaining at the association ' 
level ?

6- Do you think that the prosperity 
of the mills in the region has 
been increasing mainly because of 
healtby collective bargaining' 
practices evolved by SIMA YES/NO

’ .. ■’ » ' • ■ ' Wi\ • v :: ,,<v> v- ■■; 'if *' / •' ■ ■ ■ :■ - I-

a) If no, please explain your 
view point♦

IV. OPINIONS AND ATTITUDES.

1 . The SIMA is credited with 
the honour of initiating 
and institutionalizing 
collective bargaining in 
the ^textile industry in 
Coimbatore region-

2 . Collective bargaining in the;; 
textile industry has 'greatly y 

- influenced the collective /’ 
bargaining in other industries 
in the. region. .

Strongly agree/ 
Agree/Disagree/ 
S'trohgly disagree.

Strongly'agree/
Agree/Disagree/ 
strongly :djlsagree



3. Collective bargaining in 
the region has strengthened 
both the employers and the 
trade unions.

4. Collective bargaining has 
been possible since all 
the unions are recognised 
by the employees.

5. Multiple unionism is not 
a problem in negotiating 
collective agreements.

6. It is said that SIM has 
been buying peace by way 
of conceding the demands 
of the trade unions.

7. Collective bargaining by 
SIM and JAC of trade 
unions has promoted uniform 
practices in industrial 
relations in the members 
mill irrespective of' their 
size, capacity to pay, and 
location.

8,. The agreements signed by 
SIMA are always based on 
what the average unit could 
afford to pay.

9. Collective bargaining practices 
and agreements in other 
industries in the region broadly 
conform to the practices prevai
ling in the textile industry.
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Strongly Agree/ 
Agree/bisagree/ 
Strongly disagree.

Strongly agree/ 
Agree/bisagree/ 
Strongly disagree.

Strongly Agree/ 
Agree/bisagree/ 
Strongly disagree.
Stringly'agree/ 
Agree/bisagree/ 
Stringly disagree.

Strongly Agree/ 
Agree/bisagree/ 
Strongly bisagree.

Strongly agree/ 
Agre e/bis agre e/ 
Strongly bisagree.

Strongly Agree/ 
Agree/bisagree./ 
Strongly bisagree.
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10. It. is the absenoe of an . 
employers ’ associat ion. in 

•:otWr\^ that
accounts for the differences 
in collective bargaining1' 
practices in particular and, . . 

. in. ind us t rial re 1 ati ons, in ; x ’ 
general-# ..

Strongly agree/ 
Agree/Disagree/ 
Strongly Disagree

11 , The industrial relations Strongly agree/
machinery la s only a marginal Agree/Dibagree/ 
rble to play in promoting Strongly. Disagree,,
cordial industrial relations 
in Coimbatore region. ' to • > ■ ■ • 1

12 . Collective bargaining practices Strongly agree/ 
In. Coimbatore region are mature, nAgree/Disagree/ 
and stand apart when compared Strongly disagree, 
to the practices in other industrial 
centres, in India.

V •> Add it io nal Informa t ion.

If you hive any thing else to . 
eayon the collective bargaining 
practices in the textile/other 
industries, please express your 
viewsopinions and' comments.

VI„ Additional, Findings- of the Investigator.■



INTERVIEW SCHEDULE No<,2

I. PROFILE LATAs ■

1• Name of the Unions

2. Year of Registrations

3*.Name of the Respondent;

4. Position Held in the Union: .

5. Whether Professional 
leader/worker leader;

6. Since when connected with 
the Union ?

7. Whatt type of Union is Plant Union/industry-wide
Yours ? C^aft/general.

8. In how many milIs/factorles ’ 
your members are employed ?

9. What was the membership of 
the Union when registered ?

10. What is the ptreseht 
membership ?

11. What is the affiliation Affiliated/Not-affiliated. 
status of your Union ?

a) Affiliated to which 
federation ?

12. Is your Union recognised
by the employers ? YES/NO
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a; ir yes, now many employers 
have recognised ?

b) WM is the nature of this 
recognition ?

c)What are'the preivileges 
provided by the employers 
because of this recognition 7

d) Which are the other unions : 
recognised ?

II. ON COLLECTIVE BARGAINING;

1. Since when do you have the 
negotiating relationships

’ " .with the management ?

2. When your union signed the 
first agreement with the 
management/SlMA ?

Since the inception 
of the union/since 
last := years .

3. Wlat were the demands/issues 
negotiated ?

4• Till date, how many more 
agreements are signed by 
your union ? (please give 
the dates)
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5,. What were the issues and 
demands each time ?

6. Are you negotiating any 
issues at present ? YES/NO

a) If yes, what are the 
issues under negotiation ?

b) How many unions are 
involved in these 
negotiations ?

7. How do you formulate your 
demands/prepare the Charter 

of demands, for negotiations ?

8* Whether your demands are Singel issue/
single issue/multiple issues multiple issues, 
demands ?

9« What are the usual issues 
you take up with the m 
managements ?

Single issue

Multiple Issues:

10. Do you also have the practice 
of receiving the proposals from 
the management for negotiations ? Y.ES/NO

Y.ES/NO
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a) If yes, on what subjects ?

b) How frequnetly ?

11. What is the usual time sap 
between the submission of'a 
charter;of'demands and the 
joint meeting of both the:, 
parties ?

12. W^^ constitutes the 
negotiation Committee 
on your side ?

13* a) Are they empowered rto 
take the final decision 
and sign the agreement Z ¥BS/NO

b) If not, to whom do they 
refer the'matter for' 

‘finalisation of agreement^ ? :

14. What kind of preparations do 
you make before the negotiations 
commence ?

15. What type of settlements'' 
do you-sign with the 
managements ?

i) Sec. 18(1) settlements.

ii) S ec. 12(3) setilements.

16. When do you sign the See; 
18(1) settlements ?



17. Why do you sign 12(3) 
Settlements when the 
matters are concluded 
at the bipartite level ?

18. For what duration the 
. agreements/settlements 
are signed ?

19; What should be ideal 
dutatiSn of an agree- 
ment/settlement ?

a) Why do you think that 
this is an ideal period ?

20. What method(s) do you 
adopt to get the agree-* 
ment/settlement ratified 
by the General Body of 
your union ?

21. When the., negotiations fail, 
what method($) do you prefer 
to adopt to settle the issues ?

i) i Conciliation.

ii) Compulsory adjudication.

iii) Voluntary arbitration.

iv) Direct Action.

22. Which method have you been 
employing to settle the

’ issues when the negotiations 
have failed ?
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25• Could you please tell me Only at the industry
whether the Jont Action Council level/at both the 
Council,is constituted levels,
both at the industry level 
and the individual units 
level ?

24. H$ve you been a member of YES /NO
the Joint Action Council 
whenever it is set up ?
a) If yes, how often the 

J.A.C is set up ?

b) When it is set. up at the 
unit level, is it done 
with the approval of the 
central leadership ? YES/NO

c) Is it an ad hoc or Ad hoc/
permanent institution ? Permanent.

d) Could you please tell 
me how it functions ?

e) Since when the practice 
of setting up,the JACs 

. was started ?
i) At the' industry level:

\ ii) At the Unit level.

f) Could you please tell me . Yes it prepares/ 
whether the JAC prepares It doos not prepare, 
the Charter of Demands to 
be negotiated with the 
employers ?
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g) If not, on what basis 
the negotiations by the 
J.A.C is taken up ?

h) Whether the JAC is set up 
before commencing the 
negotiations or after the 
failure of negotiations ?

Before/After/ 
Both.

25. Bo you join hands with other YSS/NO 
unions in each and every issue?

a) If not, what are the situa4 
tions when you act all alone ?

b) Eor what reasons you do not 
seek the co-operation of 
other unions ?

c) In such situations how often 
have been successful ?

26• Have you ever gone on.strike 
to press the demands of your 
Union ? ■„: .?; .

a) If yes, did you strike all 
alone or along with other 
unions ?

b) What Was the situation ?

c) If you struck all alone, 
what was the stand taken 
by other unions ?

YES/hO

All alone/ 
with other 
unions•
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d) How long the strike 
was prolonged ?

e) Ultimately how the is sue (s ), 
was settled ?

' ' ' \ K " ■.■

27o Do you have the practice' of < YES/NO 
taking up the termination 
disputes for negotiations

■before seeking conciliation ?

a) If not what are the, reasons ?

28. Do you have the practice of YES/HO
renegotiating with,.the ;manage
ments pending conciliation/• 
adjudication ?

a) If yes, what differences do 
you find in the negotiations, 
before and after the inter
vention of the conciliation 
officers ?

b) What factors compel the parties 
to come back to the negotiation' 
table ? ?■ ■■-r

29. Could you tell me who ordimrily 
arbitrates or mediates in the - 
disputes not settled bilaterally ?

30. In which industrydes) the 
, negotiations by ^he J.A.C is 

very common ?
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31 • When you negotiate with the YES/N0
individual employers in an 
industry, do you try to have 
uniform terms of agreement ?

a) If no, please explain your 
answer,

32. Please explain to me the 
impact of negotiations.by 
the Joint Action Council ?

33* Could you explain the impact 
of collective "bargaining on 
the industrial relations in 
the textile industry in 
coimbatore eregion ?

34. To whit extent the collective./ 
bargaining in taxtile industry... 
has<influenced pther industries 
in the region ?

35* What differences do you find 
in the collective bargaining 
practices in textile and other 
industries ?

36. What factors have contributed, 
according to you, to these 
differences ?
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37. What are the differences in 
collective bargaining at the 
association (SIMA) level, and 
at the unit level ?

38. What trends do you find in the 
collective bargaining in the 
textile industry at Coimbatore ?

39. Do you think that the industrial 
relations in the region have been 
cordial due to healthy collective 
bargaining practices ? YES/NO .

in. 'attitudes and opinions.

1. The SIMA is credited with the' Strongly Agree/
honour of initiating and instit- Agree/Disagree/
utionalising collective bargaining Strongly Disagree, 

'.in the textile industry in Coimbatore.

2. Collective bargaining in the Strongly agree/
textile industry has greatly. Agree/Disagree/
influenced-the collective < Strongly disagree,
bargaining in other industries < ?
in the region.

3. Collective bargaining in the Strongly agree/
region has strengthened both; - Agree/Disagree/ 
the employers and trade unions. Strongly disagree.

4. Collective bargaining has been Strongly agree/
possible since all the unions 
are recognised by employers.

Agree/Disagree/
Strongly disagree



5. It . £s said that the SIMA has 
been buying peace by way of 
conceding the demands of the 
unions.

6. Collective bargaining by SIMA 
and JAC of trade unions has 
promoted uniform practices in 
industrial relations in the 
member mills irrespective of 
their size, capacity to pay and 
the location.

Strongly agree/ 
Agree/Dis agree/' 
Strongly disagree

Strongly agree/A 
Agree/Disagree/ 
Strongly disagree.

7. Collective bargaining practices Strongly agree/ 
in Coimbatore region are mature Agree/Disagree/ 
enough and stand apart when Strongly disagree,
compared to the practices in othet

' industrial centres in India.

8. The agreements signed by. SIMA Strongly agree/
are always based on what the Agree/Disagree/
average units could afford' to pay. Strongly disagree.

9. Conciliation and adjudication 
mach-nery has only a marginal 
role to play in promoting the 
cordial industrial relations 
in the region.

10. It is the absence of an employers’
association in other industries 
in Coimbatore, that accounts 
for the differences in collective 
bargaining practices in particular

Strongly agree/ 
Agree/Disagree/ 
Strongly disagree.

Strongly agree/ 
Ag re e/Disagr e e/ 
Strongly disagree.

and industrial relations in general 
when compared to textile industry.
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11. Collective 'bargaining practices 
and agreements in other industries 
in the region /broadly conform’to 
the practices prevailing in the 
textile industry

Strongly agree/ 
Agree/Disagree/ 
Strongly disagree.

IV? ADDITIONAL DATA

1 • If you have any 'thing else to say 
on collective bargaining and the J 
industrial relations in the region, 
please express your views, opinions 
and comments.

2. Investigator^ Findings.
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